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The problem of the lateral instebility of deep beams under 
the action of bending loads applied in tiieir planes of greatest 
flexural rigidity has been a subject of investigation by 
engineers since the introduction of the first rolled sections, 
over a century ago. The elementary theories for the 
determination of the bending stresses sufficient to cause 
failure of a beam by buckling have been evolved by a number 
of mathematicians, but there has been little experimental 
verification of these results by tests under prop@rly controlled 
conditions. 
Although the buckling of beams has been compared with, the 
failure of columns under end loads, the possibility of such 
beam failure in practice has been of far less importance than 
that of stanchion buckling--due,, primarily, to the fact that in 
most cases considerable restraints are applied to a beam under 
working conditions which invariably increase the loads necessary 
to cause instability. Also the materials in general use- have 
low specific strengths with limiting design stresses usually 
lower than the critical buckling stresses for beams of normal 
proportions. With the introduction as structural materials 
of high strength steels, and also of aluminium alloys having 
low elastic modulii, the problem becomes more crucial from 
the design aspect, and recently it has been found desirable to 
2 
include design data, based on the fundamental theory, in new 
codes of Structural Engineering practice. The recent draft 
Code of Practice for Structural use of Steel in Buildings 
l 
contains clauses relating to the lateral stability of steel 
beams in which design formulae, deduced from the theoretical 
results for beams under idealised conditions, are suggested 
as alternatives to the existing empirical formulae in terms 
of the slenderness ratio L. This improved design data will 
b 
give estimates of the permissible stresses in a beam which 
will generally be in error on the safe side and in many 
cases of beams used as floor joists or frame members it can 
be shown that failure due to lateral buckling cannot occur 
at flange stresses lower than the yield stress of the 
material, snd even then only as a secondary form of failure. 
The qualitative analysis of the influence of the various 
factors influencing the stability of beams under practical 
conditions may prove of great assistance to designers who 
at present sacrifice economy in their materials due to 
reduction of the allowable stresses as a precaution against 
buckling, -which may prove unnecessary when the actual 
conditions of loading and support are considered. 
In order that these factors could be distinguished and 
analysed, a programme of tests on model beams and beams of 
small standard section has been carried out in the Civil 
Engineering Department of the University of Bristol, and 
the experimental results obtained have been, as far as possible, 
correlated to theoretical solutions. This work was carried 
out in three s cages which are well defined and treated 
individually in the following report. Section A contains 
discussion of the proble: is of instability of hypothetically 
perfect beams with idealised conditions of loading and support, 
in which existing theoretical results have been extended to 
cover a wider range of applications. The displacements and 
stresses occurring in beams with the same idealised supports 
but with eccentricities of loading and imperfections in , heir 
initial shape are analysed in Section B. These results are 
only of importance in the case of a beam having no restraints 
along its span but may be used qualitatively in general cases. 
The remaining section includes theoretical and experimental 
results of investigations into the behaviour of beams under 
various conditions of restraint from which conclusions may 
be drawn which may ins l ue nce the design of structural 
components. As a result of this wo±k it appears that the 
importance of the possibility of lateral buckling is largely 
over estimated and indicates that the factors governing 
stability should be made clearer to the designer. 
CHAPTER 2 
HISTORICAL IN_i ODUC TI ON 
2. (1). Empirical 1 ethods. 
Early designers, using materials of low specific sui°ength 
and beams of stocky proportions, were not coruron'ced with the 
danger of beam failure due to instability and ii; is interesting 
to note t_-iat the first mention of such buckling was made by 
Sir 'v . Fairbairn in 1854, in his book on tThe Application 
of Cast Iron and Wrought Iron to building Purposes'. At 
about this time rolled 1 sections were introduced to take the 
place of the old cast iron and timber beams in structures. 
These new sections were considerably more economical from 
the point of view of strength per unit weight but in removing 
most of the material between the flanges, the lateral bending 
and torsional stiffnesses were consequently considerably 
reduced and the possibility of lateral instability became 
more important. Fairbairn carried out some simple tests on 
cast iron and wrought iron beams and suggested that I beams 
should be rolled with compression flanges thicker than the 
tension flanges, and that, flange widths should be increased in 
order to give increased stability. 
The lirst suggestion of a method of designing beams 
against buckling occurred in a book on 'Strength of Materials' 
written by T. Box in 1883. Considering beam failure to be 
entirely due to buckling of the compression flange as a strut 
5 
under varying end load, he stated 'chat the unsupported flange 
should be designed as a number of struts of different lengths, 
the size of these struts depending on the shape of the bending 
moment diagram. Thus the compression flange was treated as 
a strut whose effective length is reduced in the ratio of 
the area of zhe bending moment diagram to the area of the 
circumscribing rectangle. 
A more logical empirical formula was suggested by J. Christie. 
As a result of tests carried out by Burr and Elmore and 
further experiments of his own on beams of various depths, 
Christie2 stated that the maximum permissible flange stress 
decreases as the slenderness ratio increases after a certain 
value of L has been exceeded, and introduced a suitable 
b 
empirical' result of the form used in design until recent years. 
As a result of the development, of the Grey process of 
rolling it became possible to increase the flange widths of 
steel sections, and in 1909 some interesting comparative tests 
were made between the new beams and the existing standard 
beams by E. Marburg3. A number of deep beams were tested in a 
large machine 'under point loads both at mid-span and tkt. the 
quarter points, and two distinct types of failure were observed. 
Beams of high lateral bending stiffness relative to the 
torsional stiffness failed by twisting along the whole span, 
the ends rotating in opposite directions and the web at the 
load points remaining vertical. The standard beams failed 
6 
due to lateral buckling, the critical stress being lowest for 
quarter point loading. In the discussion of this work it 
was remarked that in practice end torsional and lateral 
support would probably be of considerable importance. 
A further series of tests on I beams was carried out 
by Lloore4, in 1910, who tested several 811 x 18 lb. beams 
with ends both restrained and unrestrained against twisting, 
with various methods of load application, and also in some 
cases with complete lateral restraint against buckling. 
Loads were applied at mid-span and at the third and sixth 
points on the span. From the results obtained he gave an 
empirical formula for the critical buckling stress of a 
beam as: - 
fl - fe -q mL r 
Where fe = approximately the yield point of the material. 
q=a coefficient of column action. 
mL = equivalent length of the flange of the beam. 
r= radius of gyration of the section about the axis 
normal to the plane of buckling. 
The factor m is determined from Boy-', s method and is 
tabulated for various loading conditions. 
The coefficient q is purely empirical and is given a 
value of 60. Hence by correlation with tests by Tiarburg, 
Burr and Elmore, and his own experiments, More gives the 
7 
critical stress for steel beams as fl = 40000 - 60rL lbs/int. r 
He stated that se_. arators be tveen ribs of adjacent loaded 
beams do not provide any restraint to lateral buckling 
and that although only slight support may be needed to enable 
the full yield strength to be developed, considerable support 
-is needed to prevent final collapse by lateral buckling 
when yielding has occurred. By realizing that stability 
depended on the elastic modulus and that buckling could occur 
as both primary and secondary forms of failure, Moore 's 
recommendations were an impor tan't step in the improvement of 
design data, although formulae based simply on the yield 
stress and slenderness ratio are still in use today. A 
suitary of 
" 
the early empirical formulae has been given by 
Flemings, most of which are based on Rankind's rules and 
developed by Christie. All such empirical laws are based 
on false conceptions of the true behaviour of deep beams when 
buckling under applied loads and more recent work has indicated 
the necessity of applying the mathematical solutions obtained 
to the design of such members. 
2. (11). P. ý, athematical Treatment. 
The fundamental theory on which all subsequent analysis 
has been based, was derived by A. G. T; i. Mitchell6 in 1899. 
Mitchell obtained solutions to the problem of instability of 
beams of barrow rectangular cross section under various loading 
conditions and checked his results by simple tests on thin 
steel cantilevers, in rhich he obtained fair agreement with 
8 
theoretical values. The expressions for critical loads 
included the torsional rigidities of the beans which had 
, not been previously considered in the empirical formulae 
used. This theoretical approach was developed more fully by 
J. Prescott7 who obtained solutions to problems of buckling 
for fourteen conditions of loading, and support and his papers 
include the description of several tests carried out by 
H. Carrington on thin steel strips. 
The strain energy method of solution to these problems 
was first introduced by S. Timoshenko8 who extended 1. Iitchell ts 
formulae to include the cases of symmetrical T-beams.. An 
interesting approximate method of solution by means of the 
energy method has been given by A. N. Proctor9 in which he 
extended the conception of buckling of the compression flange 
as a strut to allow for the restraint afford©d by the tension 
flange. 
. 
His results are of the same form as those derived 
by Mitchell but include cases of buckling of assymetrical 
sections and beams with rigid stays at the tension flange.. 
Further work has been- done on the buckling' of 
assymetrical sections by G. ritinter10 who discussed the 
behaviour of such beans loaded at mid-span and under uniform 
bending moment by using the energy, method. He also 'considered 
the behaviour of I beams, restrained along the tension flange 
under the'above loading for application-to the design of 
stiffened. plates and panels. Fiore recently H. N. Hill 
11 
has 
given theoretical solutions to the critical. conditions of 
assynetrical sections under uniform bexiding moment, using 
both 11atchell's analytical approach and the strain energy 
method, and his results have been verified by tests, under 
reasonable conditions, in tiýhich the buckling moments of four 
pairs of light alloy beams with ends restrained in azimuth 
were measured. These tests appear io be the first on any full 
sized beams in which correlation be t; e'eh theory and experiment 
has been obtained, although the maximum error observed was. 
over 255. 
A theoretical solution to the problem of the lateral 
buckling of beams when stressed beyond the limit of 
proportionality has been suggested by Timoshenko8'14 výhich 
should prove satisfactory for cases 'of uniform bending moment, 
but is obviously only approximate. when beams are subjected to 
point loads on the span. The behaviour of built-in beams 
when stressed into the plastic range has been discussed by 
M. R. Horne15 who has given a number of interesting theoretical 
load 
curves illustrating the consequent reduction. in their/carrying 
capacity. 
When Mitchell's theory vas first published the state of 
knowledge of the torsional properties of structural sections 
was very incomplete. A consideraile an ount oZ work on this 
subject over the past fifty years has, however, made it possible 
to estimate the torsion constants for such sections with a 
satisfactory degree of accuracy for all practical purposes. 
The literature available on torsion , problems is extensive 
and it is sufficient to mention here the work of Thom and Orr 
16, 
10 
whose method of solution to Laplacets equation for the 
determination of the stress functions, by means of the 
squares method of trial ai d error, has been later developed 
by Southwell17 to include the solutions to the rigidities 
of members overstrained in torsion. The ingenious soap 
bubble analogue to the investigation of stresses and 
rigidities of twisted members18 provided a: method of 
experimental determination of these factors which has been 
used by a number of investigators for this purpose. A 
further analogue . 
based on the free surface of a sand heap 
resting-on the section has also been used to study the 
plastic behaviour of structural sections. 
A comprehensive discussion of the behaviour of thin 
walled sections under bending and torsion loads has recently 
been published by Timoshenko19 in which expressions are 
derived for the positions of the shear centre, the torsional 
rigidities with restrained warping, and the buckling loads 
of such members under various conditions. 
It is apparent that sufficient theoretical data is 
available on the subject of lateral instdbility to enable 
the buckling loads in simple cases to be determined but 
that further extensions are necessary to cover the more 
general aspects of the problem. Further experimental 
investigation is necessary, especially into the behaviour of 
aýsymetrical sections, but sufficient verification of most of 
the theoretical formulae has now been obtained to enable 
these to be used with coruidence in design. 
II 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS OF TESTING 
3. (i}. Test Ap aratus. 
In all previous tests on deep beams under point loads the 
testing conditions have failed to simulate either the conditions 
assumed in theoretical solutions or those occurring in practice. 
In many cases the beams have been tested in mechanical testing 
machines with the flanges resting on simple supports at the ends 
and the straining head, of the machine in contact with the upper 
flange at one or more points on the span. Under such conditions 
failure: due to lateral buckling seldom occurs before either 
failure of the beam by yielding of the material in the flanges 
under the plane bending stresses,. or by failure of the web by 
wrinkling beneath the load points. In either case,., -lateral, 
instability often occurs as, a secondary failure and the, . 
lateral 
movement, may give rise to a false interpretion, of the--critical 
load. The restraint afforded by the friction'between the.. test 
beam and the crosshead, and, in the case of symmetrical beams.. 
by the restoring couple acting at the load point, causes an 
increase in the apparent failing load, -whilst the lack of complete 
torsional fixity of the beam. at-, the end supports gives rise to 
a decrease in the critical load. Thus, in order that these 
unknown factors might be eliminated in experiments, it was 
obviously desirable , 
to -develop a , 
test rig capable of satisfying 
theoretical assumptions as to loading and support conditions. 
12 
In all the fundamental theory of lateral instability it is 
assured that the beam is free to rotate at its ends under bending 
actions about the two principal axes of inertia, but that it is 
rigidly restrained against rotation about the axis of twist at 
the supports. The points of application of concentrated loads 
are considered to remain unchanged relative to the loaded cross 
sections during buckling, and their lines of action are assumed 
to move parallel to the initial undeflected positions. Axial 
movement of th-s beam is also considered to be unrestricted by the 
end supports during buckling. 
A small test rig, incorporating these conditions, was 
constructed in order that a preliminary series of tests might be 
carried out on model beams, from which a large test frame was 
developed to enable testing of beams of larger section. The 
model beams were supported at their ends in simple steel plates, 
slotted to accommodate a section of given dimensions,, these plates 
being suspended in a welded square frame by means of high tensile 
steel wire stays. The stays were connected from the corners 
of the frames to the mid-points of the. plates, above and below 
the beam, and were initially adjusted to-maintain the plane of 
maximum stiffness of the beam in a vertical position, being 
, 
tightened to, give a very high torsional stiffness to the end 
supports. Fig. (5) shows a model beam under load in this simple 
rig. 
: 
Under these conditions the restraint against bending 
afforded by the end fittings is negligible, the supporting edges 
of the plates being radiused to reduce any frictional restraint 
against bending in the plane of the beam and the lateral bending 
13 
movements being quite free due to the connections of the stays 
being made on the vertical axis of the beam. In addition, free 
axial movement of the beam could occur within reasonable limits, 
which is a further important factor in tests in which large lateral 
displacements are likely to occur. 
In order to achieve satisfactory loading conditions, it was 
found necessary to use a dead weight system with no mechanical 
advantage, as it is impossible to apply either a lever linkage . 
or a jacking mechanism without the introduction of restraints 
preventing complete freedom of lateral movement of the beams. 
1ýue to the properties of the material of the model beams, the 
maximum loads required were quite small, and in consequence, load 
could be applied by means of slotted iron weights suspended from 
a small pulley by means of a light loading hanger. This pulley 
was hung on a cord loop which passed over a disc attached to the beam 
at the load point. With this system it can be seen that when 
the beam buckled sideways and rolled over, the load was free to 
move and remained vertical, with its effective point of application 
at the centre of the loading disc. Thus, by attaching the 
disc to the flanges of a beam in such a way that its centre 
coincided with the shear centre of the section, it was possible 
to obtain the equivalent effect of vertical loading at that 
point. Similarly, the point of application of the load could 
be made to coincide with any position offset to the shear centre 
either in the vertical or the lateral plane. The local effects 
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15 
effective load point elsewhere, . are found to be negligible, as 
would be indicated by St. "_Venant's principle. 
For tests under combined bending and end loads, the end 
thrusts and tensions were provided by a dead weight loading 
system which can be seen in Fig. (5) . The line of action of the 
end load was made to coincide with the centroidal axis of the 
beam and was applied through a hinged connection"whicý allowed 
free bending actions to take place at the supports. The beams 
being supported in the same end fittings, the restraint against 
axial movement was again negligible, and the applied load 
remained constant over a large range of bowing deflections. 
As a result of the satisfactory behaviour-of this simple 
test rig, a large test frame was erected to enable long spans 
of beams of the smaller structural sections to be tested under 
similarly controlled conditions. This frame was designed to 
support a maximum point load of 1 ton and to resist a maximum 
applied torque of 6 inch tons. It was also required to be 
sufficiently s-t . rrr 
to allow restraints to be applied to the test 
4 
beams to simulate practical conditions. 
Fig. (1) shows the general assembly and principal dimensions 
of the test frame, which accommodated a maximum supported span 
of 15 feet and allowed a vertical-deflection of about 6 'inches 
when load was applied to the shear centre of the test beam. 
Due to the necessity of applying large loads by means of 
a dead weight system it was decided to use a loading rig similar 
to that in the model beam tests, and to employ water a. s the 
i6 
loading weight, large rectangular tanks being substituted for the 
loading hangers previously used. A 200 gallon storage tank was 
mounted on the top of the centre bay of the frame from which 
water could be fed into a small supply tank, mounted directly 
below it, and capable of holding 50 lbs. The level of water 
in the latter tank was indicated by means of a simple manometer 
tube on the side of the tank behind which was placed a scale 
graduated directly in lbs. The head was initially calibrated 
by filling the tank on the platform of a weighing machine and 
recording head readings. for increments of load of one pound. 
A given weight of water could then be supplied to the loading 
tanks suspended from the test beams in maximum increments of 
50 lbs., and with an accuracy of about s lb., by operation of 
the cock on the supply tank. A flexible rubber pipe was 
connected to the outlet of the tank which allowed-the supply 
of water to be made to any position of the tanks on the span. 
After a test, the tanks were exhausted by means of a semi-rotary 
hand pump through a flexible hose and thence directly back into 
the storage tank on the, -. top of the frame. In this way a self 
contained system of loading was maintained which fulfilled the 
requirements of the test programme, although the process of 
applying and removing large loads was somewhat lengthy. This 
drawback was due to the fact that the bores of the inlet and 
outlet pipes were only 2" and 4" respectively and also that 
loading necessitated the double operation of filling and 
exhausting-the supply tank for each increment of load. The 
system had the advantage that the rate of supply could be reduced 
to any required amount and also that the header tank could be 
filled whilst any-deflection readings were being taken. 
The attachment of the loaded tanks to the test beams was 
made in a manner similar to that used for the model beams. 
A light cradle framework was constructed round each tank which 
was suspended from a loop of high tensile. steel wire rope by means 
of a pulley fitted with a ball race. This pulley was mounted 
on a pin between the two upper inem bens of the cradle and directly 
above the'. centre of gravity of the loading tank. The wire loop 
was hung from a large steel loading disc clamped to the beam at 
the required load point, the details of which are shown in Fig. (3) S 
The discs were designed to accommodate a maximusc section of 
4" x 2" allowing maximum vertical eccentricities of load of 2" abo, vd 
or below the shear centre of this section. The location of the 
load point in the vertical plane was adjustable by alteration of 
the position . of the clamping plates, which were finally.. 
bolted 
to the disc and the two set screws were tightened to s'ecure' the 
disc rigidly to the section. A large range of lateral positions 
of the load point were possible with. this device and-the required 
; positioning of the beam was maintained by the insertion of gt' 
thick packing blocks between the flanges of the section and the 
edges of the clamping plates. These blocks were lightly secured 
to the upper and lower clamps by means of small screws to 
facilitate initial erection. It was necessary, therefore, to 
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make separate sets of packing for each section and for each 
lateral position of a given section. " This necessity was 
unavoidable as it was impossible to incorporate any form of 
screw clamping'device capable of carrying the large thrusts 
involved while still keeping the width of the loading plate 
within reasonable limits. With this rig it is seen that the 
same freedom of movement and constancy of position and direction 
of the load is obtained as in the fcrmer model rig. The only 
disadvantage of-this system was due to the fact that the larger 
loading tank was unstable about the pulley for small-loads and, 
in consequence, tended to tilt so that the pulley could not run 
freely on the wire loop. When carrying larger quantities of 
water the tank regained equilibrium and remained stable up to 
its rrax.. mum capacity. In order tö'. overcome this defect, a 
smaller loading tank was used f or loads of up to 500 lbs in 
cases where lateral buckling was`-likely to occur within that 
range . For loads of magnitude less than, the-, weight of the 
empty tanks a simple loading hanger was suspended from the 
running pulley and slotted iron weightswere applied as required. 
The ends of the ;; beams : were supported. 'in -end fittings 
. suspended in welded steel frames in the; same 
, way as for the 
model beams. These frames were.. 'constructed of_ 2" x 2" steel 
-angle, 
welded at the., corners, ' which, were,. clamped in position 
in the main test frame', b' mans of , 
simple, bolted cleats. 
Variation of the'supported span was obtained by movement of these 




FIG. 4b. END VIEW OF TEST FRAME. 
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FIG. 6. STRAIN MEASURING BRIDGE . 
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frames to any required position in the three bays. Fig. (2) 
snows the details of the supports whiciz were designed to carry 
the maximum section of 4" x 2" and a minimum of 12" x ä". the 
steel wire stays were attached to the four corners of the frames 
through heavy screw turnbuckles which provided the necessary 
initial adjustment of alignment and torsional stiffness of the 
end supports. These stays were threaded through the upper and 
lower bars of the fittings as shown and when fully tensioned 
the frictional forces alone were found to be sufficient to prevent 
slipping of the rope under torsional end couples. The beams 
rested on a half round surface on the base of the fitting and 
torsional reaction was provided through roller supports at the 
upper flanges and simple half round faces at the lower flanges, 
packing blocks being inserted behind these supports to fit a 
given section. 
Freedom of rotation of the ends of the beams about the two 
principal agces of bending was thereby obtained whilst the 
torsional stiffness of the supports was again high in comparison 
with that of the test specimens. Figs. 4 (a) and (b) show two 
views of the complete test frame with a 3" x 12" I. beam under 
load at mid-span. 
3"(ü). Measurement of displacements and stresses. 
Measurements, of deflection and rotation were required'during 
a number of tests and as these were found, in many instances, 
to be large, it was not possible to use ordinary dial gauges or 
telescopes and scales for recording these displacements. Also 
24 
in t] model tests the r. esti'aint afforded by a dial gauge in 
measuring lateral deflection was often sufficient to influence 
the results. 
In order that lateral deflection readings should be 
unaffected by bending deflections of the beams in the vertical 
plane, a light vernier, with a maximum movement of 6 inches, 
was attached to the required point on the span by means of a 
long fine wire. The vernier and scale were placed in a 
position perpendicular to the initial undeflected axis of the 
beam and thus recorded the true lateral movement of the cross 
section considered. This system indicated the lateral 
movement in centimetres to the nearest 1/10 m. m., and was thus 
sufficiently accurate for all purposes. The vernier was lightlYiOaded 
in the direction away from the beam by means of a small weight, 
hung from a thread attached to the vernier and passing-over a 
pulley, in order to keep the wire taut between the vernier and 
the beam. 
Vertical deflections were measured relative to a horizontal 
wire stretched across the test frame. In this way the true 
vertical movement of any cross section could be recorded. over a 
large range of lateral movements. These deflections were 
simply measured by means of a metre rod and were accurate to. 
within about 2, m. m. 
The rotation of the beams under load could not, in most.,, 
cases, be measured bymeans of the usual arrangement of telescopes, 
mirrors and scales, due, -.; to the large -vertical movements, the 
change of, slope, of _-the- 
beam . 
in- the . latoral plane.. during borw. ing 
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and the large range of rotation to be recorded. Although 
this method was practicable in some of the model tests, an 
alternative system was used in measurements on the larger 
beams, the angle of twist being measured directly by means 
of a protractor. A light frame was clamped to the beam at 
a given point on the span to which was attached a circular 
protractor graduated in degrees. A fine steel pointer was 
pivotted on a pin situated at the centre of the circular 
scale and a comparatively heavy mass was attached to the 
pointer arm so that the centre of gravity of the bombination 
was situated some way below the pivot. In this way, when 
the beam rolled over under load, the pointer remained 
vertical but the protractor scale rotated enabling direct 
reading of the rotation of the section to be recorded. This 
device was free to move with the beam, eliminating the err m 
due to change of scale distance in the other method of 
measurement, and also provided a clamp to which the lateral 
reading vernier could be attached. Error due to parallax 
was eliminated by mounting a circular mirror behind the pointer 
and recording the protractor reading given when the pointer 
obscured its own image. 
All deflection measurements taken during control bending 
stiffness tests were made by means of 2 inch dial gauges reading 
to l-, inch, as were measurements of end axial displacements 
10000 
made during model tests. Also the standard scale and 
telescope method of rotation measurement was used in control 
torsional stiffness tests. 
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In several buckling tests measurement was made of the 
maximum flange bending stresses by means of electrical wire 
resistance strain gauges. For this purpose the standard 200 ohm 
gauges manufactured by the British Thermostat Company were used 
in conjunction Stich a dimple D. C. strain measuring bridge and a 
high sensitivity galvanometer. The linear relation existing 
between the longitudinal strain and the percentage change of 
resistance of such gauges is given by t R/R / AL/ =G 
L 
(the gauge sensitivity factor). This constant, G, may be assumed 
to apply to all gauges in the same batch made from the same wire- 
and, in consequence, it is only necessary to carry out a control 
test on one gauge in a given batch from which G may be estimated. 
The gauges were attached to thQ specimen by the usual process 
of cementing by means of Durofix, the surface having been 
carefully cleaned beforehand, and connecting leads were soldered 
to the gauges when in position. 
The strain measuring bridge was of the usual Wneatstone! s , bridge type 
as, shown n Fig. (6). The apparatus was constructed from an 
Army demolition test set which contained an accurate variable 
potentiometer which was incorporated in the arm C of the"bridge. 
Due to the difficulty in obtaining suitable calibrated potentiometers, 
it was not possible to use the Null method of resistance 
measurement and the direct reading system was, therefore, employed, 
a Cambridge type galvanometer being used'for measurement of the 
`voltage difference between the two sides of the bridge. Strain 
gauges were wired into the two arms A and B, being connected 
V 
to common bus bar leads on one side and to the contacts of 
a low resistance selector switch at the common junction 
between gauges. One of these gauges, the active gauge, was 
attached to the specimen, the other being attached to an 
unstrained strip of metal of the same material as the specimen, 
and placed in close proximity to the former, to allow for 
temperature compensation. The arm D consisted of a single 
fixed wire wound resistance of the same magnitude as the gauge 
resistance. The arm C was of variable resistance containing a 
fixed resistance of 183 ohms in series with a 30 ohm resistance 
shunted by the rheostat Rs. This resistance was used simply to 
obtain initial balance of the bridge, the value of R. being 
initially adjusted to give suitable readings of the galvanometer 
for eac2a of the unstrained gauges in turn and the same settings 
of this shunt resistance were made for the corresponding gauges 
in all subsequent strain measurements. 
When a potential difference was applied across the bridge, 
the out of balance resistance between the two gauge arms could 
be recorded directly by means of the galvanometer. 
The complete bridge was calibrated by an initial test*on a 
standard tensile specimen in which direct comparison was made 
between strain gauge readings and strain measurements made by 
means of a mechanical extensometer. . 
This eliminated the 
necessity of converting from resistance changes to strain as, 
by using the same equipment for subsequent tests, the galvanometer 
reading could be directly converted into strain by application 
of the calibration test results. 
The maximum strain recorded satisfactorily by means of 
this apparatus was found to be about 1% and error due to gauge 
drift was slight over the periods of testing required. Also 
errors due to contact resistance of the selector switch were 
negligible as the switch was connected in the galvanometer 
circuit which had a high overall resistance, thus any small 
changes of resistance caused negligible change in the current 
flowing in the circuit. A6 volt accumulator was used to 
energise the bridge and care was taken to avoid a drop in 
voltage during testing by using only slightly discharged calls. 
Strain measurements during control tests on specimens of 
the materials used were made by means of the standard -Marten' s 
mechanical extensometer. 
3. (ii. ) Test Beams. 
The buckling loads, of members liable to instability in the 
elastic range are dependent on the respective elastic modulii of 
their component materials. Consequently, in order to reduce loading 
requirements. and to facilitate visual observation of the various 
modes of lateral buckling, ' it -wäs'desirable to use test beams of 
material having low modulii and high yield or proof stress, allowing,, 
large,,. bending and torsional deformations within th© safe stress 
range. In this way, it is possible to use a given specimen for a 
number of-tests without damage to the material by entry into the 
plastic range.; ý. ; _: r 
For the preliminary tests on small model beams, the test 
specimens were constructed frcm xylonite sheet, cut to the 
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FIG. II. CROSS SECTIONS OF BEAMS TESTED IN LATERAL BUCKLING. 
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required dimensions for the webs and flanges, and cemented 
together by means of an acetone preparation. Typical properties 
of this material are shown in Figs. (7) and (8) in which the 
tensile and torsional stress - strain curves are plotted from 
control test results. From the behaviour in tension bt is 
seen that the limit of proportionality occurs at a stress of 
2100 lbs/in2 and that the ultimate tensile strength of the 
2 
material was 4500 lbs/in. The corresponding value of Young's 
52 
Modulus in tension is 1090 x 10 lb/in . This material had 
the advantage of simplicity of fabrication into test beams, it 
being only necessary to shape carefully the component parts and 
to §äcupely_clatrip these during cementing. For this latter 
purpose a special jig was constructed which provided considerable 
pressure between the flanges and web whilst maintaining these 
parts in their correct-position. It was, therefore, only 
necessary to paint the surfaces to be joined with acetone, a 
solvent of xylonite, and clamp them together for several hours, 
to obtain an extremely satisfactory joint. No sign of failure 
between the web and flanges was observed during any of the 
subsequent tests. The weight of the beams constructed from this 
material was negligible and, in consequence, it was possible to 
obtain satisfactory comparison between experimental and theoretical 
results without taking into account the distributed dead loading. 
The dimensions of model xylonite beams tested in lateral 
instability are shown in-Fig. (11). 
35 
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The chief disadvantage in the use of this material was its 
tdndency to creep,. which becomes important at higher stresses 
and limits all tests to short duration. When the ultimate 
load carrying capacity of a member depends on its deflected 
shape under load, the value of its critical failing load will 
be a function of the elastic moduli-i and, in the case of a member 
of a material subject to creep, will consequently be a function 
of time. For example, it is well known that a strut of such 
material will fail by buckling at an end load lower than the 
true Euler value if made to sustain the load for a long time. 
The same phenomena occurs in the case of lateral buckling of 
bens, the actual failing load being lower than the estimated 
value by an amount dependent on the maximum stresses in the beam, 
and the duration of loading. By loading the beams for as short 
a time as possible, and by limiting the maximum stresses, this 
effect' -was reduced and the load at which instability occurred 
was almost the true critical load. The possibility of the 
collapse of concrete be-ams by lateral buckling might well be 
investigated by using such a model material, as has been done 
in the case of struts, and it would probably be necessary 
to use ultimate values of the effective modulii in design 
calculations to allow for the maximum possible change of load 
carrying capacity with time. 
A number of, light alloy beams were tested in the large 
test frame and these were found to have a number of advantages 
over mild steel.. joints and channels as test st:, ecimens. The 
a 
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majority of these specimens were composed of Noral 26 ST (, A. W. 15B) 
alloy and part of the tensile stress-strain curve for this 
material is compared with that of mild steel in Fig. (10). These 
results have been obtained from tests on strips of material 
taken from the webs of a 3" x 1111 channel and a 311 x lit' R. S. J. 
respectively and, therefore, represent a fair example of the 
properties of the beam materials. It is seen that the aluminium 
alloy has a considerably higher linear range than the steel, 
and a beam of this alloy will have an instability failing load of 
only a third of that for a steel beam of the same dimensions. 
Thus a much larger working range is possible allowing for 
increases of the critical loads due to applied restraints, and also 
enabling large lateral displacementd to occur without danger of 
plastic deformation occurring. Two further assetsp in the use 
of beams extruded in this alloy are due to its low specific 
gravity (about a third of that for steel) allowing neglection 
of the beam dead weight in comparisons with theoretical results, 
and also duo to the fact that a higher degree of straightness may 
be obtained in a light alloy member stretched after extrusion, 
than in a rolled steel joist or channel obtained from a stockyard. 
From the curves plotted in Fig. (10) the value of Young's 
Modulus for A. W. 15. B. was found to be 10.1 x 105lbs/in2., and the 
0'1% proof stress is 30.5 tons/in . The cross-sections of beams 
of this material tested in lateral buckling are shown in Fig. (11) 
consisting of the three B. S. extruded beams and two small sections 
milled from a rectangular bar of the same material. The 
remaining light alloy section tested was a 2" x 12" extruded 
I beam of Noral 573 (B. S. S. L. 44) the material properties of 
which are shown in Fig. (9). It is seen that a considerable 
difference exists between the, proof stresses of this material 
in tension and compression respectively, although the shapes of 
the two stress-strain curves remain similar and the elastic 
modulus is the same in each case. This discrepancy is due to 
the cold working of the material in tension after extrusion 
giving rise to an increase in its tensile proof stress whereas 
the compressive properties remain unaltered, a phenomena known 
20 
as the Bauschinger effect. The beams of this material were 
tested to failure in the plastic stress range and the differences 
between the tangential modulii complicated comparison between 
theory and experiment. The steel sections tested are shown in 
Fig. (11) and in both cases the members had considerable 
initial curvature. This is unavoidable in small rolled beams 
and, due to the long lengths to be tested, could not be overcome 
by initial stretching. 
Due to variations in the dimensions of the section and the 
properties of the material along the length of a member, it was 
found necessary to measure the bending a nd torsioijal rigidities 
of each test beam by means of direct test. The bending rigidities 
about the principal axes of inertia were determined by tests in 
the test frame under three point loading. The torsional 
rigidities were obtained from direct tests under free end 
conditions (i. e. allowing unrestrained warping of the flanges). 
6 
For these measurements the beams were mounted in a special 
testing rig, used for investigation of the torsional properties 
of structural sections in this department, which was capable of 
providing and resisting a pure torque at the ends. An'accurate 
estimate of the torsional rigidity of the sections was obtained 
by plotting the corresponding torque-twist curves for the whole 
length of the members. The rigidities thus determined are 
given in Table I and these values have been used in all subsequent 
i theoretical calculations in preference to those calculated from 
the dimensions of the sections and the properties of the materials. 
In the cases of channels and tee beams the position of the 
shear centre was determined by application of loads at different 
distances from the web and flange respectively and observing 
the point of application at which no twisting of the member 
occurred. 
TABLE I 
TEST BEAM CONSTANTS 
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211 x 4rr Rect. Xylonite 0"31 0"83 x 103 0"032 . 
1"10 x 103 
2" x 11r Tee " 0.42 7"02 x tt 0"54: 4,,. ' µl"80 x tt 
211 x 11r I it 0"54 13"10 It 0"871-ý; }2.48 It 
2" x Arr I tt 0"34 5"75 It 0-62-'. U-86 It 
2t' x ý rt Chan . " 0" 34 9-48 it -0 '62 m, -'-0 " 90 
g2 rt x 12rr n Noral 26S'i' 2.04 3.55 x 106 '°30""6 "., '2.00 105 x 
3" x 12n it n 1"89 5"44 rr 1"02 " 
gn x 12u I it 1-53 1"58 " 18.70 1"02' " 
2" x All I . A. W. 15. B. 0"69 0.19 
rr 2"86" 0"25 u 
211 x 4't (: nan. rt it 0" 68 U-27 it ; 2 86 ; 0, -2U u 
211 x 12 rr I Moral 57 SE 0-59 0-57 it 3" 24 0" 082 rr 
31, x 12 r't I M. S. 4. o 3-59 rr 49 " 50 '3 "'18 rr 
4" x 14" I M. S. 5.0 5.48 " 106.2 3"30 11 
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SECTION A 
LATERAL INSTABILITY OF BEAUS IN THE ELASTIC RANGE--WITHOUT RESTRAINT 
CHAPTER IV 
Lateral Instability of beams under point loads 
4. (i). Introduction. 
I 
The majority of beams incorporated in engineering structures 
are subjected to bending loads which give rise to a non-uniform 
distribution of bending moment across the span. i Consequently it 
was decided to make a preliminary investigation into the behaviour 
of slender beams under such systems of loadings beinga subject of 
more general interest than that of the buckling of beams under 
uniform bending moments: ' The scope of experimental--work in this 
field is obviously very extensive and it was only found'possible 
to carry out a number of specific tests to enable existing and 
extended theoretical solutions to be compared with the actual 
behaviour of certain beams under idealised conditions. '' 
, 
As mentioned in Chapter II, solutions to the problems.. of 
buckling . of beams under 
'uniform bending moments and under single 
point loads have been derived-by a number of authors but the. more 
generalized results were not available for comparison with test 
data. It was therefore necessary to extend existing theoretical 
work to cover the more general aspect of lateral instability. 
This Qhapter deals with the determination of the critical values 
of loads at which lateral buckling can occur in slender beams, + 
initially straight and undistorted in cross section, and with 
ends completely free in bending but rigidly restrained =in 
torsion. Under these conditions the instability load is 
defined as that which will maintain the member in any slightly 
bowed and twisted mod6i-without returning to its initial positioni+ 
This constitues a condition of nattral equilibrium and enables 
a simple practical conception of instability to be obtained, 
the experimental critical load being assumed to be that at which 
the beam ay be freely displaced to euy buckled position by 
application of a slight disturbing force. , It is,; however, i 
possible that a straight beam may sustain loads greater than 
the critical value without buckling,, as has been experienced 
during tests, but such a beam will be in a state of. unstable 
equilibrium and under. the'-influence- of. °; any. disturbing force 
will buckle rapidly sideways 'and fail,, due 'to yielding of its 
material. For bending loads'less"than the critical values, i 
no lateral or rotational displacement of such: beams: can occur, l 
provided that there' is no ®-ccent'ric. ity of loading, and analysis 
of the corresponding stresses may be made by application of 















FIG. 12. NARROW RECTANGULAR BEAM BUCKLING 




! -k -+i 
F1C. 112. c. END VIEW OF BUCKLED BEAM. 
4. (ii). Point Loads on Span. Free Ends. Elastic Range. 
Analytical solution to buckling load at mid-span. 
Beam of narrow rectangular cross section. 
Let us assume that a beam of narrow rectangular cross 
sectiob is loaded at its oentroid at mid-span by a point load 
P; and that under the action of this load lateral buckling 
has occurred so that the beam is displaced into a bowed and 
twisted form as shown in Fig. 12&. The ends of the beam are 
free to rotate with respect to the principal axes of thertia 
parallel to the X- and y- axes, whilst rotation with respect 
to the z- axis is rigidly restrained-. Let it and U2 be the 
bending moments at any point on the span in the planes of 
minimum and maximum bending stiffnesses respectively, ' and let 
1 and cp be. the slopes of the axis of the beam in these 
planes in its buckled state., The deformation of the axis 
is defined by the two displacements u and v in the-r- and y- 
directions and the angle of rotation of the cross section ß. 
The relation existing between the positive directions of the 
co-ordinate axes and the positive directions of rotations will 
be assumed to be the same as that between translation and 
rotation of a right-hand screw,; and -, )f3 is positive when rotation 
is in the'direction from the t- to the y- is as shown in 
Fig. 12a. 
From the simple. theories of bending and torsion the equations 
of equilibrium defining the least moments necessary to maintain. 
4z 4 
the beam in a slightly displaced position may be written as: - 




GJ d13 = TZ 
ds 
-----------= c 1) 
I 
The third of these equations is cnly accurate provided that 
we assume that pure torsion occurs in the beam during buckling, 
that ist the stresses normal to every section remain unchahgec? by 
twisting. In such cases of torsion in which free warping of the 
cross sections is restrained this condition in only'strictly true 
for bars of circular cross section in which piano sections 
remain plane during twisting, but the error involved in assuming 
the same expression for thin rectangular cross sections can be 
shown to he negligible. 
Using the geoan*ical relations: - 
dd_ dcpt ý12 







which are approximately correct for small displacements, the 
_ -'*d92 -da ds- 1 
following differential equations of equilibrium, defining the 
43 
deflections u and v and the angle of twist ß, are obtained by 
eliminating c c2 and s from equations(1) and (2): - 
EIf cýu 






- Zd2 + T2 Ut 
it 
dz - Tz 
ý 
-- ---------(3) 
(It is assumed that the matErials of which the beams are 
composed are both homogenuous and isotropic)-. ' 
In the general case of a beam subject to uniformly Varying benditgi 
moments, the bending moments and the applied torque at any 
section may be seen to be: - 
1, = S2 zß +wz+m2ß -m, 
ý =-S2 z-m2 
T2 =- S2 p au -(u- uo )I -_ m2 au -- 
dz 
JJ dz 
ý----- (ý ) 
where S2 is a uniform shear in the direction of the y- axis, 
m and mz are constant applied moments in the xý- and yz- planes 
respectively, W is a lateral shear in the direction of the x- 
axis and-. T is a constant applied torque about the z- axiz., 
ý 
The origin is taken at such a positioh that M2 =0 when z=0 
44 
and all quantities of the second order of magnitude are 
neglected-. 
By substitution of these expressions for the moments in 
Equation (3) the general differential equations of equilibrium 
for the determination of the magnitude of the least loads 
necessary to maintain the beam in its buckled form become: - 
EII d2u = r(S2z + m2 )ß + Wz - Mt 
dZ2 
EIZ dv2= S2z + m2 
dz2 
GJ dB- =- SZ (z du - (u - u0))- m2du - `. ý 
aZ 
dz dz 
where y= I2 
I2 
------(5) 
In the special case of a narrow rectangular beam under 
point load at the shear centre mid-span, t the quantities 
W, ml v id and 'T , 
are all zero,, and the above expression 
simplifies to: - 
EIt 452 Z )P 
2 dz2 0 ý 
EI 
2.2 ý 
M. I~ CZZ2 
GJg=-P(L- z) du +'; P(S ", P 




where the origin is now at mid-span, and Sc represents the value 
of u at that point. 
By differentiating the third and substitutioh in the first of 
Equations (6), 1 the differential equation for the rotational 
displacement of a slightly buckled beam is found to be: - 
22 
--A -} 
Pý--- ýý -- z) 
2ß=0 
dz2 4E! 4 CJ 2 
or, putting w= (L 
2 
k2 = YP2 we have :- 
4FI"; GJ 
d2 
+r. k2 W2 ý=ý 
--------- (7 ) 
This expression may be integrated by the method of infinite 
series. 
Assume that ß= we . 
(a, + aý w +, a2 CO2 + : ß. 3. t +a EP +) 
Thus by substitution of this series for p and its 
derivatives inequation (7) änd equating terms of the powers of 
(a, the general solutiohs to the twisted form is obtained as: - 
ß = A(1 k4w8 - k6ý 
12 
- ---R. 
_.. _. + 
4. b" 
3: 4 3.4. -7.8 3.4.7.8.8tj . 12 
ý + ... ) 
+Bw (1 - I? w4 k46)8 k6(412 +.. .ýý. 
4.5. S: '9 . -12.13 
in which A and B are arbitrary constants of integration. 
These constants maybe determined by consideration of the end 
conditions applicable to this particular problem:, 
Q6 
In the case under consideration 
ß=0when z=L or w=0. 
2 
d =0when z= 0orw=L 
dz 2 
Hence by substitution into Equation (8): - 
A=0 
Similarly, from the second condition: - 
48 12 
ll ,L 




L 5.18 4.5.8.9.12 
--j 
dz 0 dw L 2 
=0. 
Hence either B=0, in which case no buckling occurs and the 
beam remains in its initially straight form, or the series must 
vanish, in which case B and p become 
_indekerminate. 
l The least 
root of the series is given by k(12 = 2.115 
from which the fundamental buckling load is obtained as 
Pt Crit = 1B_"92ý EI2GJ 
L2 Y 
and the corresppnding maximum stress on the span is: - 
EI. GJ 6crif = 4.23 
Z2Y 
whre Ze is the modulus of section of the beam in the plane of 
maximum bending stiffness. - 
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By taking higher roots of the above expression, we obtain 
values for the critical load at mid-span fora beam whose 
buckled form has an even number of points of inflection. 
For example, the buckling load for a beam buckling in the third 
mode, with points of inflection at the third points, is found to 
be four times the value for the fundamental critical load, 





A beam may be caused to buckle in the second mode as shown 
in Fig. ý(14(b)), in which there is a point of inflection and no 
rotation at mid-span: ' The equations of equilibrium defining 
the displacements of such a buckled mode are identical to those 
previously obtained but the end conditions are now altered: 
Using the same sales solution to the twisted form, 'Equation'(8), 
ß =0when w-"'0 and ca=L 
2 
Hence A =' 0 
( 14 (L° Also 0 =BL, ', 
_ 
k2l ý/kt2/........ ,1 f7 I A. . -. -i. / ,c%, 194.5 4.5. '8.9 
Thus, the least root. of. the above series determinj: 7g-tha critical 
2 
value of -P °is IL i _... L 
kf 2`? 5"55 
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and the critical buckling load for this second mode'becomes: - 
P2cýit = 44'4 EI GJ 
=2 "82 P, 4X'it 
The Effect of Vertical Eccentricity of Loading. 
In the foregoing analysis it has been assumed that the 
load P was applied on the shear centre axis at mid-span. if,, 
however,! the load is applied at some distance above or below this 
axis in the plane of the beam, the critical value of buckling 
load will be altered, being decreased for loads applied above and 
increased for loads applied below the axis of twist of the beam. 
In order that we may allow for the effect in the theoretical 
solution, the torsion equation previously applied in Equation (e) 
must be modified. It is seen from fig. 12. bl that if the load 
is applied at mid-span at a distance 'd' above.. or below the z-axis 
the beam is subject to an additional torque +Pd during 
2 buckling: ý 
u 
Hence we may write the modified equations of equilibrium as 
EI d2 u= yP (2 - z)ß 
dz 2 
GJ d& =- P(L - z)du + P(S - u) ±Pc 
-_-(9) dz 22 dz 22 
4q 
Again, by differentiating the second of these expressions 
and substituting for d2u inthe first, we obtain the 
dz2 
differential equations for the twisted form as: - 
d___ý. 
dG)- TAwv-v """""""%i/ 
ý2n fn1 
which gives a general seriÖtosolution to the twisted form as 
given by Equation (8). 
In order to eliminate the constants of integration, the 
end conditions of the beam must again be introduced. These 
are seen to be: - 
0 
2 
dP Pd PC 
dz at z=0 or w=L 
2 
-2 GJ 
Hwnce by substitution in Equation (8): - A=0 
Also dp. 
_ 
dý B(l - k2w4 k4w8 ksw12 
dw dz 4+4584.5.8: 9.12 ý"''ý 
Substituting ßý = twist at. mid-span 
BL z, 
\4 4/L J8 
-6 
(L)12 
k IPI k 
4.5 + 4.5.8.9 4.5. $. 9.12.13 + 
:... '. ".. ) 
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and remembering that P= 2k EItGJ a simple solution 
for I in terms of the series may be obtained:, 
Thus :- ý1 =+ (1 - 1012n2 + 0.126n4- . i*.,... -) ----- 
(10) 
4-23n (1 - 0.224n + 0.014n4 - .... ) 
where n= Pcrit, the ratio between the actual buckling load and 
(Pcrit), 
n_0 
the critical value with the load at the shear centre. 
Hence by substitution of various values of n we may plot 
the relation between n and rj as shown in Fig. (19). It can be 
seen from this curve that for an infinite eccentricity below the- 
shear centre axis the buckling load tends to that of the second 
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mode as would be expected, as under those conditions no 
rotation of the centre section occurs and the root of the 
denominator in Equation (10) is identical to that obtained 
previously for a beam '-buckling in the second mode with the 
load at the shear centre. 
4. (iii). Strain Energy Solution to Buckling Load at Mid-span. 
Beam of narrow Rectangular Cross Section. 
An alternative solution to the problems of elastic 
instability may often be obtained by the use of strain energy 
methods, and as an example, we may compare the previous results 
with those derived from a' strain energy solution. 
When a beam buckles sideways and twists under the action 
of applied loads, the internal strain energy stored is increased 
since, in addition to-bending in the plane of the beam, we have 
bending in the lateral plane and twisting. Also the external 
loads do work in changing their potential energy, due to movement 
in their own line of action. 
Then the critical load is determined from the condition 
that the beam shall just be in a state of neutral equilibrium, 
and the work done by the external loads must equal the change 
in internal strain energy during buckling. 
The expressions for the changes of internal strain energy of 
a beam buckling under a point load at the shear centre mid-span, 
taking into account the symmetry of loading, may be written 
5z 
as: - 











The small change in bending energy of the beam in its plane of 
maximum stiffness may be neglected if we assume that II I1 
is large. 
In order to determine the change in potential energy of 
the external load, consider a small element dz of the deflected 
axis of the beam distance z from mid-span (Fig. 12a). Due to 
curvature of this axis under bending in the plane of minimum 
inertia, and considering the cross section at the point z as 
fixed, the end of the beam would describe a small are of 




The vertical component of this arc;. is, therefore, 
Pd0z (L 
-z) dz ds 2 
Hence by integration between the end support and the load 
point we obtain the expression for the deflection of P in its 
own line of action as: - 
y= 
/ 0= ß d01 jZ- z) dz ds 12 
L/I 
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and the work done by the external load simply becomes: - 
V =-PA 
The equation defining neutral equilibrium for this system 
of loading is, therefore, 
Ub+ Ur +V=0 
or by 









Ov 0 o 
------------ c 1].. ) 
Now from Equations (1) and (4) of the analytical solution, 
we obtain the bending moment equation: 
_)ß 
EI1 _-P 
tL Z/ "ds 22 
Hence Equation` (11)--reduces'-toi- 
2: ß" Pp (L 
. .. 







From which the critical value of the load P may be calculated. 
In oder toýsolve this expression for P, It is necessary 
to assume a suitable mode for the twisted form which will 
satisfy all the end conditions. ' As in other energy solutions 
to instability problems, it is found satisfactory to assume 
a simple trigonometric-: peries such as: 
ß`. A cos, z+B cos 3z +C cos 9vz ...... 
Asa first. approximation we may neglect all terms in this 
64 
series but the first. Then by substitution for ß and its 
derivative in Equation (12), the equation governing the 




GJ 1t2 A% ...... 13) 4EI 1 4L 
from which P1 crit = 1_7-2, EI1GJ 
This result is seen to be onlylabout 12% higher than that 
obtained by the analytical solution with,,, y=1. 
If we assume a mode given by the first two terms of the 
series for ß, the error in the energy solution is only about 
0.4%. In this second approximation it is necessary to use 
zt 
F. ayleights principle in which the arbitrary constants are 
adjusted so that the'value of the load Pcrit is stationary with 
respect to each. i. e. the critical load is a minimum. . Thus 
by differentiation of the expression for P with respect to'each 
of these constantsin'turn; '-and equating the resulting equations 
to zero, we obtain two'simultaneous'equations from which a 
solution for Pcrit may be obtained. Similar solutions may be 
obtained by using any'-number of terms in the assumed mode but 
sufficient accuracy can generally be obtained by the use of 
only one or two. 
It should be noted that the energy solutions to buckling 
problems almost invariably give a critical value of load higher 
than the true value, due to the fact that the assumed 
deflected form is seldom exactly the form corresponding to the 
55 
least resistance of the member. By using an assumed form, 
we effectively apply constraints to the system to keep the buckled 
member from taking up its shape of least resistance and, in 
consequence, the rigidity of the system, and hence the buckling 
load, is increased. By taking a combination of assumed modes 
we may vary the parameters as described above until the 
critical load obtained is a minimum. It has been shown by 
Rayleigh that the error in the solution to the critical load 
will be of lower order of magnitude than the discrepancy 
between the true and assumed modes. 
The Effect of Vertical Eccentricity of Loading. 
As shown in the analytical solution, the critical value 
of the applied load is dependent on its-vertical position relative 
to the shear.. centre of the-beam,. -Considering 
the point of 
application of the load to be at a height 'd' above the axis 
of twist, it can be. seen that during buckling the load 
undergoes an additional lowering, due to rotation of the middle 
cross section. If (3c is the angle of rotation at mid-span this 
additional movement is given by: - 
d(1 - cos ßc) =d ßc 
2 




dz - PdPc 
,- 
ds 2/n 
'Now, `if we < assume the first term only in the, series for the 
twisted mode, the final expression for determination of the 
St. 
critical load becomes: - 
PaL3 1+ 
4EI = 48 




Pcrit = 17'2 EI1GT []ii + 3.02a - 1.733rß -(14) 
where =d: EI1 = the vertical-'eccentricity f GJ ratio. 
The variation of the critical--value of load with the 
eccentricity., ratio': is plotted in Fig. (19). It is seen that for 
large. domrnwards eccentricities of loading the solution obtained 
by means, of the energy method becomes largely in error, but that 
for eccentricities above the beam the approximate solution, 
agrees reasonably well with the analytical solution and 
experimental values. 
The solution assuming`two-modes in the twisted form has 
been dbtained in the manner previously described, but it can be 
seen that the error for large downwards eccentricities is still 
large. 
4. (iv). Position of shear centre and centre of-twist. 
When a beam is subjected to bending loads it can be shown 
that the plane of the deflection curve coincides with the plane 
of the bending couples provided that loading occurs in one of 
the two principle planes of bending. If, however, loads are 
applied in a plane which is not a plane of symmetry of the beam, 
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such loading is usually accompanied by torsion. If the 
member has two planes of symmetry, we may resolve any 
. transverse loads into 
two components acting in the planes 
of symmetry and a torque equal to the product of the loads 
and the normal distance between their lines of action and 
the centroidal axis of the beam. 
If the beam is unsymmetrical, the shearing stresses 
produced by the shearing force at any section give a resultant 
which does not pass, through the centroid of-the crpss section, 
and in order that loads may produce only bending, without 
torsion, they must be applied in a plane at some distance 
from the axial plane yz. 
As an example, let us consider a simple section having one 
axis of sy=etry as shown in Fig. 13. a. In this case of an 
I-beam with different flange widths we can determine the 
position of the vertical plane in which the loads should act to 
produce simple bending and no torsion. Assuming the web to 
be thin, we may assume that practically all the shear load S 
is carried by the flanges, which can be considered as two 
separate beams having moments of inertia IF and IF 
respectively. Their deflections under bending will obviously 
be equal if the-loads are distributed between them in tje 
ratio IF: IF. 
This condition is satisfied if the loads and shearing 
forces act in the vertical plane through 0 such that nl 
n TI --2 
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Thus, this point 0, known as the shear centre, is displaced 
from the centroid towards the flange of greatest inertia. 
In the extreme case of the tee section shown in Fig. 13b, one 
of the flanges disappears and it can be assumed that the shear 
centre axis coincides with the centroid of the flange. 
The position of the shear centre axis is of great importance 
in the case of thin walled members of open cross section. A 
general approximate solution may be obtained for this case 
assuming that the shearing stresses are uniformly distributed 
over the thickness t, -and act in a direction parallel to the 
middle line of the cross section at all points. Along the 
middle they vary. with the distance s measured from the edge 
of the section,. Fig. 13. c. shows a general thin walled section 
the shear stresses in which may be'calculated from the equation 
of equilibrium of one element of the wall. 
Assuming that the' thickness t of the wall may vary with s 
but is independent of z, the equation of: -equilibrium is: - 
ý)a(Tt)"ds dz + tai dz do =0 ---------------(15) 
a$ aZ 
in which 6x denotes the normal stress at any point of the 
middle line of the cross section. 
By substitution of the general expression for 6= from the 
simple theory of bending, and noting that at the edge s_0 
61 
the shearing stress must vanish: - 
SS 
ýt- 'sv_I2 ( Iy 
f 
ytd s- Ixy xtd s) ---- (16) 
xy- xy eJ o 
the shear flow. 
In the particular case of a beam in which x and y are the 
principal axes of the cross section 
IXY =0 and 
Tt=- Sy gtds ------(16a) 
IX 
of 
Considering a channel such as shown in Fig. 13.4., we may 
simply calculate the quantity .It and this shear flow'"i s shown 
in the figure-b' the shaded area. It is seen that the shear 
flow varies linearly along the'flanges where y is constant, 
while along the web it varies parabolically. The shearing 
stresses in the web give a vertical resultant equal to 
Iý r bhtF 





The shearing stresses in the flanges give a couple of 
22 
the magnitude of which is Sy bht and hence, in order 
41x ' 
that there shall be bending of the beam without torsion, 
the plane of action of the forces parallel to the web must be 
at a distance q . behind the middle plane of the web where 
22 
q=bh tF (17) 
Tf X-- 
Transverse forces perpendicular to the web will not 
produce torsion if they act in the plane of symmetry xz. 
The intersection of the xz plane with the vertical plane 
containing the above defined forces is known as the shear 
centre axis and its intersection with the xy plane gives the 
shear centre of the cross centre 0., 
In the general case in which the centroidal axes are not 
the principal axes we use Equation (16) for the shear flow 
and calnulate the co-ordinates of the shear centre with respect 
to the centroid by calculating the total moment of the shear 
stresses about the centroid and. dividing this result by the 
total shear load in the direction normal to the co-ordinate 
direction considered. 
In this way the general expression for the shear centre 








- I$y casxtds ) 
YOýY xY 
MM° 
y=1 7trds = lý(- Ix 
J(xtds 
+ Ix wsytds ) Yo Ixly Ixy Y sx 
o 
------(18) 
where m is ta total length of the middle line of the cross 
section, r is the perpendicular distance from the centnoid to 
. ý. 
the tangent at any point on the middle line, and Cjs = rds is 
the double sectorial area swept out by the radius vector from 
S=0toS. - 
This expression enables the determination of the position of 
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the shear centre to be made for any thin walled open section. 
In the particular case of sections in which all flanges intersect 
along one axis, the shearing force must also pass through the 
same axis which is evidently the shear centre axis. Also the 
shear centre of aZ Section having equal flanges may be shown 
to coincide with the centroid of the section., 
When all the dimensions of an unsymmetrical cross section 
are of the same order, the, problem of determining the shear 
centre position becomes complicated and rigorous solutiobs 
have only been obtained for a few shapes of section. ] 
Position of the centre of twist. 
In problems of non uniform torsion it is necessary to know 
the position of the centre of rotation of cross sections during 
twisting. This can be shown to be coincident with the shear 
centre by application of the reciprocal theorem, the shear 
centre axis, therefore, being the axis of twist of the member-. 4 
A simple demonstration of this may be given by means of 
the theorem of least work. - Consider a cantilever of channel 
cross section as shown in Fig. 13. ej-and let the axis of rotation 
of this channel lie at a distance q from the centre-tine of the 
web, consideBed positive in a, direction opposite to positive 
directions of x and in the zx- plane. 
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The deflections of the flanges and the web in their own planes 
during twisting are: - 
x=+ hß 
2 
y= yß respectively:! 
Assuming that the thicknesmof the walls are small, - thereby 
neglecting stresses due to bending of these parts in the directicals 
normal to their surfaces; j the action-between the upper flange and 




in Fig., (13. f)'. i These stresses cause bending and compression 
in the flange such that if R is the compressive force in the 
flange at a distance z from the built-in end, 
tF(( zx) o=- dR 
and R= tF (T zx) 0 
dz 
where tF is the thickness of the flange. 
The magnitude of the force R may be obtained from the 
condition that the longitudinal strain E. at the junction of the 
web and flange must be the same for both parts., 
Henze the strain compatibility equation may be written as: - 
Ez=qh d2 = hb dzß R 
2 dz 4 dz b Ft $ "(19) 





Considering the change in internal strain energy under torsion 
of this cantilever, the energy stored due to pure torsional 
shear of this section is: - 
I 
Vr = G_T 
f ()2 dz ------------------ (21) 
2 dz 
In addition to this torsional energy, there is a change 
in energy due to bending of the web and flanges in their own 
plane. In the case of the bending of the web, considering a 
small element dy (Fig. 13. f) at a height y above the neutral 
2 
axis, the longitudinal strain at that point is E .. z =ýqy 
d3 
and the fibre stress is EEZ. 
d 
2 
Hence the work done on this element is EEz t dydz 
2 
and the integrating over the depth of the web and then along 
the length of the cantilever the total strain energy stored 
by the web is: - hý 2 
V, ` = Etý, ý 
ý2 fEz 
dydz 
wO. L 0vw A _l --- 
= Etýgb 
f It 
yz( d, 3 
ýdydz 
J. J tdz2ý 
= Eý h3 q2 
24 
ff. 2dz 
t dz21 t -----------(22) 
The longitudinal strain at any point in a flange at a 
distance u from its centroid in the zx plane is 
2 
Ehu d_(i _R 
z2 dz2 btFE 
By substitution from Equation (20) for R: - 
Eh d2B ru + (q b) 
Z2 Za L 
L 
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The work done on a small element of cross section of the flange du 
2 
is, therefore, EEz tFdu dz 
2 
and the total strain energy st&red in the two flanges is given 
by: - fE2d1 
dz 
UP = EtF JJz 
-j o 
T. 
a E tFh bb+ (q - b) dz - (23) 
(d2 
Thus the total internal strain energy due to twisting may be 
summed as: - 




dz + Eha [ýaq2 h+ tFb b b) a dý12dz 2 ý)2 46ýa I2 + (q -2ýl (dz J 
----------( 24Now 
by the principle of least work we may say that the strain 
energy stored in the member under any system of applied loads 
will be a minimum, i. e, dU =0 dq 
If we now assume a trigonometric or power series for the 
angle of twist to satisfy all the torsional end conditions, such 
as: 
A Sin rrz +B Sin 2rrz +C Sin 3nz + -----+ N Sin 
2L 2L 2L 2L 
n 
or ß= al + bz2 + cz3 + dz4 +- --------- nz + --- 
it may be seen that owing to the end conditions being entirely 







are constants with respect to q. By 
dz2ll 
taking as many terms as necessary any degree of accuracy in-the 
twisted form may be obtained and thihs this assumption is 
exactly true and, 
d-V Eh 2 twq h+ 2t b d= 0 q4 FJ 
and, q= 3tph2b2 
hatta + 6tjh2b 
Using the notation Ix =, twh3 + btFh2 
12 2 




which is identical with that given by Equation (17) for the 
position of the shear centre of the same- section. 
L 
This proof may similarly be extended to the general 
gale of thin walled open sections. It appears from the 
above method that the position of the centre of twist relative 
to any cross section will be entirely independant of the 
existing end conditions, as these simply govern the arbitrary 
constants in the assumed form and;, as has been shown, will 
consequently have no effect on the value of q. Thus although 
derived for the case of a torsional cantilever, the above 
expression also applies to channel members with ends subject 
to any form of restraint. The strain energy due to bending 
0 
G8 
shear has been neglected as is usual practice in analysis of 
bending problems. 
The position of the centre of twist may deviate from the 
shear centre in cases of members subjected to large torsional 
deformations and this effect may be determined from consideration 
of the additional energy stored in a beam due to longitudinal 
stresses arising during twisting. These stresses occur due to 
the fact that the generators of the section lie on helices and 
in consequence an overall shortening of the beam must occur 
under torsion. tDhis effect is 261atively unimportant for small 
rates of twist but'gives rise to a considerable increase in 
torsional stiffness and a 'change in position of the centre of 
twist when do becomes lard 
dz 
As the torsional deflections are necessarily small in the 
majority of problems of lateral instability, these modifications 
are not necessary and will be neglected in theoretical solutions 
except where mentioned. 
19 
4. (v). Torsion. of shin walled members with warping restraint. 
In. the 4drivatian,. of, the,, fundamental equations of 
equilibrium; of Va, beam,,, buckling under. bending loads in Section 
410 the torsion relationship in Equation (1) was stated only 
to be accurate if the beam was subject to pure torsion and that 
all its cross sections were free to warp during twisting'. This 
relation brad down when applied to the case of I- beams and 
thin walled ' : memberj; of open cross section, and, the actual value 
49 
of the critical buckling loads of such beams will' be 
considerably greater than those estimated by substitution of 
the constants of the beams in the foregoing formulae. 
When warping of an I beam is unrestrained during torsion 
the flanges will lie along helices which for small angles of 
twist remain practically straight, and there is no axial strain 
of the longitudinal fibres. If, however, one end of the beam 
Is built in as shown in Fig. (13. h) , the twisting of'the beam 
is hocömpanied by bending of the flanges which increases the 
resistance of the beam to torsion. 
Thus the applied torque Tz at any section will be partially 
balanced by the torsional shear stresses as experienced in pure 
torsion and partially by the resistance of the flanges to 
bending. The portion'of the torque balanced by the torsional 
stresses is equal to T1 = GJ d3. 
dz 
Considering the bending of the flanges and concluding from 
symmetry that the section rotates with respect to the'centroidal 
axis, the deflection of the upper flange of the beam in Fig. (13. h) 
is given-by u= -ßh " 
2 
Now from the simple . 
theory of bending the shear force in 
the flange at any point on the beam is: 
3 




of one flange in its own plane. 
The shear force in the lower flange will be equal to that 
in the upper flange and opposite in direction. These two 
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forces together give a couple which represents the torque 
23 
resisted by flange bending. T2 = Sxh = -EIFh d (3 
2 dz3 
and the modified torsion equation becomes: - 
TZ = T1 + T2 
23 
= GJ EIFh gR 
dz -. ''g" dz 3 ---------------(24) 
In the particular case of an I beam having flanges of 
unequal dimensions similar to that shown in Fig. 13. a, the 
bending-deflections of the two flanges at any section are given 
by: - u1 = -ßh1 
UZ = ßh2 
and the corresponding shear forces in the flanges are given by: 
3 
Si x= EIF1 d u1 
dz' 
3 
Sxa = EIF2 d ua 
3 
= EIF= hl A_p 
dz3 
3 
= EIFa h2 d 
dz3 dz3 
But from the determination of the position of the shear centre 
h,. =I F2 
F; 
a- IFi 
Thus Sxi =- Sx2 and these opposite forces together`' 
provide a couplethe magnitude of which gives the value of the 
tgrsional resistance afforded by flange bending 
3 






In the case of a channel as shown in Fig. (13. e) not only 
bending of the flanges but also bending of the web will be 
produced during torsion and, unlike the previous case of 
a symmetrical I beam, bending stresses at the junction of the 
glange and web due to torsion will no longer disappear. Thus, 
in considering the torsion of such a thin walled section, the 
additional resistance of the member due to bending about both 
principal axes must be considered. 
From the previous analysis, the value of the compressive 
force in the flanges may be obtained by substitution of the 
value of q from Equation (17) in Equation (20). Hence 
24 
R= Eb h twtF d2 ß 
-49 Tx dz 
-------------------(20. a) 
As before, the . 
torsion equation for the member may be written 
as: T T= + T2 where T= is the torque balanced 
by the torsional shear stresses and T2 is that resisted by 
bending of the walls of the channel. Since there are no 
resultant forces applied at any section, it can be seen that 
the shearing forces In the flanges and web must balance the 
second' portion of the torque and this can only occur if the 
shearing force in the web vanishes and the forces in the flanges 
must be equal and opposite. 
Considering an element of the top flange as shown in 
Fig. (13. g), the shearing stresses due to bending r =may be 
calculated by deriving the equilibrium equation for this element 
between two adjacent cross sections a distance dz apart. 
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The bending moment acting at any section is given by: - 
2 




tF'Y'xzdz + dRdz (b - x) + dMdzI 
1 
F-0 
dz b dz IF 
1 
Where IF is the moment of the shaded element of, area of the 
flange with respect to the neutral axis of the flange. 
Therefore Txz = -1d: d3(bEhIý daý. i 'UF dz b 2tF dz' 
and the total shear at any section is: 
2 dz 24 dz3 
ST =-tI Yxz dx =b dR + EhtFb d, _A ý 
0 
Substituting for R from Equaticn (20. a), we may obtain the 
expression for the-torque balanced by the flange shearing stresses 
as: - 
T2 =- Sxh = 
23 





modified torsion equation becomes: - 
.2 
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T= GJ EFh (1 + tw h) L- P 
dz 2 dz3 
------------(24. a) 
The general expression for non-uniform torsion of 
3 






where C is known as the warping rigidity of the cross section. 
The values of this constant C may be calculated by means of a 
method devd. oped by. Timoshenko for any thin walled open cross 
section. If in Fig. (13. c) we consider r1 as the radius 
vector from the shear centre to the tangent to the centre line 





(D -ýý) tds -------------------(26) 
5 







Hence, having determined the position of the shear centre 
or centre of twist for the given M mection, the value of C 
;ý 
may be evaluated by calculatJoh of the double sectorial areas 
swept out by the radius vector and a knowledge of the modulus 
of elasticity of the material. 
-4. 
(3, i) Anal tY ical solution to- buckling load at mid-span. 
=&fiance or warring resraint. 
It has been shown in the previous paragraph that a beam 
of usual structural section will have a critical buckling load 
at mid-span higher than that indicated by the elementary 
theory fo r, beams of narrow rectangular cross section due to 
the increase-in apparent torsional stiffness induced by 
:. restraint of warping. 
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Considering the case of a beam of thin walled cross section 
loaded as shown in Fig. 12. a, the modified equations of equilibrium 
derived from Ecp ation (5) and (25). may be written as: - 
2 
EI IL du 
dEM' 
dz3 2 L2 "J äz T 2` 
W dO 
_Cd. _PL_z du +P ($ dz dz3 22 dz 2 
Eliminabing u from these two equations: - 
---(27) 
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= Y(It zý ý ' 22 
2 2 
k= YP 
4C EI1 -z 2 
a fourth order differential equation from which the value of the 
critical load may be obtained. 
The solution to equation (28) may. be,. obtained by intergration 
by the method of infinite series, and by substitutbn of, the end 
conditions the roots of the equation governing the critical load 
may be obtained in terms of the constant a. This method of, 
solution is extremely laborious as the series are only slowly 
convergent. for small values of C entailing the use of a large 
14 
number of terms. Timoshenko has evaluated the critical load for 
2 2 
various values of the ratio a where a=C and from his 
La 
results the general expression is given by: - 
P--=ý 
GJ 
m rrd T FT_ 
crib -- -L & ----------------(29) . 
The value of the factor in the above expression may be derived 
from the curve shown in Fig. 24 in which the ratio of m 
to its value when the warping rigidity is zero is plotted 
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2 
against the non-dimensional warping constant L. It is 
a- 
apparent that the increase in the critical load due to 
warping actions is negligible for values of this constant 
greater than 200, giving less than a 3% rise in its magnitude. 
Strain Energy Solution to buckling load at mid-span. 
Allowance for warping restraint. 
The effect of warping restraint of a structural beam on the 
critical buckling load may be satisfactorily analysed by means of 
the energy method previously applied to the case of a beam 
of narrow rectangular cross section. As before, the critical 
load is that at which the work done by it during buckling is equal 
to the increase in internal strain energy of the beam. 
Ub + Ur + "V 0 
Considering first the buckling of a symmetrical I beam 
similar to that shown in Fig. (13. h). In thß derivation of the 
lateral bending7oP t: ýe beam we must consider the additional 
deflections of the flanges due to the twisting. of the beam. 
The shear centre is concluded from symmetry to lie at the 
centroid and hence the lateral deflections of the flanges are 
u± 3Lh 
2 
Thus the total energy of lateral bending of the beam is seen 
to be : 
Ub = EIi 










where Ip is the moment of inertia of one flange in its own 
plane. 
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The change in torsional strain energy and the work done by 
the external load are represented by the same expressions as before 
and, in consequence, the governing energy equation for the case 
in which the load is applied with vertical eccentricity 'to the 
shear centre is: - 
I. 22 `ý, 22I. 2 





dz2/ J "0 
2 
- Pa. ßc=0 ----------(30) 
Assuming a suitable expression for P, the critical value of P 
may be determined from the above equation. The restraint of 
2 
warping at mid-span requires that dß=0 at the ends of the 
dz2 3 
beam and that dd O, at mid-span.., Hence. by assuming a dz 
twisted form B=A cos trz 4i- B cos 3ttz +-' ------ these LL 
end conditions are satisfied. Neglecting all terms but the 
first, we obtain tLhäapproximate solution by substitution for 
ß and its derivatives, together with the expression for dll 
ds 
obtained from Equations (1) and (4) , in Equation (30). 
In this way we' obtain: 




+ EIFh2u 2+3.0 2T2-1* 3311 
Z 1(` 2GJL2 
--------(31) 
A similar solution may be obtained by extension of this 
method to the problem of the buckling of a beam of channel cross 
section. Consider a beam of dimensions shown in Fig. (13. f).. 
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loaded by a point load at mid-span. The expressions for the 
work done by the external load during buckling and the change 
in torsional energy remain the same as before. The change in 
internal bending energy due to lateral displacement can be 
represented by: - 





where UF + tjj is the strain energy stored by the beam due to 
differnntial bending of the flanges and bending of the'web during 
twisting. This energy has been derived previously in the 
determination of the position of the centre of twist and is 
given by Equations (22) and (23). 
L 
-k (q - b)2) rdýladz Uý +UF= Ehe tw q2h + tFb 
('bz 2 6 12 20 ldz ! 
From previous analysis the distance, of the centre of twist 
behind the centre line of the web is known to be" _ 
22 
q= tghb 
.... _..... - 4I 
x 
where Ix = toh3 + 
bth2 
12 2 
i Hence simplý-fying: - 




This is seen to be of the same form as the energy equation 
derived for the I beam, the warping rigidity being identical with 
that derived in Equation (24. a). 
Thus the final solution for the critical load may be obtained 
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as before by assuming a twisted form of the beam and substituting 
in the governing energy equation for neutral equilibrium. 
By taking the first term in the previous series: - 
Pcrit = 17 "2 EI2 GJ 
rý 
1+ rt2a2 + 3"02t2 - 1"733ý 
L2 LN ( L2 
------(31. a) 
3 
where a2= EIFh2 1+ týh for the channel section. 
2GJ 4Ix 
C for the general case. 
GJ 
The above equation is accurate to within about 0.5% over a 
2 
larger range of values of the ratio a and may be applied to the 
L2 
general case of buckling of thin walled sections. The energy 
f 
solution is compared with Timshenko's analytical results in a 
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4. (vii ). Exper:. nental Results. Beams under Point Load 
at mid-span. 
A series of tests on both model beams and several beams of 
the smaller and standard sections was carried out In order to 
determine their behaviour under the action of point load at 
mid-span. . 
The model Xylonite beams were mounted in the light 
test rig shown in Fig. (5) and were loaded by means of iron 
weights through a light loading disc in the manner previously 
described. As a preliminary test the narrow rectangular beam 
was tested with the load applied to the top face and the 
comparison between theoretical and experimental results is shown 
in Fig. (14. a) in which the critical buckling load is plotted 
against the slenderness ratio. The theoretical results are 
obtained from the analytical solution, neglecting the weight of 
the beam and also its warping rigidity, and it is seen that close 
agreement between the practical buckling loads and--the calculated 
values is obtained for instability in the first mode. An error 
on the low side of about 5% is evident in the experimental 
results for buckling in the second mode as in Fig. (14. b). 
This may be duo to creep in the material at higher stresses 
causing a lowering of the critical load. The beam was rigidly 
stayed at mid-span to prevent lateral movement at thit point 
and then was loaded as before until displacement in the second 
mode could freely occur. 
Similar tests were carried out on model beams of various 
cross sections and the'results of these are plotted in Figs. 
(15-17). The'results for a deep I beam and channel are shown. 
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in Figs. (15 and 16) in which load: was applied at mid-span 
with the point of application at different vertical positions 
relative to the shear centre, in the plane containing the 
shear centre axis. Again good agreement was obtained between 
results calculated by the energy solution given by Equation (31) 
and the experimental values. The deed weight of the bean was 
again neglected and may account for the slight discrepancy 
existing between the results. Owing to flange warping effects 
it was necessary to cut the ends of the beams flush with the 
supports for each span tested, as any overhang will have the 
effect of restraining the ends of the beam against free 
warping, thereby giving rise to an apparent increase of 
torsional stiffness and hence of the buckling . load. 
The critical loads at mid-span for the model Tee and 
angle beams with load applied at their shear centres are shown 
in Fig. (17), together with those for the heavy I beam with load 
at the top flange. As the minimum flexural rigidities of these 
beams are of the same order as the maximum rigidities, the 
theoretical solutions were obtained from the analytical. solution 
which contains the modifying term'. The experimental points 
lie close to the calculated curves and no large discrepancies 
are apparent.. 
The beam of angle section was mounted with its plane 
of greatest bending rigidity vertical and was loaded through 
a loading disc in the usual way. Thus no lateral displacement 
of the beam occurred until the critical load was reached 
Q8 
and a well defined critical value was observed. 
Three larger light alloy beams were tested under similar 
conditions in the large test frame and Fig. (12. c) shows a light 
I beam buckling in the fundamental mode. The comparison 
between results calculated from the analytical solution, 
neglecting the dead weight of the beams, and practical values 
are shown in. Fig. (18) . These results agree to within 4% in 
all cases and the slight tendency for the estimated curves to lie 
above the experimental values is due to the effect of the dead 
. Leight of the beams. The flexural and torlonal rigidities 
used in calculation of the buckling loads were in each case 
determined experimentally as described in Chapter III, thus 
avoiding the possible error in calculated values of these 
constants due to variations in the elastic modulji and the 
dimensions of the beams along their spans. 
The beams tested were all initially straight and had little 
distortion along their length and consequently in all cases but 
that of the narrow rectangular strip the buckling load could 
be determined by applying a slight disturbing force in a lateral 
direction to the beam and observing whether it returned to its 
initial position or not. The critical condition was sharply 
defined with only about a 2% possible variation of value of 
buckling load, beyond which the beans became definitely 
unstable and, for any slight displacement given, deflected 
considerably in the lateral direction. This ultimate 
instability did not cause failure of the beams due to yielding 
89 
as on reaching a large deflected form no further movement 
occurred and the system became stable once more. Thus the 
same beam could be used for a number of tests without suffering 
any permanent damage. In the case of the narrow rectangular 
beam, it was found that owing to initial imperfections, 
Ikateral movement of the beam occurred for loads less than the 
critical values and consequently it was necessary to plot 
lateral displacement and rotation readings for various 
increments of load up to the critical value, which, th this 
case, was taken as that at which the deflection or twist 
tended to become infinite. This effect will be considered 
more fully in Chapter X'_. 
The effect of vertical eccentricity of loading has been 
verified by experiments on narrow rectangular strips, 1" x 1/16", 
made of steel and light alloy and the results obtained are 
plotted in a non-dimensional förm in Fig. (l9). The rig used 
in these tests is shown in Fig. (20), consisting of two simple 
end supports, slotted to carry the thin beams, with adjustable 
supporting edges to allow complete torsional restraint at the 
ends, and a rigid light alloy loading arm clamped to the beam 
at mid-span. This ann was carefully mass balanced about a 
pin attached near one end from which a light loading hanger 
was suspended. By loading this hanger with iron weights the 
equivalent effect of loading the beam with any desired 
eccentricity could be obtained by adjustment of the distance 
of the pin above or below the centroid of the section. When 
loaded with eccentricity above the beam a light yoke was used 
qo 
to suspend the load through two wires on either side of the 
beam, thereby allowing freedom of lateral movement. In 
this way the system of loading is equivalent to that assumed 
in theoretical solutions, the loading being attached by 
means of a weightless arm to the section and being free to 
move laterally while remaining parallel to its original 
line of action. 
The method of testing was similar to that previously 
described, the loading arm being clamped to the beam in 
the required position and load then being applied until the 
member remained in a slightly displaced position without 
return to its initial form. The limiting stresses 
necessitated the use of a light alloy beam in tests with 
downwards eccentricity of loading, whereas a steel beam had 
to be used for eccentricities above the beam to allow a 
larger range of values to be obtained, -due to its ' higher 
elastic modulii. The limiting value of load obtainable 
was the dead weight of the load arm and balancing masses. 
Results show fair agreement with the analytical 
solution derived from Equation (10) over a large range of 
eccentricities. In general practice it is unlikely that 
the greater part of this range will be of interest and we 
are more concerned with the slope of the curve at the origin. 
It appears that the relation between the critical load andl 
is practically linear over most of the practical range of 
values and that the solution obtained by use of the energy 
9t 
method, given by Equation (14), gives a satisfactory 
approximation. The approximate formula given by Timoshenko 




is seen to give a solution considerably in error and has no 
advantages over the use of Equation (14). 
The method of determination of the position of the 
shear centre of a channel is illustrated by Fig. (21). The 
load W is applied at various distances td' from the back 
of the web and the ratio 0 is plotted against d as shown 
in Fig. (22) for various sections, the value of d at which 
this ratio is zero being the position of the shear centre. 
The beams were mounted in the test frames for these tests 
and the relative twist between two sections of the span 
was recorded by means of mirrors and scales. The agreement 
between the theoretical results obtained from Equation (17) 




LATERAL INSTABILITY OF BEAMS UNDER GENERAL LOADING CONDITIONS 
5. (1). Introduction. 
Previously analysis has been made of the problem of instability 
of beams-under point loading at mid-span in which no account of 
uniform dead load has been taken. More generalized results may 
be obtained for buckling under point loads and distributed load in 
terms of the same properties of the beams and this chapter deals 
with some of these solutions. The loading and end conditiens are 
assumed to be the s, 2-ne as those in Chapter 4 and the members are 
also assumed to be initially perfect in shape. 
Point load at any position along the span. 
Tnalytica solution. 
Narrow rectangular beam. 
Let us now consider the case of a beam of narrow rectangular 
cross section loaded at its centroid by a point load P applied at 
a distance rL from one support as shown in Fig. (23. d), and assume 
that-buckling has occurred so that the beam is displaced into a 
bowed and twisted position. 
The equations of equilibrium of the ' two part spans of the 
unstable beam may be derived in the same manner as that shown for 
a symmetrically loaded member. In obtaining these expressions the 
co-ordinates of the beam will be measured relative to the axes shown, 
zl and z2 being the distance from the load point in the two parts 
respectively and p being considered as positive when clockwise in 
relation to the positive direction of z2, i. e. from the x- to the 
axis in each case. 
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By substitution in Ecuation (5) the equations of equilibrium 
of the two parts of the beam are: - 
2 
EI1 du= YP(1 - r) (rL - z1) R1 dz 12 
EI1 d2u =Y Pr (l - r)L - z2) ß2 ------ (33) 
dz22 
GJ Aß, =- P(1 - r)(rL - zl) du :- P(1 - r)u + TA dzl " dz 1 
GJ d2 =- Pr[(1 - r)L - z2] du -Pru+ TB 
dz2 dz2 
where TA, TB are the torques at the ends A and B of the beams 
respectively. 
Considering the equations relating to than portion of the span 
between the end A and the load point and by differentiating the 
torsion equation with respect to z1 and substituting in the first 
of Equations (33) 
ý1 +Y (1 - r) 
2 
P2(rL - z1)2P1 =0 
dzi GJ EI1 
222 
or putting(rL - z)= 





1 GJ 1ý1-ý 
Cý. )12 
This is seen to be a differential equation indentical to. that 
obtained previously in Equation (7) and the solution in terms 
94 
of an infinite series is given by: - - 
24486 12 
ßl - A1(1 -+ kMW i- kit w at +......... 
3.4 3.4.7.8 3.4.7.8.11.12 
24486 
12 
+ýlcali 1- k3wj + k3-G) t- 
k1(, ) 1 
4.5 4.5.8.9 4.5.8.9.12.13 
+ ..... ) 
--------(34) 
where A1, B1 are constants of integration. 
Similarly considering the part of the span between the end 
B and the load point the governing differential equation of 
equilibrium is found to be: - 
222 




crhe rew 2= (1 - r) L-z, k2 =yrP ýEI 
=_ 
The series solution to vrhich is the same as Equation (8). 
24482448 
ß2 _ A2 (1 -k_ 2_ + k) 2-.... ) +B2 (1 -k+kº2.. 
3.4 3.4.7.8 4.5 4.54.5 99 
------(36) 
where A2, B2 are constants of integration. 
End Conditions. 
In order that the values of arbitrary constants may be 
determined, the end conditions relating to the problem must be 
substituted in the general expressions for twist. 
Thus ßl =0 when zz = rL, or a1=0 
ß2 =0 when z2 = )1 - r)L, or ca2 =0 
and Al = A2 = 0. 
qs 
The relationship existing between the constants B1 and B2 may be 
obtai ed by observing that at the load point, continuity of slope 
and rotation must occur and therefore at z1 = z2 =0 Pi = P2 
and (l rL. w2= (1 - r) L 
giving B= _p B2 
where 2448 k6 ((1 - r)L)12 (1 r) 1 -kß(1-r)L) * k2 ((1-r)L) -2 
4.5 4.5.8.9 4.5.8.9.12.13ýý 





4ý. 5 . 
006000a*01 
---------------(37) 
Similarly N1 = ,_d 
32 
_ 
at z1 = z2 = 0. 
dz1 dz2 
from which, substituting for the first differentials of 
from equations, the equation governing the value of the critical 
buckling load is seen to be: - 
2448244 
1x 
[1-k (rL +k1 (rL) - ...... 
i 
+Ll-k 
(1-r. )L) + k2 1- 
4 4.5.8 4 4.5.8 
0 ------------------------(38) 
2 .2242 
Putting k= Y(1 - r) rLP the above expression becomes: - 
GJ EI1 
2a4466 
rk+rk-rk+........ C44.5.8 4.5.8.9.12 
(1 - r)4k4- ......... =0 -------(39) 4.5 
- q6 
in which }t =Y1- r) 1- (1 - r) 
2k2 
+ (1-- r) 
4k 4----- 
rC4.5 4.5.8.9 
L1- r2k2 -M rk' ------ 475 4.5.8.9 
Hence the expression determining the critical value of, the 
point load may be simplified to: 
(1 - r)F1F2 +'rF3F4 =0 --------------(40) 
where P, = (1 - i1 - r)2k2 +44 a (1 - r) k -..... ) 4.5 4.5.8.9 
F2 = (1 - r2k2 +r 
4k4- 
....... 4 4.5.8 
2244 
F3 = (1 -rk+rk-......... ) 
4.5 4.5.8.9 
ßa44 
F4 = (1 - (1 - r) k+ (1 -rk-...... ) 4 4.5.8 
Method of Solution. 
,z 
In order to estimate the roots of the above equation for 
given values of r. it is necessary to use a trial and error 
method of solution. Having decided ýa value of r, a-, 
preliminary value of the parameter k is assumed, say ko and 
substituted in the series. Due to error in the assumed value, 
the right hand side of 'Equation (40) will be found to be" other 
than zero and in general we may.. say: 
(1 - r) F1F2 + rF3F4 =e where¬ is the residual. 
Hence a correction may be applied to the assumed value of 
k by means of which a nearer approximation to the root of 
the equation may. be -found, this second approximation being: 
k ko P[ ko 
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In this way, by a simple iterative process, the roots of 
3quation (40) may be obtained, and in general the process is found 
to be rapidly convergent so that only two or three repititions are 
necessary in order to obtain the required accuracy. 
The critical load determined in this way may be represented by 
the general expression: 
Pcrit c EI3GJ 
L2 Y 
and the values of the constant c may be determined from Fig. 
(25) in 
which the ratio of the critical load to that at mid-span 
(i. e. c) 
16.92 
is plotted against the load position r. The critical stresses 
are shown in Fig. 26. These may be expressed as: - 
6 crit 
=c (1 - r) (r) EI1GJ = rn 
r_EI 
1GJ 
z2L G %Z2V 
The values of the constant m for different loading positions 
are- plotted in the above Fig: 
The effect of vertical eccentricity of loading. 
It has proviously'been shown that if a point load is applied 
at mid-span at some eccentric distance above or below the shear 
centre axis in the plane of the beam, the critical value of this 
load is altered and is dependent on the magnitude of the 
eccentricity. Similarly it may be shown that the critical value 
of'a point load situated off centre on a narrow rectangular beam 
is also a function of the 'VP-'r 3. ca1 eccentricity 'd'. 
'N ý, 
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Consider the case of a beam loaded as in Fig. 12(b) -where 
d is taken as positive if above the shear centre. The 
equations of equilibrium given by Ecuation (33) remain 
unaltered, and the general solutions to the angle of twist given 
by Equation (8) are still applicable. In the 'case of an 
eccentricdlly loaded beam, however, the end conditions 
governing the value of the arbitrary constants are different 
and continuity is no longer present at the load point for-the 
first differentials of ß. 
Thus ßi=0 vhi enC. 1 =o 
2=0 whenP 2=0 
Hence A2=A2 =0 
Also P must be continuous at the load point and the 
relationship between B1 and 82 is again obtained as B1 =1 B2 
where j, is as given in Equations (37) and (37a). 
The final governing condition at the load point is 
obtained by substitution of the values of TA and TB in Equation 
(33) whence it may be seen that 




where ßo = the angle of rotation of the loaded cross-section. 
From Equations (39) and (42) substituting for 41 , dpi and ßo 
P«, t 
R., r. l, c 
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1- r2k2 + r4k4- ...... 
)+ý1- (1 - r) 
2k2 + (1 - r) -1c4- .. ,) 4 4.5.8 4 4.5.8, 
2244 
- Pdý rL 1- r-k +rk-... ....,.. 
(43) 
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(1 - r)F1F2 + r(F3F4) -------------(44) 
Thus the relation between k andij for any given position of 
the load r may be obtained by simple substitution in the above 
expression. The variation of critical load with the value of'l 
is shown in Fig. 31 for several positions of loading. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
It is apparent that the analytical solution to the problem 
of the instability of a beam under the action of a point load 
at any position on the span has the limitation that any attempt 
to include the effect of warping in the torsion equation will 




k(1 - r2k2 +r 
I 
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be solved approximately by application of the strain energy 
principle used in the particular case of a beam loaded at 
mid-span. 
Considering the begm shown in Fig. (23) of narrow rectangulEl, 
cross section, loaded at its shear centre by a point load P, 
we will determine the minimum value of this load necessary to 
maintain the beam in a state of neutral equilibrium. 
It is found from experiment, and by application of 
the analytical theory, that the twisted form of the buckled 
beam will be such that the maximum rotation occurs at some 
position between the load point and mid-span, and also that 
this form may be satisfactorily represented by means of simple 
trigonometrical expressions (Fig. 34). We will assume 
that the maximum rotation 3max, occurs at some point distant 
CL from the support .A and represent the twisted form of 
the two parts of the span by the relations: - 
O1 = ß=ax. Sirmz for 0< z4t, L 
411, 
ßa = ßmax, Sin rr (1-z for C L<z<L 
z(1 -OL 
where z is measured from A, being positive in the direction 
of B. 
Again by substitution in Equations (1) and (4) the bending 
noment equations of equilibrium may be written as: - 
EI11 = P(1 - r) zß3. (0< z<r: L) ds 
EI1 d! i = Pr(L - z)ß3. (rL<z<CL) --------(45) ds 
EI1 d1= Pr(L - z)ß2 (L<zc L) 
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The equation defining neutral equilibrium of the system is, 
as before: - 
Ub + Ur +V=0 --------------------(46) 
The deflection of the load P in its own line of action is 
seen to be: - rL, 
A= rL2J - ßl, 1 (rL z) dz 
z=0o ds 
vwhere[y 2] z=0 is 
the additional slope of the axis of the 
beam in the plane of greatest stiffness at the end A due to 
lateral buckling. The magnitude of this slope 'relative 
to the value of ßmax may be obtained from consideration 
of the fact that the additional deflection of the beam in 
the vertical plane due to buckling is zero at z=L. 




ä1 (L - z)dz 
L rL 
and V=-PA = -Pr J ß&P3. 
(1L-z)dz +. P ßi del (rL - z)dz --(47f ds ds 
Substituting from Equation (45) the total change in potential 
energy of the external load during buckling is seen to be: - 
22 





- z2)Sin2irz. dz +r2 (L-z)2Sinznz dz L Iý 
oi ; 
PZIL rl. d - `, a-TL 
rL 
+ r2 (L - z)2Sin2rr L- z)dz _ 
(1-r) (rLz - z2)Sin2irz dz 21-)0 ZE 
ZL 
I of, 
Also the change in internal strain energy due to lateral bending is: - 
ý 
2 




22r 2(' 222I2 
2EI1 
I-. 
z Sintrz dz +rj (L - z)Sinýirz. dz 
2C LL 
rº. ý+ +' 
+ r2 
j (L - z)2 SinzTf (L - z)dz 
ZL 21 -)l 
9 
Similarly the change in torsional strain energy is derived as: - 
L 
2L2L 




izt ( J-C)2 
ZL 2(1 
4)L 
By integration of these energy : expressions and substitution in 
Ecuation (46) the final equation governing the critical value of 
the load P becomes: - 
22 
Pf l( rý ý)+ GJn 
f2 (ý )=0 ----------- (48) 
Ell 8"L, *G- 
and hence Pcrit = IT E1GJ f (ý) _____(49) 2 2L2 c rar ) 
rX6 
where f 1(rX) =-ýýý (1-2r) Sin irr - r(1-r)Cosnr 
ý 
12 ý r_ r .. PbI 
+ r2(1 - r)2 + 6ý 
ý (1 - ý)(1 - 20 r2 
f2 (ý ) 
2ý-1-ý)". 
When r=ä, _ due to symmetry and equation (49) reduces to: - 
17.2 EI1GJ as previously obtained. 
L 
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L: ethod of Solution. 
By virtue of Rayleigh's Principle, it may be surmised that 
the natural displaced form assumed by the beam during buckling 
will be such that the load necessary to mä. intain; the system 
in neutral equilibriurem is a minimum or 
ä. 
0 
'. '; e may, therefore, use this condition to determine ý and 
hence Fcrit" Obviously it would prove mathematically difficult 
1 
to obtain C directly from the equation 
8= 
0 and resort must be 
made to a trial and error method of solution. For any given 
value of ra value of C is chosen and the corresponding value 
of Fcrit is evaluated by direct substitution in Equation (49). 
This process is repeated for several values of C for the same 
value of r and the corresponding critical loads are then plotted 
against In this way the minimum value of Pcrit may be 
obtained and this value will be the actual buckling load of 
the beam. 
. 
The values of critical load for C lying on either 
side of this least energy position will be higher than the true 
Pcrit aue to the effective restraint caused by forcing the bean 
to buckle in an unnatural twisted farm. This is directly 
comparable with the error caused by assuming displaced forms 
which do not exactly conform to the true mode of the beam. 
Allowance for vertical eccentricity of loading. 
Usir the energy method, allowance may be easily made for the 
change in critical load due to-vertical eccentricity of the point 
of application of the load. If the load P is applied at a height 
d above the shear centre of the section, the additional work 
io$ 






max. Sin rrr 
2CL 
Substituting for the Vertical eccentricity ratio, the additional 
energy term to be included in Equation (48) is: - 
-PýL GJ Pý Sinýnr 
2 EI1 M EcL 
Allowance for Warping restraint. 
The effect of restraint of free warping of a structural 
beam on the critical value of load at mid-span has been demonstrated 
in Para. 4(vi) and the additional strain energy stored in the 
system during twisting due to warping actions has been shown in 
Equation (30) and (32) to be of general form: - 
U=C f*(d2p)2dz 
2 dza 
where C is the warping constant. ý 
In the case under cdnsideration this expression is still 
valid and by direct substitution from the assumed twisted forms 
this additional energy term is seen to be: - 
Uw = Orr4 m2ax. 1+ ý1--ý 
Indluding these terms into the energy equation (48), the 
general expression for determination of the critical load becomes: - 
P2 ' fl(r, C) - !i EIiGJ Sin2Trr + EI GJTr2 f2 (C) + EI1art4 1 +" 




When fl= 0 this reduces to II- 
a 
Pf 1(rlls) _ 
giving Pcrit - 
a 
- tr EI1GJ 
f2(ý) + Tr2a2 L+1 8Lý 





1 , ZSfý)L2ýý3 3 
-------(51) 
Solutions to this equation may be obtained by means of the 
method described and the effect of warping restraint is 
consequently included in the estimation of the critical load. 
It is seen that for r =C = 0.5 the term in the right hand 
.. ý. 
bracket reduces to the expression previously obtained iný 
Equation (31. a). 
Comparison between the solutions obtained by means of both 
analytical and energy methods is made in Figs. 25 and 26 from 
which it is seen that a close approximation to the analytical 
solution is obtained by the above approximate method when 
warping restraint is neglected. 
The effect of vertical eccentricity of the applied load 
on its critical value is shown in a don-dimensional form in 
Fig. (31) in which the ratio of the critical load to its value 
when applied on the axis of twist is plotted against the vertical 
eccentricity ratio for several positions on the span. it is 
seen that small eccentricities of loading only give rise to very 
small changes in the buckling load when the load is applied 
near the end of the span but that similar eccentricities will. 
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have an important effect on loads near mid-span. 
The energy solution to the buckling loads when warping 
restraint is included has"been applied to two positions of the 
load on the span. These results, calculated from Equation 
(51), are shown in Fig. (38) in a non-dimensional form and it 
is found that no appreciable difference occurs between the 
two curves. Thus we may assume that the curve plotted in 
Fig. 38 will apply to any position of single point load on 
the span. 
5. (111) Two Sytmetrical Point loads on span. 
Analytical solution. 
Narrow Rectangular Beam. 
Previously the analysis has been made of the buckling of beams 
under single point loads at any position on the span. We may 
now consider the extended. case of a beam-of narrow rectangular 
cross section buckling under the action of two symmetrical 
point loads as shown in Fig. (37) with r2 = r2 =r and P1 = P2 = P. 
The equations of equilibrium for the two part spans may be 
derived in a similar manner to that of the previous section, 
and due to symmetry only one half of the span need be considered. 
The positive directions of the co-ordinate axis will be 
assumed as illustrated and the angle of rotation will be 
assumed positive when clockwise relative to the positiva 
directions of z2 and zz. 
By substitution in Equation (5) the equations of 
i15 
equilibrium of the two parts of the two parts of the span 







= yP(rL - z1)ß 
=y PrLß 
GJ d=-P( rL -z 1) du - Pu -u- TA 
dz IL dz1 
2 
GJ d ýj 
dz2 
- PrL du - Ps + TA 
dz2 
where TA is the torsional reaction at the support. 
a 
-------(52) 
$ is the lateral deflection at the load points. 
From the above equations the differential equations of 
equilibrium defining the critical value of the loads necessary 
to maintain the beam in a slightly displaced position are: - 
222 
Li +k cal ý_0 ---------------------------(53) 
dG')12 
22 




d+ kl 0 
dz22 
2222 
where ka = YPr 
Er i 
-------------------(54) 
The general solutions to these expressions are known to be: - 




.... )+ ßýitl-k2cý14+ k4ýa 18 -.. ) 3.4 3.4.7.8 4.5 4.5.8.9 
and ß= A2 Sin k2z2 + B2 Cos k2z2 
where A1, A2, B1, B2 are arbitrary constants. 
The constants may be eliminated as before by substitution 
of the existing end conditions which in the present case give 
continuity of ß and its derivative at the load point and also 
give: - 
p=0 when (a l=0 
di=0 when z. 2 0 
dz2 
Hence Al = A2 =0 
To satisfy continuity: - 
= P2 when z2 = (N - r)L, w1= rL 
Also IPl =- äfi2 at the same position. 
dtal dz2 
Hence the equation controlling the critical value of the loads 
is obtained as: - 
r2(kL2) [Tan r (W' - r) (kL2)] F5(kL2) - F6(kL2) =0 ---(55) 
in which F5(kL2) _ (1 - r4(kL2)2 + ra(kL2)4-"......... ) 
4.5 4.5.8.9 
(kL2) r4(kL2)2 -ý r8(kL2)4-............ ) 
4 4.5 
(17 
Method of Solution. 
Equation (55) may be solved by the method of trial and 
error used in the previous section. Having decided a value of 
r for which the critical loads are required an initial value of 
a the parameter (kL) is assumed and substituted in the expression 
when it will be found in general that a solution other than 
zero will be obtained on the right hand side. Putting this 
residual ase we may say that r2(kL) 2ýan r( - r) (kL2)] F5 - F6 =P 
Applying the correction to the initially-assumed root (kL2)o 
a second approximation to the true root may be obtained as (kLý 
(kL2) = (kL2)0 -P a(kL2 
ae (kL2) _ (kL2)o 
where 8e = 
8 kL 
(w, - r)ro(kL2) [Seo2 r( 2-r) (kL2)J F5 
-t "rz ( kL2 )ý Tan r(Q-k)( kL2 ) aFý 
r [Tan 
r2( - r) (kL2) F5-a F6 
a(kL2) 
The roots of Equation (55) may therefore be estimated by Tan 
iterative process, only two or three repetitions giving the 
. required accuracy of solution provided that a reasonable 
. preliminary-value of the parameter be chosen. 
The critical ývalues'of stress for a beam loaded in this'' 
manner are determined from the formula: - 
6 
cr _ 
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occurring over the whole of the centre section of the span. 
Values of the factor m may be determined from Fig. (39) 
in which the ratio of the critical value of the individual 
loads to the critical load at the shear centre mid-span is 
plotted against the loading position r. The variation of 
critical stress with position of loads is shown in Fig. (40) 
in which it is seen that the same value of m is obtained at 
mid-span as previously and that the critical stress decreases 
from this value for loading positions between mid-span and the 
ends, tending to that given for buckling under uniform bending 
moment when near the ends of the span. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
The solution of this problem may be obtained by the 
strain energy method previously used. Assuming a simple 
sine form for the twisted beam the accuracy of the results 
obtained improves for smaller valtes of r until they become 
exact as r tends to zero. The bending moment equations 
measurig z from the end A of the span are: - 1 
EI2 d(pl = Pzß for 0<z<rL 
ds 
------(56) ET1 do = PrL(3 for rL<z<L 
ds 2 
The neutral equilibrium equation defining the critical load 
is given by: - 
Ur + Ub + Uco +V=0 ---------------- (45. a) 
110 
z 
where Ur - GJ 
- 
2dz 
, dz L L 
IIb = EII NdIP]LT dz 
O 
ý 
ü Co (dl2dz 
d z'ý 
V= _2P A where p is the vertical deflection of the 
load point. 




and hence A 
[P2] 
ArL - _3L JßrL - z)dz 0 
Assuming that $= ßc Sin nz, the solution to the critical 
L 
value of load obtained from Equation (46. a) is seen to be: - 
P2 f1(r) = GJrr2 
EI 
1 






EI1GJ C1 ý tt2] --------(58) a fl r) L L. 1 
and the critical stress is given by: - 
6Grit =m EI=GJ (1 + rr'a2) -------(59) Z2L L2 
in which 
r 
r2 fl (r)_ ýý- 
_., ý 
2ra +1 Sin 2rrr -r Cos 2rrr 3 4? f 2 2rr 2 
ILl 
Comparison is made between the two solutions when a=0 in 
Figs. (39) and (40) in which it is seen that good agreement 
is obtained. The energy solution has the advantage that 
account may be taken of the effect of flange warping without 
considerably complicating the algebra. The correcticn to be 
applied to the results shown in Fig. 39 tü allow for warping 
restraint is the same as for a beam under point load at mid- 
span and may, therefore, be obtained from the curve in Fig. 24. 
Effect of Vertical Eccentricity. 
The effect of vertical eccentricity of the two loads may 
be included in the aiergy solution previously obtained. if 
the loads are both applied with a vertical eccentricity to the 
shear centre of magnitude 'd', the additional change in 
external work done by the loads during buckling may be 
written as: - Pdß22 = Pd(32 Sin2Trr 
By adding this term to the previous expression'for total strain 
energy of the system, Equation (37), the modified critical equation 
becomes: - 
ý+ ýPt 11 2+ 114 Pa flr) EI 1GSin2 irr = EI GJ C EI1 
L2 4L 4Lý 
-------(57a) 
from which the critical value of .P may be estimated for any 
assumed values, of r and T1 
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5. (iv). Two Unsymmetrical Point-loads on span. 
The general problem of the buckling of beams under two 
unsymmetrical point loads on the span may be solved by either 
of the previous methods but the resulting algebra from the 
analytical method is tedious and the general expression is 
extremely unwieldy. If, however, it is obvious from the 
magnitude and position of the loads that the maximum 'rotation 
of the buckled beam lies between one load and mid-span as shown 
in Fig. 37, the energy method may be used to obtain an 
approximate result. 
A twisted form will be assumed as' 'used in " para. 5(ii). and 
the two loads P1 and P2 will be considered as applied on 
opposite sides of mid-span. We will measure z from , 
the end A 
and in the direction of z2". The relevant bending moment 
equations may then be written as: - 
EI1 1= RA Z Pi O4 zlr1L 
ds I 
I 
EI1 d2 l= 
[(RA 




P1) z+ P1r1L1 ß2 ýL<z<(1-r2)L ------ (60) 
EI1 d23. = RB(L - z)(32 it - r2)L<z<L 
di; 
From these expressions the changes in internal and 
potential strain energy may be deduced in terms of the assuned 
mode and the general expression for the relationship between 
r23 
I. 
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the critical loads may be obtained in the form 
fl (P1, Pa, rl, r2) - ý24 i2 (ý ) EI1GJ --------ý 61) 
8L 
t 
in which f2 is a complex trigonometric function, andhas 
the meaning given to it in para 5(11). 
Thus for any assumed position of maximum rotation, C, 
the functionsi 1 andf2 may be obtained in terms of the loads 
and their positions. By trial and error the value ari' t 
may be altered to give the minimum values of the loads necessary 
to cause instability in the manner previously described. 
If the position of maximum twist does not occur naturally in 
-the assumed part of the span no such minimum will be found and 
the equations of equilibrium (60) have to be mbdified to 
suit the new conditions. The effect of warping restraint 
may be included in the solution by adding the term given in 
para 5. (ii) to the right hand side of Equation (61). Figs. (41) 
and (42) show the solution obtained by means of the above method 
to the relation between critical values of two point loads 
at two positions on the span. 
5. (v). Beams under Point load at mid-span and uniformly 
distributed load. 
In order to determine the possible reduction in the 
critical load of a narrow rectangular beam due to the effect 
of uniformly distributed loads we will consider the pessimum 
case of a beam under point load at the shear centre mid-span. 
R 
This problem has been solved by Prescott? and the critical value 
125 
of load may be deduced from the expression: - 
pcrit = 16"92 EItGJ - 0"593 wL ----------(62) 
L2 Y 
Similarly the critical uniform load is found to be approximately: - 
(CaL) 
crit - 
28'311 EI2GJ - 1-67 P 
L2 7 L2 17 
------------(63) 
These expressions are only approximate but give reasonable 
accuracy for all practical purposes. The reduction of the 
critical load at mid-span due to the dead weight of the beam is 
usually an unnecessary refinement and in comparison between 
experiment and theory this has been neglected in cases where 
inclusion of the dead load considerably complicates theoretical- 
treatment. 
It is of interest to note that the critical stress for 
a beam under uniform load alone is less than that under any 
single point load being given by: - 
ö 
crit 
= 354 j EI zGJ 
g2L Y 
5. (vi) Experimental le sult s. 
Tests on both model and light alloy beams have shown good 
agreement with the foregoing solutions and in no case has any 
major discrepancy been observed between experimental and 
theoretical results. 
A number of different beams have been tested to instability 
under single unsy=etrical point loads with various vertical 
1xb 
positions of application, and the comparison between the 
critical buckling loads observed and calculated is made in 
Figs. (27 - 30) and Figs. (32 - 33). The theoretical curves 
are plotted from Figs. (25 and 31), and it is seen that the 
experimental results lie near to these curves. The effect 
of vertical eccentricity of loading is not easily observed 
as the eccentricities were small and although the tesj results 
show the same tendencies as the theory, the former are 
sometimes appreciably in error. These discrepancies, however, 
are not outside the likely experimental scatter. The beams 
were tested in the free end supports and were loaded through 
loading discs in the usual way. The critical value of the 
load was found to be well defined and in all cases was assumed 
to be the least load necessary to keep the initially straight 
beam in a slightly displaced form. The limiting range of 
values of r was decided by the strength of the end supports and, 
in the case of tests in the large test frame, by the width of 
the loading tank. 
Figs. (34 and 35) show the comparison between the actual 
and assumed displaced forms of a small standard I-beam under 
load at the tar, point: deasurements of rotation of the ttiiisted 
beam were made by means of a graduated clinometer and the 
lateral deflection was measured relative to a taut wire by 
means of a scale. It is seen that the assumption of the 
simple trigonometric mode is Well justified by comparison. The 
deflected form is calculated by substitution of the torsional 
Iz? 
mode into the equations of equilibrium (45). The end view 
of the I beam tested in the large test frame is shown in 
Fig. (36), with the beam boring under the influence of an 
unsymmetrical load. 
Two further casds of beams under unsymmetrical loading 
have been investigated and the experimental results are shown'iný 
Figs. (41)and(42). It is seen that the relationship between 
the critical values of two point loads may be approximately 
represented by the dotted line which give the simple linear 
expression U2 =1- Q2 
, where -a =P 
Ycrit 
This equation cd11'give an, 'estimate of the critical 
ý ý. ý. 
loads which will always be on the safe side and might be 
used in preference, -to evaluating these values by the method 
given in para. 5(iv)., The discrepancy between this linear 
law and the true relationship will become greater when the 
loads are bearer the ends of the span. 
I-Q 
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6. (i) Introduction. 
Cantilevers of deep section may become laterally unstable 
under applied loads in the same manner as previously described 
for simply supported beams. The problem of the buckling 
of cantilevers is not usually very important in practice as, 
when used as structural members, a considerable amount of 
restraint is often afforded by floor joists or other 
connecting beams. Thus any discussion of this particular 
problem is necessarily only of academic interest and this 
chapter deals with a few of the interesting points in the 
behaviour of cantilevers under point load. These members 
are considered to be rigidly built in at one end and 
completely unrestrained along their length. Also, they are 
assumed to be initially perfect so that the critical load may 
oe defined'as the least load necessary to maintain the 
cantilever in a slightly displaced position. 
6. (jY). Cantilevers under single point load at the free end.. 
Analytical Solution. 
Let us consider the si"«ple case of a cantilever of 
narrow rectangular cross section loaded at its shear centre 
at the free end as shown in Fig. k43). As before, we assume 
that the load P is sufficient to maintain the cantilever in 
its bowed and twisted form and determine its magnitude from 
13o 
the relevant equations of equilibrium: 
These equations may be directly determined from Equation (5) 
and are seen to be: - 
EI d2u=- YP(L - z) 
tdz 
GJ dß = P(L - z) du - P(S - u) ------------(04) 
dz dz t ý' 
from which the differential equation governing the twisted 
form becomes: - 
d2ß k2 w2ß =0 
aý-iw + 
where w= (L -z);! k2 oý 
EI I GJ 
This may be solved by the method of infinite series, the general 
expression for the angle of twist being that given by 
Equation (7). 
On substitutiJr of the end conditions the least root 
to this equation is found to be: - 
L2 = 4.013 
from which P=4.013 EI GJ ---------------(65) '-_ Grit Lz 7 
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: and the corresponding stress is: - 
a=4 "013 1 EI. GJ 
crit z2 L ---------------------(66) 
_ffect of vertical eccentricity of loaditg. 
When the load is applied at some distance above or below 
the shear centre but still in the same vertical plane 
containing the shear centre axis;, the critical value of load 
will be modified by an amount depending on te eccentricity. 
Considering the load "! P to be at a distance 'd' above the 
shear centre axis at the free end of the cantilever the torsion 
equation in Equation (64) will become: 
GJ dp P(L -. z) du P(S - u) + Pod ßmß. 4 
dz dz 
The additional term due to vertical eccentricity will have 
no effect on the general solution for ß but will alter the 
end conditions. ThG: be become ß=0 when w=L 
dý Pd ßmax when w=0 
T , ý- 
dz %A" 
Hence the arbitrary constants may be eliminated and an 
equation for the critical load obtained as: - 
r* '4 
PdL I1- k" L- 
_ Q. F GJ ýf- 
Cl L4 .+ 3.4 
+ k4L8 _ --'--ý- ........ - 11= 0 ---(67) 4.5.8.9 
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By substituting d 
/EI, 
Ly GJ 11 
and putting P= n(Pcrit),, 
=-0 
= 4"013 ný EI, GJ 
7ý 7 
the general relation between the critical load and q may be 
expressed as: - 
1- (4"013)2n2 + 
t(4'013)2n2] 2 "...... 
. 
t= 3.4 3.4.7.8 
1--- 
4"013 n L1 -(4"013)2n2 L(4'013)2n2J 2 4: 5 +". 4.5.8.9 
from which ?1 may be evacuated for, any assumed value of n. 
Fig. (45) shows the variation of the critical value of load with 
n in which it is seen that oily a small increase in buckling 
load is obtained when the load is applied below the shear 
centre even for large eccentricities, which indicates that the 
second mode of instability will occur at a load of about 35% 
higher than the fundämental, in which no rotation occurs at 
the free end. - The critical value for instability in this 
mode is obtained from the root of to denominator of Equation 
(68) and is seen to be: - 
Pcrit2 
4 




The approximate equation given by Timoshenko'4 
n=1-q 
is seen to give a curve, tangential to the analytical 
curve at the origin, which approximates to the'true results 
for small eccentricities, but is in error for the larger 
values of q. 
The Effect of Warping Restraint. 
The solution to the above problem with the warping 
restraint term included in the warping equation is given 
by Timoshenko. The differential equation obtained is 
similar to that given in Equation (28) and the solution may 
be represented by: - 
PGrit m EI, GJ 
L2 7 
Values of the factor m are given for a number of 
warping constants, L2 in the above reference. 
a2 
8. (111). Cantilevers under single point load and 
uniform dead weight. 
The dead weight of a long cantilever may reduce its load 
carrying capacity considerably and it is of importance to 
include its effect in the theoretical solution. Considering 
the cantilever shown in Fig. (43) we will assume that an 
additional uniform load of intensity w per unit length is 
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applied along the shear centre axis and that the point load 
P is applied at the free end on the shear centre axis. 
The relevant equations of equilibrium may be obtained 
by substitution in Equation (5) and are given by: - 
EIt d22u =y 
[P(L 







- z) +w (L - z)2, 
] 
d2 
dz 2 dz 
The solution to this problem has been obtained by 
T 
Prescott by means of an approximate method. The value of 
the critical load may be derived from the expre ssion: - 
p= 4-013J EI, GJ - 0ý1312 wL"----------(701 
crit -, 7- 7 
and the critical uhiformly distributed load is, - 
wL = 12.86 EI, GJ 
L"- 3P -------------- 
(71) 
The corresponding maximum stress for a cantilever under 
uniform load alone is given by: - 
Q=6.43 
1 EItGJ 
crit VL Y 
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6. (iv). Experimental Results. 
In order to verify the results obtained in para. 6. (ii), 
tests were carried out on two narrow rectangular cantilevers 
using the rig described in para 4. (viii) and illustrated in 
Fig. 20. The cantilevers were rigidly clamped at one enu 
in the. jaws of a heavy mnhine vice and were loaded at their 
free ends throughthe light alloy loading arm. As in previous 
tests'on a simply supported beam, the values of the critical 
loads for various vertical eccentricities of loading were 
determined in this series of tests and the results obtained 
are compared with the theoretical solution-in Fig. (45). 
The agreement is seen to be satisfactory over a large range 
of eccentricities. The approximate formula will probably 
prove sufficiently accurate for most practical cases, in 
which ,q is unlikely to exceed 0.2, giving an error of about 
7% at this limit. 
Fig. (46) shows the variation-of-the twisted mode of a 
cantilever with the vertical eccentricity, of loading, 
calculated from the results of para. 6(11). In the extreme 
case of a cantilever loaded and prevented from twisting at 
its free end, the critical value of the load is given by 
Pc 
rit 2 
A 2" x" light alloy I section cantilever was tested 
under point load at its free end in the large test frame, and 
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an end view of the cantilever in an unstable condition is 
shown in Fig. 44. Load was applied by means of iron weights 
to a loading hanger which was suspended from a loading disc 
in'the usual way. The fixed end of the member was supported 
in two of the support frames placed a short distance apart, 
one of which was inverted to provide the necessary reaction 
to the applied moment. The length of the I beam between 
these two reactions was rigidly clamped between two thick 
steel plates in order to prevent bending and warping of the 
section behind the support, whilst the end fittings prevented 
any torsional movement at the 'supports. The section was 
mounted with its plane of greatest flexural stiffness vertical 
and load was applied until the cantilever would remain in a 
displaced position on either side of its initial position in 
a condition of neutral equilibrium. The critical condition 
of such a cantilever was notably mcKe pronounced than for a 
similar beam simply supported at its ends, and very large 
lateral deflections occurred for loads greater than the critical 
value. 
Tests were carriedout with three positions of effective 
load point over a range of free spans, the critical loads 
being determined in each case, and the results obtained are 
compared with theoretical solutions in Fig. 47. The effect 
of dead weight of the member was included in the results as 
this was a comparatively important factor for larger spans. 
The same reduction was made for all vertical positions of 
I9 
loading, as given in Equation (70), and it appears that such 
an assumption is justified by comparison with experimental 
values. No major discrepancies were found over the range 
of slenderness ratios covered by these tests. 
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CHAPTER 7 
BUCKLING OF BEA1,: S UNDEH COMBINED TRANSVERSE AND END LOADS 
7. (1) Inýroduction. 
The subject of the buckling of members under combined 
end loads and end couples about both principal axes has been 
6,7)I4 
thoroughly investigated by a number of authors. Little has 
been done, however, to determine the effect of -transverse loads 
in he plane of greatest flexural stiffness on the limiting 
values of end loads applied to a strut. The critical'values 
of such loads will be interdependant and the relationship 
existing between them is determined in this Chapter for certain 
of the simpler cases. 
As in previous cases, the members are considered to be 
initially perfect and the buckling loads are again the least 
loads necessary to maintain a slightly displaced form. For 
the sake of simplicity; -of mathematical treatment, the strain 
energy method of solution has been used throughout vhich gives 
a reasonable degree of accuracy over all ' practical ranges of 
values. Loading and. support, conditions äre , 
'bhe idealised 
conditions previously, assumed and no-. account is taken of the 
dead weight of the members in the derivation of the critical 
loads. / 
A further problem" of importance in the study of The 
instability of deep beams concerns their behaviour under combined 
point loading and end couples. Solutions to the critical 
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FIG. 49. END VIEW OF MODEL BEAM UNDER SYMMETRICAL 









the load carrying capacity of members with practical end 
supports in which couples in the planes of the beams are 
often afforded by the end fittings. Some of the simple cases 
of instability under these conditions have been analysed and 
comparison is made in this Chapter between the analytical 
solution ýo a particular case aid the energy solution. No 
experimental data was available to verify these results although 
certain practical results under similar conditions have been 
obtained and will be discussed in Chapter XI. 
T7. (ii), Beams under single point loads on span and end axial load. 
Let us consider the general case of a deep beam loaded 
transversely at is shear centre at any position on its span 
by a point load P and subjected to end compressive loads R as 
showh in Fig. (48. a).. When these loads are of a certain 
magnitude the beam will become unstable and will remain in any 
slightly displaced position in a state of neutral equilibrium. 
The critical relation between these loads and the constants of 
the beam may be derived by means of the energy method used in 
Chapter 5. 
Leasuring z as positive from the end A, and P positive when 
clockwise relative to the positive direction of z, the relevant 
equations of equilibrium may be obtained from Equation (5). We 
will assume that the lateral deflected form-is similar to that 
shown in Fig. (48. b) in which the maximum deflections occurs 
at some position between the load point and mid-span. 
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Let u Sin nz for 0<zc CL 
2CL 
U=6' Sirm(L - z) for CL <z<L 
21-ZL 
and the relevant equilibrium equations are: - 
EI 1 d2u = yP(1 - r) zß - Hu 
dz`4 




GJ d3 = P(i - r)z du + P(1-r)u - T,, O<z<rL 
dz u cý ý_ 
G7' d= Pr(L-z) du + Pru - TB rL <z <L 
dz 
where TA and T. are the couples supplied by the end supports. 
These are determined from the condition of continuity at 
the load point and fror: , 
the equation: 
TA + TB = PS Sin Trr 
2C 
whence T;, _ (1 - r) PS Sin irr 2C 
T= rP& Sin rrr 
B 2Z 
The neutral equilibrium condition is satisfied by equating the 
changes in internal strain energy during buckling to the cork 
done by the external loads. 
The change in lateral bending strain energy is given by: - 
(L 
UB = EI1 I dsu 2 dz 
J -l 2o dz2 / 
on substitution . from. the assumed form and integrating over the 
J44 
two part spans this energy is seen to be: - 
U3 ` EI ln 
4ö 
3 64L a ----------(73) 
The work done by the end thrust R is determined from the 
lonitu,: inal displacement of the end sections during buckling. 
This chancre in potential energy may be approximately written as: - 
ý 
VR =R rdu1 
2 
dz 
2 Cdz1 0 
RTz a2_ 
________(74) 16 1-ý ) 
lie lowering of the point of application of the transverse load 
may be determined by applicatioi of Equation (47) and the change 
in potential energy of this load is expressed by: - 
L rL 
VP -P0=- Pr ß d2u(L -. z)dz +Pp d2u(rL - z)dz 









T3 T7- --(75) 
The change in internal torsional strain energy is derived by 
substitution from the Equations (72) in the energy expression 
UT = GJ 




Thence by substitution for th_ assumed mode in the torsional 
equilibrium equation and integration of the above energy 
equation over the span, using the relevant expression for 
dz 
in each of the sections, the change in torsional strain energy may 
I. 
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be represented by: - 
UT = P262 L 
2GJ 
where f 3. (r, ý1 -C (2r -1- 12r2) Sin Trr _ 4r2 (2- ý1 Sin Trr 
4Tr cn 2ý 
A.. 21 n,. ,...,.... ,_ -2-2 I! -i ... 12 /, wº 31 T , L" \1ýV 1" 'F' 71 /VV C7 11 1" Tl1 , L' 
4ý 24 
+ rz C2 + 1Tý ý4 - 2r3 -C r2 ý1{ß 
ý24 
Summing the individual energy expressions the controlling 
equation of neutral equilibrium may be seen to be: - 





3 (3 (l -C)tr2EI1 +ý ýd 
--------------(76) 
Putting Tr2EI 1= Euler buckling load of the member under 
L2 free end conditions 
=RE 
the critical point load is given by: - 
crit = n2 
EI GJ__ 2-1 (1 +1- 4R 
L2 32f 1(r, ß)Y 
(ý 
s3ý) ý-, 
In the particular case where r 
expression reduces to: - 
Pcri t- 17-6 ýI 1GJ 1- R 
L2 
---------(77) 
1y-1 this _ 2! c 
------------(78) 
Thus it is seen that the end thrust reduces the critical value 
of P at mid-span and Pcrit becomes zero when R=R. R. . 
The 
24C 2 
assumed trigonometric form becomes exact under the latter 
conditions but is in error for lower values of R giving rise 
to a discrepancy of about 45 between the analytical solution 
and that given by Equation (78) whan _ý = 0. The difference 
between the assrried and actual forms may be seen from the 
typical exarr. ple shown in Fig. (35) of the lateral deflected form 
of an I beam under unsymmetrical loading with no end thrust. 
This discrepancy is seen to be considerably greater than that 
observed between the assumed and actual twisted forms. The 
substitution of an assumed twisted form. into the equilibrium 
equations (72) gives rise to a prohibitive amount of algebra and 
would give a corresponding error when R -º- ,. Also the use of 
two terms in the assumed deflected form, 17ould considerably 
complicate the solution for a small reduction in error. 
Effect of vertical eccentricity of loads and warping restraint. 
It is an anomaly of the above method that attempts to 
allow for the effects of vertical eccentricity of loading and 
warping restraint by addition of the corresponding energy terms to 
the energy equation (76) gives rise to an errcr in sign due to 
the fact that the term containing P in that Equation is one 
representing internal energy. Hence any additional work dgne 
by the external load must be added to the right hand side 
thereby giving an increased critical load, contrary to the 
observed effect. Similarly, the effect of warping restraint 
would appear to be to reduce this load. This peculiarity is 
caused by assuming a deflected instead of a twisted mode. 
An approximate solution to this problem, may, however, 
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be derived if we re-. lace tine expression for the torsional 
strain crer, ýy. It is ', -not: "n that th, ý positions of maximum 
deflection and rotaticn coincide and we may, therefore, 
assurm,. e that the twisted form of the beam may be represented 
by the simple sine form given in para. 5(11) from -ý. rhich the 
change in torsional strain energy is found to be: - 
Ul = GJtr2f2 (C) ß2 wherd f2(C) =1 
8L max 2l- 
The-value of ß; lax may 
be determined from the second of 
Equations (72), using the assumed deflected mode, as: - 
Pmax 
4CyPr(l - 4L 
Similarly the additional tork done by lu, -ering of the load if 
applied at a height d above the centre of twist may be expressed 
as: - 
2 
U=d ij 1-4R 262 Sin2rrr ----------(79) 11 2C 
32 C4y2P(1 - r)2r2L2 
By includinb these two terms in the energy equation (76) 
the effect of the eccentricity of loading may be expressed in 





Tr2(1-r)2 fý) 2r. 
-----(80) 
where m is the critical load factor Ziven by: - 
PcritL2 
fiI 1GJ 
Th, o solution to this equation may be found by trial and 
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error, but sufficient accuracy may usually be obtained by 
using the value of m given from Equation (77) when q is 
small. It is seen that when r=1, C _1 this expreesion 
reduces to: - 
fr P= Eperi Cl 3.561f l crit )-------------(81) 
Thus, as Rte- RZ the vertical eccentricity will have little 
effect on the buckling load. 
Also when R=0, P 
Grit =1- 107E which is in good 
Pcr it il='O 
agreement with result obtained in para. 4(M). 
The effect of restraint cf free warping may be included if 
we assume at the twisted mode of the beam is similar to 
that asst. ied above. Under these conditions it is known that 
the warping rigidity of the member eives rise to an increase 
in the apparent torsional stiffness and its effect on the 
buckling load may be included by replacing the torsion constant 
GJ by a modified value, which may be seen from Equation (51) to 
be: - 
GJ 1+ tt2a2 1+1 
8f2 3 -------(82) y, 
3 T-1--C-T3 
critical value of compressive stress under the above 
systems of loading may be determined from the Equation: - 
6 
crit =R+ mr (1 - r) 
JEI]. GJ ------(93) 71 Z2 
where A is the area of the cross section and m is determined 
from the foregoing results. 
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7. (iii) ==ears under sým;: ietrical point loads and end axial loads. 
As a further example of buckling under combined transverse 
and axial loading,, we will consider the case of a member loaded 
at the shear centre by two symmetrical transverse loads P 
under end compressive load R. Using the strain energy method 
an approximate solution to the critical values of loads may 
bb derived in a similar manner to the foregoing method. Let 
the leads be applied at distances rL from the ends of the span 
and measuring z from one support the equations of equilibrium 
are seen to be: - 
EIZ d2u = YPzß - RU 0< z< rL 
EI1 d2u = YPrLß - Ru rL< z< L dz2 71n 
N 
GJ dß = Pz du + P(S- u) 0<z<rL 
dz dz 
ýJdý, i = PrLdu 
dz dz 
rL < z<L - 
2 
--- \ 0-k) 
in which S in the lateral deflection of the load points. 
Due to syjmnetry it is only necessary to consider one half 
of the span in deriving the energy expressions. Assuming a 
lateral deflected form as: - u=S cSin trz L 
the energy equation of neutral equilibrium may be derived in 
the usual manner, equating the work done by the loads to the 
increase in internal strain energy of the beam. 
In this '; ay, the final expression governing the critical 




PJL fl(r) = Elzn ý1 - Rý ýý2r -ý+1 Sin 2rrrý -ý -__(85) 
Lý 
Irr 2 hence Pcrit EI1GJ/I1 - fl 
I'L2r 
-2+1 Sin 2rrr - y, --(66) f r)L tt 
4 Sin , here f 2(r) = 11 Sin 2rcr - 3r Cos 2nr - nr - Tr2r 
3+ 2r +ßr2 
8Tt 4 77 4 
It is apparent from Equation (86) that for a given value of r 
the critical load is only dependant on the ratio of end load 
to its : ruler value. Hence a simple estimate of the value of 




The critical values of load when R=0 rnay be determined from 
the results plotted in Fig. (39) from which the modified critical 
value when end load is applied may be derived by substitution 
in Equation (87). 
Effect of Vtarpinrý Restraint. 
The increase in critical load due to warping restraint 
may be estimated by use of an effective torsional rigidity as 
in para. 7(ii). In this s etrical case this modified value 
is simply GJ 1+ n2a2 
L2 
The critical value of compressive stress for this system of 
loading may be calculated from the expression: - 
d n, r __-- GJ -------- (68) crit ET1 'L2L 
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7. (iv). Beams under Point Load at mid-span and equal end couples 
Elastic Range. 
Analytical Solution. 
If a beam of narrow rectangular cross section is loaded at 
its shear centre mid-span by a point load and is subjected to 
couples applied in its plane of maximum bending stiffness at its 
ends, the critical value of the point load will be modified by an 
amount dependant on the magnitude and direction of these couples. 
As a simple example of this we will consider such a Peam, as 
shown in Fig. 54a, in which the couples at the ends, M, are equal, 
and opposite in direction and r=2. 
The mem3er is considered to be free in azimuth at the ends 
and to have reached a condition of neutral equilibrium under the 
system of applied loads. As before we will obtain the equation 
of equiliorium pertaining to this problem and determine the 
critical relationship between hi and P in terms of the constants 
of the beam. 
By suostitution in Equation (5) the equilibrium equations are; - 
Bit d2u =y P(L - z) - i; i 
dz2 22 
------------(89) 
GJ ddp =- P(L - z) -M du +P (6 - u) 
dz 22 dz 2 
By differentiation of the second of these expressions and 
su,; stituting for in the first, the difrerential equation 
governing the conditions of instability is determined as; - 
d2 + K262ß =0 
d6 
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výhereKý - 4y P{L - z) -M 
P2EI1GJ 22 
The general solution to which is identical to that given 
by Equation (6). 
viz: 
(3 = A(1 -K4+ K2 _8-.... 
) +K4+ Kz 
B 
-... ) 
3.4 4.5 4.5.8.9 
--------------(8. a) 
The arbitrary constants A and B are determined from the 
relevant end conditions which are seen to be: - ß=0 when z=L 
2 
dB =0 when z=0. 
dz 
From previous analysis it has been found that the critical 
value of the point load at mid-span which will cause instability 
when applied independently of the end couples given by: - 
Fcrit = 16.92 EI1GJ 
La Y 
Similarly the least value of the couples sufficient to causd 
buckling without application of the point load is given by: T 
b'1crit _ 11 E11GJ 
To simplify the analysis- we will introduce the notations: - 
P= a Pcrit = 16"92a EI1GJ 
L2 Y 




Then by satisfying the first end condition vie obtain: - 
1 
A= CZBµ rscrit 




- 3. - 3.4.7_8 
2 
3.4.7.8"11.12 +0 0. 
) 
in which r= 4n411 
4 
(16"92)2a2 
By differentialing the general expression for the twisted 
form and introducing the second end condition it may be seen 
that dD=0 where 4= PL -M 
dz 4 
By substitution and with considerable simplification the 
equation governing the critical relationship between a andtU 
becor.: es: - 
-"""ý Cz 0 "01457 tý 
q( 1-k+ 4k 2- 16k3 + 
64k4 
Q2 'T 7.8.11 7.8.11.12.15 7.8.11.12.15.16.19 
- (1 -k+ 4k2 - 16k3 + 64k4 -. .... 
)=0 ---ý 91) 
5.8 5.8.9.12 5.8.9.12.13.16 
in which q= (4.23a-tt}ý and k=4 (16.92a 
Method of Solution. 
The above expression is obviously not suitable for the 
application of the trial and error methods of solution previously 
used as the repeated substitution in a very complex correction 
formula would prove tedious. As an alternative it was decided 
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to obtain the rocts of the equation by assuming an initial value 
of one of tl-: e parameters oC and ) for any fixed value of the other, 
and on abbstituti, on determine the value of the residual on the 
right-hand side due to the error in the assumed root. The process 
was repeated for several assumed values and the residual was 
plotted to a base of this variable parameter, A smooth curve was 
then drawn through the points obtained and the value of the 
parameter at which the residual became zero could thus be accurately 
deduced from the curve. This method usually required about four 
or five assumed values, these being chosen of apprpxima. tely the 
correct magnitude by comparison with the approximate strain energy 
solut ion. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
The analytical approach to the problem of a beam buckling under 
this system of loading will prove very lengthy if the effect of 
flange warping and vertical eccentricity of load is taken into 
account. A considerably simplified result may be obtained by 
application of the usual strain energy, principles. As before, the 
beam is assumed to have buckled and the critical equation of neutral 
equilibrium is obtained by equating the total change in internal 
energy to the work done by the external forces and couples. 
Using the notation shown in Fig. 54, the lateral bending 
equation is: EI1 1= CP(L - z) - Miß -------------('P2) ds 22 
Also the controlling yenergy equation may bye written as: 
EIIý(äd ll 2dz+ GJ (d12+ Cfd 2dz gy, (L - z)dz `1 1äz1 
,! \J dz2, 
+ 2M - Pdß2c =p 
[Z] 
I . "" 2 
---------(9ý) 
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The change of slope at the ends of the beam in the plane of 








As a first approximation we will assume a simple trigonometric 
twisted form for the beam: - 
z R= PC Cos Vz 
On substitution of the values of ß and del from Equation (92) 
ds 
into Equation (93) and integration, the final energy expression 
is obtained as: - 
P2L3 1+1 - MPL 
2 l+ +MaL + Pd TEEI1 48 8rr2 4EI1 
. T(2 4 
&ET1 2 
= GJTr 24 Ort 
4 
. 4L 
It is noticed that when P=0 
4L3 
-------------(94) 




GJ L : ff 
t6'--the solution obtained by the analytical method, This is due 
to the fact that the true twisted form of a beam duckling under 
end moments is given by the above assumed form. 
WhenM =0 
P= 17ý2 EI1GJ 
[Al 
+ Gf(23 +- 3.02'º]2ý - 1"7331'ý 
crit L2 GJL 
'as before. 
The general solution to Equation (94) may be obtained 
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FIG. 56. RELATION BETWEEN CRITICAL POINT LOAD At SHEAR CENTRE 
MID-SPAN AND APPLIED END COUPLES. 
t6z 
quadratic equation in P. 
Using the notation Pd = }. n EI1GJ the modified buckling 
L 
1o ad at mid-span is given by the approximate expression: - 
Pcrit - 17-2 EI1GJ 
I1+ 
}t (0.96 - O. 0411) + rr 
L2 L 2L2 
ý1 i1 . 732 + 1.662,11 - 1.50411) ----------------(95) 




If the direction of the end couples is reversed, the sign 
of Ix. becomes 2ogative and Pcrit becomes zero when M reaches 
its critical value. Thus, as might be expected, the critical. 
load may be greater or less than its value with no end moments, 
depending on the direction of these moments. 
Similarly the critical value of the end moments for any 
assumed value of P can be expressed as: - 




Pcrit 0 I 
Comparison between the two methods of solution is made in 
Fig. 56 in which the relation between p and a is shown. It is 
seen that over the range in which the end couples are acting to 
give the same sign of bending moment as P the relation is 
practically linear. When the end couples are opposing the 
point load the carves given by the two methods are in good 
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agreement over the whole of the useful range of values. These 
results are given for 71 =a=0. The above equations may 
be used to modify the given values to allow for vertical 
eccentricity of loading and warping restraint. 
7. (v), Beams under point load and end couples. 
Uns nmetrical loading. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
It is apparent from the analytical solution in the previous 
paragraph that its application to the problem of beam 
instability under unsymmetrical point loading and end couples 
would prove extremely laborious. The approximate strain 
energy solution may be used as a simpler approach, and we will 
consider the conditions necessary to cause instability of the 
narrow rectangular beam loaded as shown in Fig. (54). It will 
be assumed that the maximum rotation Pmax occurs at some distance 
rL from the support A such that 
The twisted form will again be assumed to be represented by 
the expressions: - 
ß= ßmax Sin Trz WL- 
for 0< z««L 
Sin Tr (L - z) for CL<z<L 
2(1 - )L 
The reactions at the ends of the bets, may be determined 
from conditions of static equilibrium to be: - 
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itA _ (MA - IiZB) +P(1- r) 
L 
_ (MB - "4A) + Pr 
L 
Then by substitution in the general equilibrium expression 
given by Equation (5) the lateral bending moment equations 
for the three parts of the span are: - 
EI1 äßl 
[U. IA- MB) + P(1 - r) z- MA P (O<z<rL) 
ds 
EI1 I Ei = f(MA - MB) - Pr z- MA + PrL 1 ßl (rL<z<CL) (97) ds L 
EI1d1 = 
[MA 
-ýZg) - Prz - Piý +PrL ßa ds 
ýL (CL<z<L) 
The neutral equilibrium condition is represented by 
Equation (46) and the rxrork done by the point load is given by 
Equation (47). The work done on the two end couples during 
buckling is simply UM _ MABP2IA+ MB 
[cP21B, being positive 
when these couples are acting in the directions assumed. 
The change in slope of the beam in its own plane at 
the two ends may be seen to be: 
A=1 d21 
(L - z) dz 
ds 
Cý 2ý B 






Hence the total change in potential energy of the external 
. its 
loads is: - 
VE= V+ Um 
L4L 
_ (ýýý - Pr) 
f2i(L 
- z)dz + MB (3, dlz. dz + PJ ßýl(rI, -z)dz 





The increase in internal energy stored due to lateral 
bending is obtained from the usual expression: 
L 
Ub = EI1 (dell dz 
2, ds l 
and the corresponding increase in torsional energy is: - 
Ut = G. T rdýl 2 dz 
2, dz J 






in which f2 (G) has the meaning given to it in Equation (48). 
By integration of the above expressions between the 
given limits, having substituted for the assumed twisted form 
and the expressions : for dll from Equations 
(97), the energy 
ds 
equation governing the relationship between the external loads 
and the constants of the beam may be written in the form: - 
F1(P, ý, r, ý) = n2EI=GJ fa(C) -----------(100) 8 
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2 3 n2 
J 
- klltitA(f4) - -k: 2-l'3 f7 + 1ti42(f5) + k2r, 2Bý(1 -ý)2(2 + 2j) 
LL L2 L 
'IB2 (1-C) + k32 (f") 
2L2 2L2 
8- 
kl = MA - P, iB f P(1- 
L 
k2 = IAA - MB - Pr =k 1- P 
...... _---- , L 
k3 = MA - PrL 
3223 









= r2 + 
ý2 
-ý Sin -ur - -2Cos Trr 2 Tr2 Tf b n2 4 
= -ýSinT(r 
2 2tr ý 
- ý3-yrýý + ýrý-ý3 Sin, trr+2ý3+2ýzrCostlYr 
ýýý Tr3 ý rra ýýa 
ý 
2 1+_1 - r2 +rSinTrr +C2 cosrrr f7 =cL 2' n2 2 ýr E- tt2 C 
f8 _ý-r+L Sinrrr 
tt c 
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Method of Solution. 
-Further simplification of the above function is not 
possible unless either the relationship between the point load 
and the end couples or the values of the parameters r and 
are known. If it is desired to determine the critical value 
of one of the external loads, the values of the remaining two 
must be known and by substitution of these values in Equation 
(100) a quadratic equation in terms of the unknown critical 
load will be obtained. The most obvious application of 
this solution lies in evaluation of buckling loads of a member 
subject to end restraining couples in which these couples are 
proportional to the point load. This problem will be 
considered in detail in Chapter 11. The method of solution of 
i 
Equation (100) has been described in para. 5(11) entailing 
substitution of several assumed values of the parameter C and 
plotting of the resulting critical load in order to obtain 
the minimum. 
Allowance for vertical eccentricity of loading and warping 
restraint. 
In order to include the effect of vertical eccentricity 
of loading and restraint of free warping in the above solution 
it is only necessary to add the two respective energy terms 
to the relevant sides of Equation (100). These terms are 
given in para. 5(11) and being only dependant on the assumed 
form, which is the same, are applicable to this bolution. 
I6$ 
r 
7, (vi) Beams under syrrrletrical point loads and end couples. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
We will now consider the case of a deep beam buckling 
under the action of two symmetrical point loads on the span 
with equal end couples applied in the plane of greatest 
rigidity. The couples will be considered as acting in the 
sense shown in Fig. (55) and the points loads P to be applied 
at the shear centre at a distance rL from the ends of the 
span. Due to symmetry we need only to consider half of 
the span during energy calculations. The bending moment 
equations, measuring z from the end of the span are: - 
EI l äc =( Pz - lü) 
s 
for 0<z<rL 
EI 1dSi = (PrL_iýI) forrL4z<L 
ds 2 
-(101) 
The equation of neutral equilibrium is that given by 
Ecuation (46. a). 
Then the change in potential energy of the external 
loads is givon by: - 
V= 2ü: ( Ya)A - 2Pý 
ri 
rl 
rL) dc (3 dz + 2P dic ß(rL - z)dz = 2{li -P 
ds ds 
0 0 
The change in internal energy due to lateral bending, 
warping restraint and torsion is: - L i 
U_ Eil 
J2(i2dz 
9+ GJ /312dz +C(. d2 l2dz 
,l 
dzl dz21 0 
r6a 
By assumption that ß ßö Sin Trz the final critical L 
equation given by Equation (46. a) is obtained as: - 
F2 ( P, m)- GJrr 2 it. Orr 
4 
L 4L2 EI i 4 -----------(102) 
in which F2 (F. 914) = P2L2f 1- PI1IL f2 + M2 24 
a quadratic equation in P or P. T. 
where f2 =1 Sin 2rrr -r Cos 2ºrr + r2 1- 4E 
4ý 3 2r 223 Orr 3 271 
. f2 =r 
(1 - r) +1 1 Cos 2wr 
2 4tt 2 Ort 2 
Effect of vertical eccentricity of loading. 
The additional energy due to the vertical eccentricity of 
the point loads has been derived in para. 5(1ii) and may be 
added to the left hand side of Equation (102) to give the more 
generalized energy equation: - 







EI I (103 ) 
Solving this quadratic for the critical load, we obtain: - 
pt- f1L LTffa + 11 nrla -J? + )f_ _2 fz + (µrrfa + 11 Sir?, n 2 
----(104) 




may be derived for the critical 
2C 3 
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Results obtained from Equation (104) are plotted as non- 
dimensional co-ordinates in Fig. (57) for two positions of the 
applied loads. 
7. (vii, ). Experimental Results. 
Tests have been carried out on two of the modelxylonite 
beams, in the light test rig, under combined transverse and end 
loads in order to verify the results obtained in this Chapter. 
End thrusts and tension were applied to the ends of the members by 
means of a dead weight loading system which was designed to 
ensure constant direction of the line of action of these loads 
during buckling and to allow free movement of ends of the beams. 
Fig. (49) shows the end view of abeam buckling under two 
symmetrical transverse loads and end compression. The beam was 
mounted in the free end fittings and the end loads were applied 
along the centroidal axis at the supports. A given end load 
having been applied, the transverse loads were added in increments, 
through loading discs, until instability occurred and the values 
of critical loads were noted. In this way the variation of 
critical transverse load with the values of end load was 
determined over a range of values and the results of these tests 
have been plotted in Figs. 50 - 53. In the case of beams under 
point load at mid-span the results obtained are in good agreement 
with. calculated values over all the range of end compression and 
part of the tension range, although for high values of tension 
the a ssluned form no longer approximates to the true mode and the 
solutions become in error. The approximate solution to critical 
values of loads applied with vertical eccentricity appears to 
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be satisfactory fro-:. the ocmparison shown in Fig. (51). 
The buckling loads at the quarter point estimated by all 
foregoing method are all much higher than the true values 
due to errors in the assned form, but when plotted as the 
non-dimensional function shown in Fig. (52) satisfactory agreement 
with exper -mental results. is obtained over the compressi=ve range. 
The discrepancy observed in the tension range may be. attributed 
to experimental error due to the fact that the applied loads 
were relatively small and an error of 2 lb. in the observed 
value of critical load when R=0 would be sufficient to account 
for the difference between theory and experiment. 
Similar results obtained for an I beam r. ith two symmetrical 
transverse lcads at the quarter points are shown in Fig. (53):, 
the agreement with calculated values again lying withltTthe 
probable limits of experimental error. 
It may be concluded from these comparisons that the 
above theoretical solutions are satisfactory in giving an 
estimate of the ratio of the buckling load to its value when 
R=0 but should not be applied to give the actual value of 
critical load. The latter may be determined by introducing 
the results given in Chapter 5 for critical values of transverse 
loads alone. 
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CONCLUSIONS. SECTION A 
In a large number of practical cases it will be possible 
to obtain a sufficiently accurate estimate of the safe working 
. stress for a beam under given loading conditions by application 
of the fý. regoing results, obtained for beams with 'free' end 
conditions and with no intermediate lateral restraints. 
Stresses calculated from these solutions will nearly always 
be on the safe side, as the introduction of restraints 
invariably increases the stability of a member, the only 
possible cause. of reduction in the critical values being 
incomplete torsional fixity at the supports. Hence, assuming 
that sufficient torsional support is afforded by the end fittings, 
it is safe to base working formulae on the fundamental results. 
It is seen that, in all the cases treated, the critical 
values of stresses in symmetrical I beams and beams of channel 
section may be determined from the general formula; - 
Rm P1 GJ 
Grit 
+ 
in which m is a factor depending on the loading system. This 
expression may be easily used for design purposes without any 
alteration by substituting approximate expressions for 
torsional stiffness in terms of slenderness ratios, indeed 
it appears to be only the influence of tradition in the 
Structural EngJ-neering world that would necessitate the use 
of such modified formulae. The need for reliable standard 
tables of torsion constants for steel sections is emphasized, 
1 74 
although it is hoped that 
, 
Vhese may be available in the near 
future. The theoretical data available for determination 
16.17,16 
of the values of these constants is extensive and it is 
only necessary for. some systematic computation to be carried 
out in order to obtain tables which could be included in all 
steelwork handbooks. Such tables have recently been drawn 
up by 1;. S. S. Cullimore 
t4 for use in connection with standard 
light alloy extruded sections, calculations being based on 
Lyse and Johns ton's method of analysis. 215 In the absence 
of tabular results it is suggested that estimates of the 
torsional rigidity be. based on the simple formula given by 
J. Orr, t in which it is only necessary to know the dimensions 
of the cross section as given in steel section tables. The 
maximum and minimum flexural rigidities may be similarly 
evaluated. Hence . ý_t 
is only necessary to know the values 
of the critical stress factor, m, in order that the safe 
working stress may be determined. 
Providing that a factor of safety of 2 is used it will 
generally be satisfactory to neglect the effect of the vertical 
'eccentricity of loading and to use the values of m derived 
for loading at the shear centre. These values may be obtained 
by direct reference to curves plotted as in Figs. 26 and 40 or 
to tables of constants. Pbr design purposes t'-lese graphs may 
be used to give the values of m for any positions of applied 
load on the span and by drawing a family of curves for a 
number of different vertical eccentricity ratios it would be 
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simple to inte,, polate in order to obtain the constant relevant 
to the existin" conditions. 
Experimental results have indicated that the solutions 
obtained are likely to prove satisfac gory for all standard 
beams provided that load is applied to she shear centre and 
that the initial imperfections are sliäht. Under these 
conditions it will often be possible for primary failure to 
occur due to yielding of the flange material under plane 
bending stresses before buckling takes place. Analysis 
of the problems of instability of members stressed beyond tr. e 
limit of proportionality has been carried out by a number of 
s4, t5 
authors but no results are available which may be easily 
used for design purposes. 
Although several beams have been tested into the plastic 
stress range in the course of this work, no correlation with 
theoretical results has yet been attempted, the. experimental 
results being only of qualitative interest in consequence. 
The critical loads under these conditions were found to be 
considerably less than those based on the elastic theory 
in many cases and it is of interest to note that the collapse 
of these beams caused very sudden and complete failure in 
the lateral direction. In the elastic range, however, beams 
were found to deflect sideways at the critical load until a 
certain large displacement was attained when they again became 
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stable, provided, " that the yield stress was not exceeded auring 
deflection. 
Tests on tee and. angle beams have shown that, provided that 
the load' is applied in she plane of greatest rigidity, the 
foregoing theory may be used. Results have shown that it is 
prat cically in aterial whether the flanges of such members are 
in compression or tension, no noticeable difference being 
observed between buckling loads with beams loaded in both 
positions in turn. Further experimental investigation into 
the behaviour of such unsymmetrical sections is necessary, 
although theoretical solutions are available as mentioned in 
Chapter 2. 
The necessary modification to the critical stress factor 
in order to allow for the influence of end loads and couples 
is extremely simple in all cases of symmetrical loading and 
can be included in design data. By using the reduced factor: - 
ml = m/ 1-R 
71 ME 
for all systems of transverse loading, a satisfactory estimate 
of the buckling stress may be obtained, being exact in the case 
of beams-under uniform bending moment and only slightly in 
error for syrranetrieal point loading,. The effect of end 
moments on the critical stress is discussed snore fully in 
Section C. 
A further correction to the design formula may be applied 
to include the effect o2 the restraint of free warping on the 
177 
stability of the members under various loading conditions, 
it being satisfactory in all conditions. of loading to replace 
the torsion constant GJ by the modified constant GJ(1 + tr2a2 
L2 
hence, by representation of the results of rather lengthy 
calculations in graphical form and by application of the above 
modirications where necessary, the designer may have means at 
his disposal of simple and rapid-evaluation of his limiting 
stresses. -Provided that the buckling stress thus determined 
exceeds the y_itld or proof stress, a beam may be stressed up 
to the full working stress specified for the material (i. e. 9 tons 
per sq. inch for structural steel). If, however., this estimated 
stress is lower uhan the yield stress the design should be 
based on the buckling stress, using the usual factor of safety. 
SECTION B 
Displacements of loaded beams. Free Ends. Elastic Range. 
CHAPTER 8 
Beams with lateral eccentricity of loading. 
8. (i). Introduction. 
When a beam is loaded by any system.. of loads which are 
applied in a vertical plane which does not include the shear 
centre axis, that is'when the loads have a certain lateral 
eccentricity to that axis, then lateral deflection and 
twisting of the beam will occur for loads of magnitude less 
than the critical value. The displacements will tend to 
become so large that, as the critical -load- is -approached, 
failure of the beam will occur due ', to 'the" flange stresses 
exceeding the. yield. stress , of 
'the material. This is 
comparable with'.,. the- similar problem of an' eccentrically loaded 
strut in which the stresses induced by a given load can be 
calculated, in'terms of the constants of the strut and the 
magnitude of the eccentricity, by means off' such- expressions 
27 
as the Perry-Robertson formula. 
In previous analysis of the problem of a beam 
eccentrically loaded by a 
ia, zs yy point load, the system has been 
replaced by that of a bean loaded by a point load at the 
shear centre and an applied torque, no account of bending 








FIG. 58. BEAM LOADED BY ECCENTRICALLY APPLIED 
POINT LOAD. 
FIG. 59.3'x IV L. A. I-BEAM AT THE CRITICAL 
LOAD . 
(e - ýý2"), 
I 
ISO 
stresses have been derived by direct superposition of the 
plane bending stresses and flange stresses due to 
differential flange bending during torsion. These solutions 
are only true for very small loads and it will be shown in 
this Chapter that such results may be considerably in error 
for loads approaching the critical value. 
In order to obtain a more complete analysis of this 
problem, several loading conditions have been considered 
and the simplified expressions for displacements and stresses 
gave been derived and compared with experimental results. 
8. (ii). Point Load applied with lateral eccentricity to the 
shear centre at mid-span. Beam of Narrow Rectangular 
Cress-section. ý-" 
As the simplest case applicable to the problem of beam 
instability we will consider the case of a. narrow rectangular 
beam loaded by a point load P on the shear centre axis, at 
mtd-span and with a constant torque T applied at the same 
point about the z-axis. 
By consideration of the fundamental equations of 
equilibrium (Equation (5)) we may obtain the differential 
equations defining the deflections of the beam shown in 
Fig. (58) where r=2. These may be seen to be: - 
EI1 d2u =P (i. - z) ß2 
EI2 d2u =P (L - z) 
zz 2 72 ----------------(105) 
GJ dß P (L - z) du +P (8 - u) -T dz 22c dz 22 
1191 
ý 
whence by eliminating u from t"n ese equations we have: - 
º 
d2ý + py 
"2 (L - z)2ß =0 
dz2 4EI1GJ 2 
This is identical in form to Equation (7) and the solution 
for the angle of twist obtained by the method of infinite 
series gives: - 
ß= A(1-k2w4 + k4(48 - k6 -w12 3.4 3.4.7.8 3.4.7.8.11.12 
+.... ) 
+Bw (1-le ca'A + kW8 _ 
k6ca12 +....... ) 
4.5 4.5.8.9 4.5.8.9.. 12.13 
The constants of integration are, as usual, obtained from the 
end conditions relating to the problem. In this case (3 =0 
when w=0 
d13 =-T when w- L 
dz 2GJ 2 
HenceA=0 and B= T1 in which j=k2(L1 
2GJ (1 -ý, +1 ..... 
) 2l 
4 4.5.8 
giving the general expression for the angle of twist as: - 







4 4.5. $ 
iez 
It is seen that this expression tends to infinity when 
is t: 
2L 
is the * root of the denominator, i. e. corresponds to l2 
the fundamental critical load of the beam. 
If we put P=a, the angle of twist at mid-span rcrit 
under the assumed loads becomes: - 
(3ä = TL (1 -0" 224a2 + 0-014a 
4 
-..... ) 
4GJ (1-126a 1-122a2+ 
= TL F1 (¢) ------------------------(107) GJ 
Thus when a=0, ße = TL as given by the elementary theory. 
GJ 
The solution, of Equation (106) may be plotted non dimensionally 
by using a and 4GJ Pc as ordinates as shown in Fig. (60). 
TZ, 
Eccentric Load. 
Consider the case of a beam under the action of a point 
load applied to a b±acket at mid-span so that its point, of 
application is eccentric to the shear centre axis by a distance 
'e' as shown in Fig. (58). We will assume that this 
eccentricity remains constant over the range of small 
deflections to be considered and that the line of action of 
the load remains vertical. 
Then we may replace this system of loading by that of a 
point load P at the shear centre and an applied torque Pe. 
Thus using the previous expressions for t,. -: Ist under applied 
torque 'we-have from Equation (106). 
c PeL 4GJ 
IS3 
i64 
Putting Pcrit 16: 92 EI LGJ this may be simplified to: - L2 Y 
ý- 4" 23 e EI1 a F1 (a) 
ýL GJ Y 
Also putting e [E1-_i 
L GJY 
= Lateral eccentricity ratio (similar to the 
vertical eccentricity ratio 7j). 
Po = 4-23X aFl (a) ----------------------------(108) 
Thus we may plot Pc against a to give a non-dimensional 
1 
relation as shown in Fig. (61). 
Lateral Deflection. 
Beam under point load and applied torque. 
In order to define the magnitude of the lateral deflections 
of a narrow beam under these conditions it is necessary to 
integrate the lateral bending moment equation having 
substituted the general expression for ß from Equation (106). 
Hence from Equation (105) 





=2J wß. dw +ý 
EIz U= y2 
(J 
wý dm du + CO +D 
T95 
and substituting for 3: - 
where F2(a) =1- 1]. 20a2 + 0-126a 
4 
From the end conditions 'of the beam 
when ca= L du =0 
2' dw 








GJF2 ¢ 3.4 4.5.7.8 
But u=0 when 6)= 0, Hence D=0. 
beam therefore, becomes: - 
u= yPT 
4EI 1GJ Fý ¢) 
-- i- ------ 
EI1 du = ET T --, ý 
ý 
w3 - k2 w7 k4w1'' +. . dw 4GJ F2 a) 3 4.5.7 4.5.8.9_11_ 
-4 . 48a2 
The general expression for, the lateral deflection of the 











. ... "' 
( I09j ; 
4.5.7 4 
As before u -p- o0 
(2) 3 1- kp(L2) 
4 
3 4.5.7 + 
as F2(a) --0 -0 
The deflection at mid-span is, therefore, 


















given by: - 
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Beam eccentrically loaded at mid-span. 
If vie now substitute T= Pe in the expression for 
lateral deflection at mid-span we. may determine the. deflections 
occurring in a beam under eccentric load at that point. 
Thus from Equation (110) 





_-e F3(Q) -----------------------------(111) 
Hence the function Sc may be plotted against a as shown in 
e 
Fig. 63. 
8. (iii). Effect of applied torque at mid-span on &lange 
btresses in I beams and channe], s. 
Assunin- that the above expressions givq the displacements 
of a deep I beam with sufficient accuracy, neglecting the effects 
of flange warping, on the torsional stiffness, we may derive 
the formulae for the. flange fibre stresses occurring in a 
symmetrical I beam under point load P at the; shear centre 
mid-span and applied torque T as in 8Li ). 
At any section distance z from mid-span the deflections 
of the flanges in their own planes are given by uF = -uth ß 2 
Hence the, flange bending moments due to combined twisting 





d2u +h dý --------(112ý L dzz ^2 dz2 
where IF, is the moment of inertia of one flange in its ov, n plane. 
191 
Hence from the simple theory of bending the extreme fibre 
stresses in the flanges due to lateral bending are: - 





To these lateral bend ing stresses must be added the 
maximum compression and tensile stresses due to bending in 
the plane of the web. Assuming again that the rotations are 
of small magnitude the bending moment in the plane of the 
web is given by: - 
EI2 d2x = PC4 
dz2 2 
Hence f2 max =+ Pw r2 where y2 is the distance of 2 12 
the most stressed fibre from the neutral axis in the plane 
of the web. 
Therefore, combining these two expressions we obtain the 




j:, ' ± Eb 
rd2u 
- Af. ýl ( 
2 I2 2 Ldc. )2 2 2j flange) 




dw2 Z w2J 2ý Mange) 
It is seen that the maximuu fibre stress occurs at 
ci =L on the inside face of the compression flange of 
2 




ýý __ ý2 +ýIý-h dýIw 
_ ý114) 
I 9Z 
Prom a knowledge of the d'. splacements of a beam under 
various loading conditions we may determine the maximum flange 
stresses for any applied load. 
Considering the case of a bean under point load at the shear 
centre mid-span and applied torque the general expressions for 
lateral deflection and twist are given by Equation (109) and 
(106) respectively. By differentiation the second derivatives 
are given by: - 
i 
d-T- 112. -1 + k4GJý - kw W 
sll+ k8 13 
-... d(4 23 
_ ýý a) 4.5 4.5.8.9 4.5.8.9.12.13 




-... d6)2 4EI1GJF2 a 4.5 4.5.8.9 4.5.8.9.12.13 
_______(115) 
Thus the expression for the maximum stresses at mid-span 
becoMes: - 
fMý _+ PLy2 -F Eb T F4( a) ca 
2 
:tL(2.115) 2a ------(116) 
412 4GJ L 2EIj 
where F4(a) =1- 0"224a2 + 0"014a4 ...... 
F2(a) 
Putting h EIS =va non-dimensional shape factor the 
L4Y GJ 
maximum fibre stresses occurring at mid-span may be deduced from 
the general expression: - 
f__ =+ PL + 005288 a EbT 
r1.. 




in which the signs are determined by consideration of the 
deflection of the point on the section observed. 
Thus we may plot the coefficient of the expression 
EbT against a for various values of the non dimensional 
EI IL GJ 
form function 
Variation of this coefficient with a is plotted in Fig. 67 
for three values of ti novering the usual range of structural 
sections when the sign in the right hand bracket is taken as 
positive, - corresponding to the maximum stresses occurring in 
the two flanges. Then from a knowledge of the coefficient, 
F1 (au) the maximum compressive stress may be derived from: 
max 
-- 
PL EbT F1(u , a) -----------(118) 4Z2 EI1GJ 
This stress will occur at the inside edge of the upper 
flange. 'The corresponding maximum tensile stress will be 
less in magnitude and occurs at the outer edge of the lower 
flange. 
Beams under eccentric load mid-s n. 
Having derived the expressions for the maximum flange 
fibre stresses for an, I beam txid; rpoint load and torque at mid- 
span we may simply substitute T= pe in order to extend this 
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FIG. 70. MAXIMUM FLANGE STRESSES IN 3', I° LA, I-BEAM LOADED 
ECCENTRICALLY TO SHEAR CENTRE MID-SPAN. 
, Iq8 
Thus under these conditions the expression for the 
flange fibre stress becomes: - 
f=+ PL + 0.529aEb Pe F4(a), (1+2.115 aV) 
max - 4Z2 EILG3 
4Y 
_+ PL + 8"95 a2 Eb e F4(a) ý1+ 2"115ao 
412 -' L2 
and the maximum stress occurring on the span is given by: - 
max PL - Zbe F2 ( a, ý) 4`'2 L2 ------------(119) 
9 
The coefficient of lateral bending stress Fa(ct, V) may 
thus be tabulated in terms of a for various values of 
. the form factory 
These functions F1 (a, v) and F2 (a, u) are shown in 
Figs. (67) and (68) plotted against a. 
In order to calculate the maximum fibre stress occurring 
under a given load it is only necessary to determine the 
value of a and, knowing the value of U. the coefficients 
F1 (a, b ) and F2(a, V ) may be interpolated from the above 
curves. Thence by substitution in Equations (118) or (119) 
we may evaluate the maximum fibre stress at mid-span. 
These solutions are necessarily only approximate and will 
only apply to slender beams over a range of small deflections 
due to the fact that the effect of warping restraint on the 
torsional stiffness has been neglected and also due to the 
assumption of small deflections in derivation of the fundamental 
equations of equilibrium (para. 4(ii)). Beyond this range 
. ýý: -t ..: lqq 1 
of small deflections it is necessary to revise these equations 
and to treat the problem in a similar manner to that of 
the elastica in the case of struts. 
Effect of Applied Torque at mid-span on stresses in a 
channel beam. 
The fibre stresses occurring in a beam of singly 
symmetrical channel section r; ay be derived for the previously 
considered loading systems. As has been shown in para. 4(ýv)the 
fibre stresses occurring at the junctions of the web and 
flanges of a channel similar to that in Fig. 13. f, due to 
twisting are given by fl =E E% 
± Eq h d2p 
---------(120) 2 dzs 
where q is the distance of the shear centre from the middle 
line of the web. Also the longitudinal stresses at the 
outer edges of the flanges are given by-- 
fj =± Eh . 
(q - b) d -------------- 
(121) 
2 dz2 
'The above relations may be applied to the problems 
of beams under combined point loads and torque. As in 
the analysis of the stresses occurring in I beams' we may use 
the principle of superposition and consider the beam:, to first 
bend in its lateral plane about the neutral axis of bending 
and then to rotate about its shear centre axis, the stresses 
resulting therefrom being individually derived. 
The stresses induced in the outer fibres of the, web and 











FIG. 71. DEFLECTED CHANNEL BEAM. 
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simple theory of bending and are given by: - 
fL + Ex, d2u --------------(122) MET 
where xl is the distance of the outer fibre from the 
I 
neutral axis. 
The additional stresses due to twisting are given by 
Equations (120) and (121). Hence the sum of these 
individual stresses and those due to bending in the plane 
pf the web may be determined to give the maximum stresses 
at any section. It should be noted that the sign and 
position of the maximum stress will depend on the direction 
of rotation and deflection of the beam, unlike the case of 
a symmetrical I beam in which the stresses are obviously 
independant of the direction of buckling. 
Combining the stresses previously obtained and considering 
the stresses at points A, B, C and D respectively for the 
channel deflecting as shown in Fig. (71), the following 
expressions are obtained: - 
fA _- PLZ + EX A dau - Eh (b - q) d2 I2 dz2 2 
fB =- LL-72 - Exg d2u + Ehq d2. i 
412 dz2 2 dz-' 
fC =+ PLy2 - ExC d2u - Ehq d2ß 
4I2 dz2 ý 'zý' 
fD =+ PLSr2 + Exýd2u + Eh(b - q) d2 
4I2 dz2 72 dz2 
--------(123) 
The maximum stress will occur at the point B in the compression 
2o4 
flange. 
'Applying t' ese equations to the case of a beam under point 
load and torque at mid-span we may substitute for the 
derivatives of u and ß from Equation (115). 
linen the maximum lon; itudinal stress occurring at mid-span 
at -, csition E, is of magnitude: - 
fr., 
ax 
PLy2 - 1.0575 a ET F4(a) xB -w 2.115cüq 
412 ý; l lr 1L 
7 
--------(124) 
Similarly for beaus unf", er eccentric load at mid-span 
vie replace T by Pe and 
f 
max *_ - PLv2 - 16"92 a2Ee F4( a) 
[x8 
+ 2115 aUI ----(125) 412 ýJ 
If the direction of displacement is opposite to that 
shown in Fir. (' 1), the max imu1 stress will occur at the 
point A on the section and we replace the above equations 
by"- 
fm - FLy2 - 1.0575aET F4(a) 
r 
xA + 2.115 au (b - q)] 
412 r. ll 
------- Y (l24ä) 
frrax =- V2 - 16"92a2 Ee F4(a) 
[x`ý 
+ 2". 115av(b - q)] 
412 L2 
---------(125a) 
The eccentricity e is measured as the distance bet--een 
the lead point and the shear centre axis, and the direction 
of rotation of the section may be decided by observing the 
sign of the couple about this axis. 
P-05 
8. (iv). The Effect of vertical eccentricity of loading. 
When the point load is applied at mid-span at some 
eccentric distance.. d above the shear ceptre of the beam the 
end conditions used in determination of the constants of 
integration are changed. Considering the equations of 
equilibrium relating to the problem of a beam under point 
load and torque at mid-span (Equation 105) it is seen that 
the torsion equation becomes: - 
GJ dD P (L - z) du +P (S °- u)- 
T-P dß 
c dz 27 dz IT 22 
---------(126) 
The general solution of the modified equations remains 
the same as before. The end conditions are nova: - 
p=0 when w=0. Hence A=0. 
IL _- (T + Pd ßc) when to =L 
dz 2GJ 2 
Thus: - 
B=(T -ýr Pd. (3c) -1 
2GJ 1- 1-+ -00****) 4 4.5.8 
and Pc = TL ý, ýriý 
Fi( a) 
- _- - ____- _- 11r, rj 
4GJ (1 -4" 23nT1a Fzý( a)) 
where n= Pcrit and primes denote the substitution 
cýri 0 
of (na) for a in the previous series. 
The general expression for twist along the beam is 
consequently: 
=T (w - k2ws+ k4w9 - }---(128) 2GJ 1-4.23ngEf', a (C() 4.5.6.9 
zo6 
When the load is applied with both lateral and 
vertical eccentricity at mid-span, the expression for 
the rotation of the centre section is derived as: - 
PC = 4.23naX F=( ä) ri 
- 4.23naI1F1 a 
----------------(129) 
The values of ßc are plotted against a on Fig. 61 for two 
extreme values 
of 
the vertical eccentricity ratio l, the constant 
n being determined from the results obtained in Chapter 4. 
Lateral Deflection. 
It follows from the above remarks that the lateral 
deflection of the beam will similarly be affected by 
vertical eccentricity of load at mid-span. For the case of 
a beam under point load and applied torque at mid-span the 
deflection at mid-span is given by: - 
Sc 
= -0"0 66na TL2 
F, a( 




0'0046a n, -.,: 
EI 1GJ1- -a- 
I 
----------(13o) 
And the values of the non-dimensional function 
8 EILGJ may be estimated for any assumed values of 
TL2 Y 
l and a. 
Similarly the lateral deflection at mid-span occurring in 
a beam under eccentric load at mid-span may be derived from 
the previous expression as: - 
c=-ea2F'3(a) -------------(1aJl) 
(1 - 4.23nCM FI(a)) 
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Fig. (63) shows the variation of the ratioscvdth a for 
e 
two values of the vertical eccentricity ratio l. 
Bending Stresses. 
Modifications to the bending stresses obtained from 
Equations (118) and (119) may be made to allow for vertical 
eccentricity of loading. It has been seen that the second 
derivatives of both u and ß must be multiplied by the factor 
1 when the load is applied at some position (1 423naiV, 21a 
away from the shear centre. 
Hence the previous expressions for the stresses may still 
be used, the coefficients of lateral bending stress being now 
modified by the above factor and the value of a replaced by na. 
Therefore the maximum stresses in a symmetrical I beam 
under eccentric load at mid-span may be derived from Equation 




+ Ebe F2 (a, ju) -----------(132) fj2 1-4.23nail-P-jr 
. 
Ca)) 
Similar corrections may be applied to the corresponding 
equations for beams of channel section. 
8. (v) Beams under point load and torque at any position 
on the span. 
The general problem of a slender beam load by a point 
load P at a distance rL. from one support and by a torque T 
applied about the z axis at the same point may be solved in a 
similar manner to the foregoing analysis. 
The equations of ecuilibriu'n of the two part spans of the 
zoa 
deflected beam shown in Fig. (58) are identical to those 
given by Equation (33) in para. 5(ii). The general solutions 
to the twisted form are also as obtained in Equations (34) and 
(36). The end conditions controlling the values of the 
constants of integration are, however, different for the case 
under consideration. 
Thus =0 when w1=0, ßa =0 when w2 =0 
Also when w1 rL, w2 = (1 - r)L 
iii, = P2 due to continuity. 
dil + dA32 -- (T -r- Pd. Ri. ) 
dzl dz2 GJ 
where the load is assumed to be applied ''ith a vertical 
eccentricity Id' to the shear centre, and P. is the angle of 
rotation at the loaded cross section. 
Hence from Equation (39) and employing the series notation 
. used in para 5(11) 
Bz [F2 + Fg] T+ Pd . pL 
) 
GJ 
Giving B2 = (T + Pd. ) 
µF2 + r4 GJ * 
Therefore, the general expression for the twisted form is: - 
ßi = (T Pd. &) Pw. (1 - k1ý034 + k14 w 18 -....... ) (}IF2 + F4) GJ -Z-. -5 4.5.8.9 




(}tF2 + F4)GJ 4.5 4.5.8.9 
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The rotation of the loaded cross section (tal = rL) thence 
becomes: - 
=IT + Pd. &) 11 rL F3 
(µ F2 + F4)GJ 
from which: 
TL 
GJ F5-oCýin ) -------------------(133) 
where E15 = F2 + F4 
rF3 1-t) F1 
and c is the critical load factor in para 5. (ii). 
The general expressions for the twisted form are, therefore: - 
2448 PI =T (at (1 - k1W1 + kl W. ß. -....... 
) 
GJrF3 F 5-ac'1 4.5 4.5.8.9 
P2 2448 T W4 1- k2 W2+ k2 w, -..... ) 
GJ 1-r 2 F5-acý 4.5 4.5.8.9 
----------(134) 
Beams under eccentric load 
If the torque T is afforded by lateral eccentricity of 
the applied load, the above general relations are modified 
by replacing GJ 
by -a where X is the lateral eccentricity 
ratio. 
The angle of rotation of the loaded cross section then becomes: - 
PL = ac X -----------(135) t V5-acnn-j 
Lateral Deflection. 
The lateral deflection of any point on the span under the 
above conditions of loading may be simply derived by 
substitution of the general expressions for twist from Equation 
(134) into the torsion equations (33). It is seen, that these 
equations'may be rearranged into the form: - 
d(u1 -GJ d Pl +1 (T - S+ d. ßý) 
dwl \wi! P 1-r)X12 dw1 wi P 
GJ di2 +1 (T u 
ll 
_ ý-- - dw2ýw2` t'Z' W22 dwa w22 7 
-------(136) 
in which 6 is now the 
lateral deflection of the loaded cross 
section. By integration with respect to w , 'having 
substituted for from Equation (134). ahd employing the 'end 
conditions u'=ö Then '1= rL' änd o ), z = (1-r)L the general 
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I(1 + ký2, ý4_ 
acýl) 3ý" 4.4ý _. ý w. 
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The deflection at the load point is determined from' the 
condition that u=0 at (j1 = 0,6)2 = 0. 
6= (T '+d. pL) -T -------(138) 
FP 1-r)rF3 F5 - acrd) 
The series F6 and F7 in Equation (137) are given by: - 
F6 = 
[1+ 
r2k2 r4k4 + r6k6 -........ J 3.4 4.5.7.8 4.5.8.9.11.12 
F7 = Ll + (1 - r) 2k2 - (1-r) 
4k 4+ (1-r) 6 k6 -""""J 3.4 4.5.7.8 4.5.8.9.11.12 
For a beam under laterally eccentric loading, the lateral 
deflection at the load point reduces to: - 
ö- 
EF5F3 r (l - r) -1J 
[Far (1 - r) ( F5- acl)] 
---------------(139) 
It sIoüld be noted that the parameter k in the above 
expressions may be put in the non-dimensional form as: - 




Hence the relationship between 8 and a may be simply 
deduced from Equation (139) in terms of the lateral eccentricity.. 
This relation for load, applied at the quarter point is shorn 
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The stresses induced in a symmetrical I-beam or channel 
under the above loading conditions may be derived by application 
of the results in para. 8(iii). The second derivatives of 
the variables ß and u may be directly obtained from Equations 
(134) and (137) and by substitution in the stress equations 
(113) or (123) tIe general expressions-for the maximum stresses 
occurring at any position on the span may be deduced. Such 
expressions are rather lengthy and it is easier to evaluate 
the values of the derivatives in terms of the applied load and 
the constants of the. system for a number of positions on the 
span which may then be substituted in the stress equations 
to give the resulting stresses. The maximum stress occurring 
on the span may be found by the simple procedd of plotting 
the variation of stress across the span for the point on the 
cross section at 'which the fibre stress is obviously the 
greatest, and observing the maximum from the resulting curve. 
8. (vi) . Large displacements. 
It is found from experimental results that the foregoing 
results are applicable to the determination of displacements and 
stresses provided that these do not exceed'the limiting range 
of small deflections. In derivation of the equations of 
equilibrium it, has been assumed that Sin ß= (3, and that 
the curvature of the neutral axis may be represented by 92u 
dz2 
These assumptions may give rise to considerable errors in the 
theoretical value of displacements and stress greater than the 
2I 
4 
observed value.. In addition, when the member is loaded with 
t lateral eccentricity the applied torque must be replaced 
by: - 
T= Pe cos ßL 
when ßL is large, due to bodily movement of the loading arm. 
When rotation is greater than, say, 15°, this value of T may 
be used by first substituting Pe in order to determine the 
approximate value of (3L, then by repeated substitution of the 
above value of TO applying corrections to ßL each time, the 
true rotation and deflections may be derived. The error caused 
by neglecting this correction is, however, only about 6% when 
ßL = 20°. The limiting range of small deflections is 
governed by the ratio of L but is likely to include all the 
6 practical range. 
Obviously a beam would be deemed to have failed when twisted 
through angles of greater than 20% and deflected beyond a 
limiting value of perhaps L =25 even though the'flange stresses 
have not exceeded the yield point or proof stress of the 
material. Hence such refinements of the theoretical solution 
may be considered unnecessary. Complete solution on tae 
14 
lines of the 'elastica' in the case of struts would prove 
mathematically intractable, and as the previous analysis gives 
results which are on the safe side it may be supposed that 
these results are suitable for all practical purposes. 
W 
8. (vii) . AlloT:: ance for -, rarpin. ý restraint, 
The foreein solutions are all based on the assumption 
that t he warping rigidities of the members are negligible and 
it is of interest to observe the effect of ý, 'arping r, ýstraint 
on the accuracy of t' ese results. Obviously solution to these 
problems by tLie analytical method v h. en t_e true torsional 
ec; uilibriiam equation is included would prove extremely lengthy, 
but approximate solutions may be obtained by application of 
a simple assumption. 
The torsion equation for non-circular members may be 
virittcýn as: - 
GJ 22 -C dzP _ dz dz' 
TZ 
Now in all tie previous results for barns loaded by 
point loads at mid-span it has been found that a satisfactory 




If 7:: e assume that such a mode is applicable to the case 
of a beam with lateral and vertical eccentricity of loading 
(which has been verified experimentally) then it is seen that 
the above torsion equation may be replaced by: - 




Hence it is only necessary to replace GJ by GJ(l + tr_2a 
L2 
to allow for the increased stiffness due to warping restraint 
in the results of para. 8(ii-iv). The ratio a still 
0 
represents the ratio of the applied load to its critical value 
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as given by Equation (31. a). Thus all the non-dimerisienal 
relationships ,- rcvicusly derived are suitable for analysis 
of the behaviour of all thin walled sections provided that 
the modified torsional rigidity is used throughout. 
In the case of unsymmetrical loading it is necessary to 
assume different modes for the two part spans as in para. 5. (ii), 
thereby necessitating different modified rigidities for the 
two parts. The introduction of these corrections complicates 
the results considerably and requires preliminary investigation 
to determine the position of, maximum rotation on the span. 
As the results obtained in para. 8(v) will give an estimate 
of displacements in error on the high side it will obviously 
be safe to use these solutions in all practical cases. 
8. (viii). Apparent torsional stiffness. 
When a deep beam is loaded in its plane of maximum 
rigidity the apparent torsional stiffness, measured by 
application of a torque at the load point, will be less than 
that obtained in the unloaded state and eventually tends to 
zero as the load approaches its critical value. The variation 
of the ratio between the apparent and initial stiffnesses with 
the load ratio cC is shown in Fig. 72 for a beam under point 
load at mid-span, and it is evident that by determining this 
ratio of stiffnesses for any applied load the critical value 
of load may be predicted. 
Rig 
8. (ix). Experimental Results. 
Practical investigation into the behaviour of a small 
structural I beam under, eccentric loading has proved of 
value in indicating the range of displacements over which 
agreement with the analysis given in this Chapter may be 
expected. For this purpose the test rig described in para. 
3(1) was employed and a 141611 span of 311 x la light 
alloy extruded I section was used as a test specimen. 
A preliminary test was carried out on a narrow rectangular 
xylonite beam with a large eccentricity ratio and the results 
obtained are given in Fig. (66). Good agreement was evident 
between observed and calculated results up to 70, of the 
critical load when sudden failure occurred causing collapse 
of the bean. 
The light alloy beam was tested under point load at 
mid-span with the tfree' end supports and loaded by means of 
the loading disc. The effective point of application of the 
load was varied by alteration of the clamps on the disc, three 
vertical eccentricities of loading, were used in combination 
with ten different lateral eccentricities. Load was applied 
to the disc in increments and the corresponding displacement 
readings were recorded over the whole range, the results of 
some of the tests being plotted on a non-dimensional basis in 
Figs. 64 and 65 the theoretical curves being shown as a 
continuous line. It is seen that, with load applied 
eccentrically to Lhe shear centre at mid-span, fair agreement 
with calculated values is obtained over she range of small 
M 
displacements but that the discrepancy becomes very large 
beyond a cer tain limiting movement. The reasons for this 
departure from the theoretical results have been aiscussed 
in para. 8(vi) and it is apparent from the above curves that 
the limit of agreement in this case is governed by the angle of 
twist, experimental results becoming less than those estimated 
when the rotation of tie centre section exceeds 15" in each 
test. The corresponding lateral deflection in each case 
appears to be about 211. It is noticed that relationship 
between applied load and displacement becomes linear for large 
movements and, if it were possible to predict the values which 
agreement br°aks down, the true displacement curve could be 
represented by drawing the tangents to the given curve at 
these points, along which the 'experimental points appear to lie. 
The linitinö values of the factors ßc GT andG. are 
-2 
found to be 5.8 x 10 and 4-50 x 10 2, respectively and it may 
be supposed that this limit will apply to most structural 
members. The point of divergence between the small and larEp 
displacement theories could be obtained in a similar manner to 
the theory of thin plates but analysis would be extremely 
complex. 
T'-e extreme flange stresses induced at mi: -span under 
eccentric loading were recorded during these tests. Wire 
resistance strain gauges were attached to the edges of the 
flames at a position hear to mid-span and the strain readings 
were recorded by means of the apparatus described in para. 3Ui), 
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the results obtained with load applied eccentrically to the 
shear centre being plotted in Figs. 69 and 70. The maximum 
stresses occurring on the span are shown in Fig. 69 for four 
values of eccentricity, and it is seen that satisfactory 
agreement is obtained with Ghe theoretical results given by 
Equation (1,19) and shown as continuous lines. In the large 
deflection range the actual load-stress relationship becomes 
linear and the theoretical stresses will always be on ttB high 
side. As a further comparison with the theory; Given in para. 
the stresses occurring on the outside edge of the 
tcp flange (fa) and the inside edge of the bottom flange (f4) 
have been measured and are shown in Fig. 70. The agreement 
is again within the probable range of experimental error 
although the discrepancies are larger than in the results 
shown in Fig. 69. It may be concluded from these stress 
measurements that the foregoing theoretical results will 
prove satisfactory for all practical purposes. 
As an example of the effect of vertical eccentricity of 
loading on displacements aid stresses the results obtained 
during tests with load applied eccentrically to the top flange 
at mid-span are shown in Figs. 73-75. The discrepancies 
are of the same order as those observed from previous results 
and it is apparent that the theoretical solutions are 
satisfactory. over most of the practical range. Similar 
results, with load applied below the shear centre, have been 
obtained which again compare favourably with calculated 
2zz 
curves but have not been plotted in this report. 
The solutions derived in para. 8. (v) for unsymmetrical 
loading have been compared with experimental results for the 
same test beam under point load at the quarter span, and these 
results are shown in Figs. 78 and 79 for two vertical positions 
of the load. The displacements of the loaded section were 
recorded in the usual may and appear to give the same order of 
agreement with the Theoretical curves as was evident in the 
above tests, large discrepancies again occurring beyond some 
limiting displacement. 
S ,. - .ý 
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BL: ý. S Uiv': ýER '. jJrRSE LCr'1DS IN BCT*--'! PRINCIPAL PLANES 
9. (i). Tntroduction. 
ZZ3 
It has been assumed in the previous analysis that loads 
are applied to the beam in a direction corresponding to its 
plane of greatest flexural rigidity and that the lines of 
action of such loads remain parallel to the y-axis during 
buckling. If, however, these loads are applied in a plane 
not containing either principal axis of inertia then the analysis 
of the behaviour of the beam may be made by resolution of the 
loads into components actin; along the x- and y- axes and 
determination of the resulting conditions of e, quil:. brium. This 
problem is of interest in he case of beams under combined 
'vertical' and lateral loading or'i'nthe: case of beds of 
unsyrnetrical cross section, such as a deep angle, in which the 
load is generally applied in a mann'e'r giving . rise to two such 
components.. The , results of 
the :. discussion. of the displacements 
arising from such'systens. of loading are useful in giving an 
indication of a method of ,. 
predicting critical loads by 
measurement oi' apparent = lateral bending stiffness' and also in 
giving an approximate method of representing initial 
imperfections. As in the previous chapter, the solutions 
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FIG. 80. BEAM UNDER COMBINED VERTICAL 
AND LATERAL LOADING . 
FIG. 81,3"x 1%7 1-BEAM UNDER COMBINED LOADING 
AT MID - SPAN . 
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9. (ii). Beams under single point loads in planes o maximum and 
minihum ri ^_ idi ty . 
As a general example of this problem we will consider the 
displacements of a beam loaded simultaneously in the planes of 
maximum and minimum ri,: idity at any point distant rt, from 
one support. Denoting these loads by P anci W respectively 
we may derive' the conditions of equilibrium for the member when 
displaced as shown in Fig. 80. it will be assumed that the 
loads are both applied with a vertical eccentricity to the shear 
centre axis , and that N is small compared with P. By using 
the usual notation the equations of equilibrium derived from 
Equation (5) are; - 
EI1 d2u = (1 - r)( rL- zl) pp +] 
dz12 J 
Ell d2u =r 
[(1 
-r )L - z2+LYPß 
dz22 
JJ ---(140) 
GJ dß =- PU - r)(r L- zl) du - Pý1 - r)u + TA 
dz, dz, 
GJ c: =- Pr 
[1-r)L-z2]du 
- Pru + TB 
dtz2 dz2 
From which the differential equations governing the 
angle of twist may be obtained as: - 
d9 + k12c 12( =0 
dw12 
in which kl2 =Y (1 - r) 
2 P2 .W= rL - z,; ýQ = 
YPß + ti"ý 
kIlGJ 
426 
Also d+ k2'u 2z(p =0 
dG)z 2 
in which . k2 =y r2 P2 
ý11GJ 
wz = tl - r)L - z2; 
The solu'-uions to -u_iese ecuaiions are Given in Equations 
(o') and (36) in terms of infiniýe series, in which. it is 
only necessary co replace by 9 
End Conditions, 
The arbitrary cons uancs of integration may be eliminated 
by satisfying the relevant end conditions. In Ghe General 
unsymmetrical case these are constituted by continuity of 
at the load point, 0-when zL = rL and z2 = ll - r)L 
also GJ 10 +cI=- PdßL - W. c at she load point, 
L azl aZ2j L 
vhere c is the vertical eccenýricity of the point of application 
of the lateral load. 
By introducing these conditions it is found that: - Al = A2 =W 
Bl F2 +FFr Fs +r F9 + F4 (F )r 
rl (1-r rL l 1-r " 1-r) r'1 
+YP Pd. ß(L) + Vic 
GJ 
Say Bi1 = btiY + b2r P Pd. ßL + ýJc 
r GJ 
Also B2 =BFýr +17(F - F7) 
ý i-r Y, F1'1-r) 
-1 
GJ 
= bW + boy P 
[Pd. 
(L) + We 
(1-r)L GJ 
Substituting for the above expression for Bl the rotation 
of the loaded cross section may be obtained as: - 
'N (Fe + b1F3 -1+ mrb2F3y'1W ) ------ (141) ý (L) YP (1 - cc mrb2 F3 't1p ) 
in which 11 ýcI, d ETi ý GJy P ý, GJy 
CC =PI. m= critical load factor. 
crit 
where F1 ........ F4 
have the meanings signified in para ", 5 (ii) . 
and Fe = (1 - r2k` - r4k4 . +. 
_ ......... 
) 
3: 4 o. 4.7.8 
F? = (1 - (1-r )2k2' + 
S. 4 
F8 = (- r2k2 




- rk +... ) 
ý. 4.7 5.4.7.3.11 3 
F9 (1-r)2k2 + (1-r)4k4 
3'. 4.7 
K -- (1 - r)2r ü 
2II12 
+.... ) - (1-r)8k'5 
; jl. 4.7.8.11 ?. 
In the particular case when load is applied at mid-span, "r=ä 
Fl = F3, F2 = F4, 
etc. 
'Fe'F2 -. FSFl -1+ F1moCyn ýI (142) 
ru, ) CC Ti12''i 11 t-2 )"ý 
The variation, , 
of angle" of .. rotation with the applied loads-. , "z. ý,, 
may consequently-be plotted on a non-dimensional- basis and the= 
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is related to the load ratio CC for three values of 1w It 
is again apparent that the lateral load will have no influence on 
the critical load, but that the angle of rotation for loads of 
less thsn this magni:, ude will be directly proportional to W. 
Lateral DeflectionT ' 
The lateral deflections of a beam loaded in the above manner 
may be determined by integration of the torsion equations of 
equilibrium (140). These equations may be re-arranged as in 
Equation (136) in the General form: - 
du '\ GJ +1d. P1 + 7d. c-S 
dta w 1P2 (1-r )w2 dca wY 
By substicu, ion of the expression for p from the preceding 
analysis and integration with respect to w the general expression 
for vhe lateral deflection in one . fart of the span may be 
derived 
, as: -. 
u,. =S- 
[d. ßß, +Wc1 (1 
rJ rL 
+ GJ ktw4 - kite + ki 
12 
Yz l-r) G) 163.4.6.7 o. 
4.7.8.10.11 
+ Bl S1+ kwj. 
4 
- 
kl ý 18 . f. 
kl W 112 --ý( l7. Flo + B1F11 
3.4 4.5.7.8 4.5.8.9.11.12 rL 
#rL 
---------(143) 
here Flo = r2k2 -r4k4+ rake where _ 
10.11 6 3.4.6.7 3.4.7. 
ý'ii =1+ r2k2 -r40+ rekg _.. 
3.4 -3.4.6.7 3.4.7.8.10.11 
The lateral deflection at the load point may be determined from 





bz (1 -r )ý rd. ß L+ý, - 21WL L oC m EI1 (1-r )r 
---(144) 
In the particular case in which r the deflection at 
mid-span is given by: - 
s= l 1- 1) 





-- (145 ) r'2 P aC 2m2F2 ýlý 
which gives S= WL 
4 i, 
when CC =0 
Putting 
PL m EI1GJ y=f ýt) which is shown in Fig. 82). 
WL2 
Then 8= (1 - 1[ip f (cc) + 'tl w1+ 
4Fa I'IL3 
----- (146) 
cc m CC :4 m"' Fz h li 
The above results may thus be evaluated &s a non-dimensional 
function of a. The curves shown in Fig. (83) give the 
relationship between the ratio of the lateral deflection to 
the deflection when P=0 (i. e. 48PI ) and the applied load 
I' 3 
for three values of 71 W. 
Apparent bending stiffness. 
It is seen that when load is applied to a beam in the 
plane of greatest bending rigidity the apparent lateral bending 
stiffness will be decreased and that this stiffness becomes 
zero when P- Pcrit. Thus it is possible to predict the 
d. ßL + 12c - B, _ 
GJ 
E33 
critical load of a me:: ber by measurement of this bending 
stiffness in its unloaded and loaded state. The reciprocal 
of the above non-dimensional function represents the ratio 
of apparent bending stiffness to the critical bending stiffness 
and is plotted against a in Fig. (88). 
9. (iii). Effect of combined loading on flange stresses in 
I beams and channels. 
The maximum stresses induced in a deep beam under the 
above system of loading may be estimated by application of the 
results given in para. 8(iii) in which expressions have been 
derived to give the stresses in beams of channel and I-section. 
Ccnsidering the case of a symmetrical I beam, the 
maximum stresses occurring at the edges of the flanges may be 
obtained by substitution for the derivatives of u and (3 into 
equation (113). As an example the stresses occurring at 
mid-span in a beam under combined vertical and lateral load 
at mid-span have been determined. Under these conditions the 
maximum compressive stress occurs on the inside of the top 
flange and is given by: - 
f= -PL - bL (1 + 29115au) (VWF6 BiLF3) -----(147) max 4Z2 81,2 
whore h E_, (shape factor) 
L ýJy 
Similarly the maximum tensile stress, occurring on the outside 
Z34, 
of the lower 'l1an; e is: - 
fmax =+ PL + bL (1 - 2-115ctU) (G+IF6 + B1LF3) -----(148) 7Z-2 8I2 2 
When P=0 both these expressions reduce to the values 
given by the simple theory of bending for a beam under point 
load at mid-span in the plane of minimum flexural rigidity. 
Similar results may be obtained' for beams of channel cross 
section by direct substitution into Equation (123). When the 
channel bows in the direction shown in Fig. (71), the maximum 
compressive stress occurs at the point B at mid-span and is 
of magnitude: - 
fmax =, -- 'PL -L (xB + 2.115avq) 
[WF6 
-t- B1F3 L ----(149 ) 4Z2 4I 22 
In the alternative case, when t%e direction of bowing is 
opposite to "that shorn in Fig. (71), the maximum stress"occurs 
at the point A and may be determined from: - 
fmax =- PL -L (xA + 2115av(I; - q)) V`dFG -ý E1F3L ------(150} 4`L2 411 
The foregoing analysis is. again only correct for 
comparativoly small, displacements beyond which the stresses 
realised under load will be found to be less than those given 
by calculation.. The eccentricity of the lateral load above 
the shear centre 'will deer-nase as the loaded section rotates 
and corrections may be applied similar, to those suggested 
in para.,. 8(vi), for , an eccentrically loaded beam. 
Allowance for the warping rigidity of the section may be 
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which will prove satisfactory in the cases of symmetrical 
loading. 
Pig. 86 shows the values of the function f(a), governing 
the maximurr. stresses due to lateral bending in Equation (148) 
when the stress eauaticn is written as: - 
----------------(148a) fmax = - PL - ', VbL f(a) U2 812 
The values are plotted for three values of the shape 
ft. ctorv. i may be applied to determine the maximum tensile 
stress by using the corresponding curves. The results are 
given for alp =IW =0 but are approximately true for all small 
vertical eccentricities of leading and may be used 
satisfactorily to give an estimate of the stresses in such 
cases. 
9. (iv) Experimental Results, 
After a prciir: inary test on a narrow rectangular xylonite 
beam, a 1416" span of 31t x 12" light alloy beam was tested 
in the large test frame under combined vertical and lateral 
loading in order to verify some of the solutions obtained in 
t_ is Chapter. The beam '-, as supported in the free end fittings 
and r; a. lcaded in the plane of the web by the usual system 
of loading disc and tank. Lateral loading was provided by 
means cf a simple dead weight system as shown in Fig. 81, a 
second loading disc being attached at the required position 
and load : ": as transmitted through a light wire, passing over a 
pulley fixed to the test frame, connected to a loading hanger. 
238 
In this «say it was possible to obtain a number of vertical 
eccentricities of both loads relative to the shear centre. 
Lateral deflection and rotation measurements and strain gauge 
readings were recorded during tests and the results obtained 
for the cases of combined leading at mid-span are plotted in 
Figs. (84-7). A given lateral load was initially applied and 
was kept constant whilst lead in the plane of the web was 
added in increments. Fig. 84 shows the results of tests in 
which both leads were applied to the shear centre at mid-span, 
the agreement between experimental points and the theoretical 
curve being satisfactory over the range of small displacements. 
Similar results observed for vertical loading at the shear 
centre and lateral loads applied at two different vertical 
positions on the cress-section at mid-span are shown in 
Fig. 85. It, is evil,,. ent that the initial direction of 
rotation of th:: section' will depend on the position of the 
lateral load, and with a downwards eccentricity of this load 
the change in lateral deflection will be negative for small 
loads, becoming zero again when PC = 0. It is interesting to 
note that by applying lateral loads at a certain distance 
below the shear centre it is possible to apply a vertical load 
which will bring the loaded section back to its undeflected 
position. 
The tendency for the observed displacements to be smaller 
than calculated values may be e. ýplained by the omission of 
the torque caused by the lateral load, due to vertical 
deflection, in the torsional equilibrium equation. The 
inclusion of this term considerably complicates the resulting 
differential ecuation and, p2ovided that the maximum bending 
stiffness of the beam is relatively high, a satisfactory 
estirJ. te of tl'ie displacements may be obtained by neglecting 
the effect. 
The maximum compressive and tensile stresses occurring 
at mid-span with combined loading at the shear centre at 
that position are shown in Fig. 87, in which the measured 
strain gauge readings are compared with theoretical curves 
for four values of lateral load. The measured stresses 
appear to be consistently, oh the low side which may be largely 
due to experimental error, and it is apparent that calculated 
values become considerably in error beyond the range of small 
displacements. 
Further tests with eccentricity of the vertical load have 
shown *a similar degree of agreement with calculated curves and 
it. r,. ay be seen that the foregoing results will be usually of 
sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. Tests with 
combined loading at unsymmetrical positions on the. span have been 
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CHAPTER 10 
BE.. 'MS WITS INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS 
0 
10. (i) . Introduction. 
Under the idealised conditions assumed for beams in 
determining their critical buckling loads in previous chapters 
the members were considered to be initially perfect, i. e. to be 
straight and to contain no twisted distortion along their 
length. The buckling load could then be shown to be the 
least load at which lateral displacement of, the beam could be 
maintained under the assumed system without return to its 
, initial: position. If, however, the beam is initially 
distorted, as will invariably be the case in standard 
structura3, members, either due to rolling and stacking conditions 
(or, in the case of fabricated sections, due to errors in 
construction, ) lateral movement and twisting will occur under 
applied loads considerably less in magnitude than their 
critical values. These displacements induce bending and 
torsional stresses which may exceed the elastic limit of the 
material of the beam, thereby constituting failure under 
comparatively low loads in the same manner as shown in 
Chapters (8) and (9). This is directly analagous to the 
problem of an initially curved strut 
27and 
may be treated in 
a similar way in order that an estimate of the flange stresses 
and the lateral displacements may be made. Obviously the 
shape of a beam will not conform to any exact mathematical 
expression and in order to simplify analysis a specific 
initial shape is assuned with which the majority of rolled 
sections will compare favourably. 
10. (ii) Beams under uniform bending. moment. 
As a simple example of the effect of imperfections of a 
beam on its behaviour under load, we will consider a beam of 
narrow rectangular cross section as shown in Fig. 89 under equal 
end couples and with ends free in bending and restrained in 
torsion. 
a 
Let this beam be initially bowed and twisted along its span 
so that its unloaded position relati_ye to the z axis is 
represented by uo =S 03in lrz L 
and its twisted form by (3o = Poe Sin ttz 
where öo and poc are the initial lateral deflection and 
rotation of the centre section respectively.. 
Considering a load P smaller than the critical load, to have 
been applied vie will derive the controlling equilibrium equations 
and from these estimate the corresponding displacements. 
From Equation (5) the modified bending and torsion equations 
are: - 
EI1 d2u =Y m(ß + ßo) 
dz2 
GJgj = -P1, d(u+uo) 
dz dz 
--------------(151) 
By substituting} of the assumed values of (3o and uo the 
differential equation of equilibrium is seen to be: - 
ý 
dz2 
ýY ui2 ( ß+ ßo) + P+7 d2uo+ =0 
EI1GJ GJ dz2 
------(152) 
It is seen that 3_ ß0Sin Trz is a solution to this 
L 
expression, where ßC is the additional rotation at mid-span. 
Substituting this particular solution, 
-T(2 PC + 
y rd2 ( ßc + Po o_M =o p ET =7 
C 
L2 GJ 
From vhich ßc = 
FY M2l T2 





Ll LF M rt EI1GJ 
-----(153) 
The condition that the angle of twist becomes infinite under 
the critical moment makes the denominator zero and hence gives 
bicrit =n EI2GJ ------------------(154) 
y 
which agrees with the usual theoretical solution. 
Putting M Mcrit 
and öo 
[EI, 
3, = ý, (the initial shape factor) GJy o L 
Equatioi (153) simplifies to: - 
2 
ßB - c oc u nvo ----------------(155) 
(1. -}1 
2) 
The total angle of twist at mid-span is 






In order to deterr_ine the lateral deflections of the beam 
it is only necessary to substitute for t and ßc in Equation (1513 
and integrate the expression with respect to z. Then introducing 
the two end conditions u=0 at z=0 and z=L the arbitrary 
constants disappear and the deflected form of the beam is 
given by: - 
2 
u=- YF: iL [p00 
rr2Elli 1 2) - p'ýr o 
Sin Trz -----(157) L 
and the lateral deflection at mid-span is: - 
6 
Flange Stresses. 
Provided that the warping function L2 is large we may 
a2 
neglect the effects of differential flange bending on the 
torsional stiffness Ef.. thin walled member and may apply the 
foregoing results to the determination of the bending stresses 
induced by loading an imperfect beam under end couples. 
Considering first the case of a symmetrical I beam, the stresses 
occurring at any point on the span in the extreme fibres of the 
flanges may be deduced from Equation (113). 
Thus fc 
max =-1, 
f + Eb d2u -h d(2 33 (compression flange) 7''2 2L dz2 19 dza 
ft max _ +11 
+ rd2u + d2ß1 (tension flange) Lý- 
Z2 
--------(159) 
uL ßoc - }tTr q) o -----ý158) 




By substituting for the derivatives of u and ß these 
equations reduce to: - 
3L ýio o 
(1-, ) -n* ;ý (}1 - ýrv ) sjn tr z fc max =-Z±2ý El 
2 (1Tr -µý)L y22 L 
Sin Lz ft max =+M± ELILn 
2 GJ1 
P0c(1 + ý) -4(P +a) 
2 E2 2(1-}ý )L Y2 
---------(160) 
where v=h EI1 
L GJy LI GJY 
Both expressions are a maximum for z=L 
2 
Similarly the stresses occurring in a beam of channel 
section under the same conditions may be obtained by 
substitution for the second derivatives of u and R in the 
modified forms of Equation (123) in which PL is simply 4 
replaced by M. 
10. (iii) Beams under Point load at mid-span. 
The foregoing analysis may be extended to cover the 
case of. a beam loaded at its shear centre mid-span by, ,a 
point load P and having an initially distorted form as 
previously assumed. Considering the beam to be of narrow 
rectangular cross section with notations As in Fig. (89) the 
corresponding equations of equilibrium may be written as: - 
EI= d2u = YP (L - z) (ß+ ßo) 
dZ2 
GJ dP = 
dz 
22 
-P (L - z) d (u *, uo) +p l(8 +8 p) - (u + u) 22 dz 20 
-------(161) 
vrhereso and 6 are the initial and the additional deflections 
at mid-span-respectively. 
By differentiation of the second of Equations (161) with 
respect to z and substituting for d2u in the first, the 
dz2 
resulting differential equation governing the twisted form is 
given by: - 
'a n2 
dýi +kw ß=- 
(Votr2. w k"+ k2w2ßoo)Sin Trw --------(162) 
dw2 1. i L 
where w= (L - z) k2 =Y p2 "_ 
2 4EI1GJ o Le 
EGJ1 
Y 
This expression may be integrated by the method of 
infinite series,, the dolution. for the angle of twist being: - 
(3=A[1-kW4 + 
kw8 -...... +_ ýw1_kca4 k4ca8 
3.4 3.4.7.8 4.5 + 4.5.8.9 
44g 
- k2 13ca4 
S in tr w1- k2 !a+... kW---....... 
" Uc 12 Ii L 'lob 7. a. 11.12 
- rraý, o kw Sin nwri - kzw 
+ 
k4 w8 





The arbitrary constants of integration in Equation (163) 
may be determined from consideration of the existing end 
conditions. Thfls ß=0 whence =0 giving A=0. 
And dD =0 when 4) =L 
dz 2 
giving BL =(fz Boc + f2 ý, 0 
), 1 
3 
where f= = 0"75at (4 - 4948a2 +(4.48)2a4 
7 7.8.11 -........ 
f2 = 0.354n{2. t3- 4"48a2 + (4"48 a4 -...... ý 
6 6.7.10 
f3 1"120a 2 ý.. p: 126a_ -........... ) 
Hence the general expression for the angle of twist may be obtained 
by substitution in Equation (163). 
ßoý fýca(1-ký4 + kla8 -.... 
)- lew Sinnw(1-lýlcä + k4 w8=., ) 
, 
Lf 3 4.5 4.5.8.9 6 I, 7.8 7, S. U. 12 
448 
+ lp f;, ýw 
(1 -kw+kw 
o Lf3 4.5 4.5.8.9 
- n2k 











And the rotation at mid-span is: - 




























































where f4 = (1 - 0.225x2 + 0.014x ............ ) 
f5 = (1 - 0"080a2 + 0"0027a4............ ) 
f6 =(1-0 . 107az +0" 0044a4 ) 
Hence the above equation may be evaluated for given values of 
a, in terms of the initial imperfections ßo and, ýo. (Fig. 90) 
c 
shows the central rotation of a beam loaded at the shear 
centre mid-span in terms of the ratio a and the non-dimensional 
initial shape factor%o. Similarly the effect of initial twist 
on the central rotation is plotted in Fig. (91). These two 
curves are additive as shown by Equation (165) and knowing the 
shape of the unloaded beam the total rotational displacement 
may be easily obtained. 
Lateral Deflection. 
The determination of the lateral deflections of the beam 
under loads less than the critical values by rigorous 
integration of the lateral bending moment equation in Equation 
(161) would give rise to a very cumbersome expression for this 
case. A simplified solution may be obtained by assuming that 
the twisted form of the beam conforms to the equation: - 
P= ßc Cos Trz 
L 
Thus on substitution for P and Po in Equation (161) 
the lateral deflection at any point on the span may be seen 
to become: - 
u= 7p (PC + ßo, ) JW Sin ýr 
yw 
do. do + CW +; D 
22EIi c ------- 
(166) 
The values of the two arbitrary constants may be determined from 
the end conditions. 
du =0 when (a 
do 
u=0 whenw = 0. 
2 
which gives the general expression for lateral deflection as: - 
U. =-yP( ßc +, ßoC) L2(G) Sin uw + 2L Cos rrw -tw- 2L) -----(167) , 2L11 ,r2J; nL IT 
and the deflection at mid-span is: - 
6 8; 46 (1 _ tt )cxL (PC ý_ 
312aL (Pc + ßoc ) ----------------(168)ý 
Thus by substitution for P. from the values obtained from 
Equation (165) the variation of the lateral deflection ratio, 
6 [1-1 1= '* , may be determined for various values of a. 
Y 
These results are shown in Figs. (92) and (93) in which I 
ßoc 
and 8 are plotted against the lcad factor a. These 
0 
two curves are additive gs indicated in Equation (168) and the 
bowed shape of any beam may therefore be determined from a 
knowledge of its initial imperfections. 
Flange Stresses., 
Neglecting the effects of differential flange bending on 
I 
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the torsional stiffness of the beams, the maximum flange stresses is 
a symmetrical I-beam may be expressed by Equation (113). 
In order to avoid a complicated expression for these 
stresses we will again assume that the twisted form may be 
satisfactorily represented by a trigonometric function 
i. e. Putting ß= ßC Cos Trz 
L 
dd 2Bi2 Cos Tr z 
dz2 L2 
L 
Then the maximum stresses occurring in the span will be found 
at mid-span and by substitution for the differ; untials of u and 
p from Equation (161) and the above assumption into Equation 
(113) these stresses may be determined from the formulae: - 
fc max -ý 
PL + 20115 Eb ýGJ 
r 
ßc (a + 1.165v) + aýio 




PL 2.115 Eb ýJ I (3ý (a-1.165v) * aßo 
ý 
d7_ + T. ýJ ý--T"L ý'+ zua f u17 - A7T At TnT 
I-ü 
tut i, I Cft 1 
The values of P. in terms of the initial imperfections may 
be obtained from the curves shown in Figs. (90) and (91) and 
hence these stresses may be evaluated for any values of the 
applied load in terms of the initial shape factors and the 
properties of the beam. 
The stresses occurring in a beam ofchannel section may 
similarly be derived as in para. 8 (iii1. 
l0. (iv) Prediction of the critical load. 
xq 
The method derived by Southwell for determination of the 
failing load of a strut by prediction from curves plotted of 
253 
certain parameters leads one to expect that a similar 
procedure can be used in the case of laterally unstable beams 
under imperfect conditions. Considering the simple case of 
a beam under uniform bending moment as in para 10. (ii), it may 
be seen from Equations (156) an d (158) that 
1 Po UI 
cy 
and hence LI,, it =- K1 
(ßo + poc)Pd ---------(170) 
6 
where K1 =L fý 
IT EI1 
and by plotting M((3c + ß0) for all values of a the result 
S 
should be a straight line parallel to the axis. The value 
of T-7crit unfortunately is dependant on Po in this expression 
but it appears that the value of the critical moment obtained 
from this method will be exact if the member has negligible 
initial twist, as is often true, and will in any case give a 
good estimate of the failing moment if the member is loaded 
nearly to the buckling moment when ßc will be large compared 
with ßo0 and we may say approximately: 
Mcrit = KiPcL2 or, - Klßc -. - 1 
as 
Generally it is simple to record the absolute rotation 
at mid-span by using a measuring device similar to t hat described 
in Chapter II (ii) and consequently the value of Merit may be 
directly obtained from Equation (170). An alternative method 
25q 
is to substitute a number of assumed values of ßo0 in this 
equation and observe that value which makes the right hand 
side constant for all values-of Li, which will then be the true 
value of Poc and will give the predicted value of the critical 
moment. 
It will be noticed that this method of prediction of the 
critical load depends on a knowledge of the magnitude of K. which 
is governed by the constants of the beam. This is unlike 
the similar case connected with struts in which it is 
unnecessary to know any of the properties of the member, but 
in general this will not be-. a. rious disadvantage. 
The same method may be applied to the case of an initially 
imperfect beam under point load at mid-span. It may be seen 
from Equation (168) that: - 
6 0 "312aL (PC + ßoc) ýi 
where a=P 
Pcrit 
Hence Pcrit =- K2 (ßc + podP -----------(171) 
in which K2 = 0' 312L /-v 
This expression is seen to be identical in form to Equation 
(170) and enables the critical load to be predicted in the 
manner previously described. It should be noted that the 
negative sign will disappear when it is realised that 6 is 
positive when in a direction opposite to that of buckling. 
This method is applicable for all small vertical 
zss 
eccentricities of the point load at mid-span as Equation 
(171) is inaependant of the position of the load point in 
the plane of the shear centre which is a considerable 
advantage. It is obvious from previous results that the 
simple sine curve no longer approximates to the true twisted 
form for values of negative i greater than 0.5 and the method 
therefore would become erroneous. 
It has also been found that close approximations to the 
load-deflection relationship in both cases of imperfection 




This is not apparent from the theoretical equations but 
is readily seen by comparison with the curves plotted in 
Figs. (92) and (93). The factor K depends on the initial 
imperfections but is unimportant in the prediction of 
criticzI load. Using the above equation it is seen that the 
critical load may be predicted by plotting the ratio of 
P 
against the measured deflection , which will give a linear 
relationship, the inverse slope of which gives the critical 
load. Thus in cases in which it is possible to take readings 
over a number of increments this method is very satisfactory, 
although the former method had the advantage that only one 
pair of readings need be taken to enable an estimate of Pcrit 
to be made. 
2s6 
10. (v). Representation of initial form by equivalent 
loading. 
Approximate solutions to the previous problems may be 
obtained by replacing the initial imperfections by equivalent 
loads, tp plied to give similar initial displacements. 
Considering the case of a beam under point load at mid-span 
having an ini i, ially twisted form, we may replace this system 
by that oonsidered in para. 8(11) of a member under constant 
torque T at mid-span. Obviously the initial twisted form 
represented in this way will be a linear one in which the 
rotation at mid-span is given Igyt- 
_ 
TL 
Hence we may plot the corresponding relationship 
between ßc sad cC by direct substitution from Equation (107) 
and the points in Fig. 91 shows the solution obtained by 
this method. It is seen that a be m with this linear 
such 
initial form will not suffer large displacements for given 
values of ßo and a as that with a cosine form. Similarly 
the lateral deflection at mid-span may be determined from 
Equation (110) , again replacing 4TLL 
by ß o, and the 
resulting values are plotted in Fig. 93. 
The effect of ai initial bowed form may be simulated 
by replacing this form by a lateral load W at mid&span, the 
corresponding displacements under this system of loading 
being derived from the results given in Para 9. (ii). It is 
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I 
seen that in this case the equivalent lateral load is 
represented by: - 
1? = 48EI16 
3ý L 
and by substitution in Equations 142) and ( 146) the non- 
dimensional displacement functions may be evaluated for 
various values of cC . These functions are plotted in Figs. 
(90) and (92) from which it is 'apparent that the initial 
'cosine form and that due to equivalent loading give 
approximately the same results. This meth6d could be 
extended to. give more general solutions in which the load is 
not applied at the. point-of maximum displacement, but in 
practice such results will generally be only-of interest-in 
giving a1 indication of the likely behaviour of imperfect 
beams and the rigorous solution would be of little value'from 
the design aspect. 
10. (vi). Experimental Results. 
Tests on beams having initial imperfections have been 
carried out in order to verify some of the results obtained 
in this Chapter. Two rolled steel joists of the smaller 
standard sections were obtained direct from a stock yw d and 
both were found to have an appreciable initial bowed shape in 
their planes of least flexural rigidity and also fortunately 
had negligible initial twist along their lengths. Thus it 
25% 
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FIG. 99. VARIATION OF CRITICAL LOAD WITH 3' . 
z6i. 
was possible to compare the displacements of these members 
under point load at mid-span with the non-dimensional curves 
previously obtained. The initial deflected shape of these 
two joists are shown in Figs. (94) and (961 from vhich it is 
seen that both compare favourably with an assumed sine form 
as used in theoretical solutions. The beams were supported 
in the large test frame in the 'free' end fittings over a, 
span of 14', 1 which were adjusted to ensure that their 
webs were initially vertical. Load was applied in increments 
to the shea' centre at mid-span through the usual system of 
loading disc and tank, care being taken to ensure the 
correct positioning of the point of application of load 
during testing. Readings of lateral deflection and rotation 
of the loaded cross section were taken over a large range of 
values and the results of these two tests are shown in Figs. 
4 
I III 
(95) and (97). The 3" xlR. S. J. eventually collapsed 
due to yielding of the material d; a load of 90% of the 
critical value, and the increase of the displacements of this 
beam above the theoretical values for loads greater than 85% 
of the critical value is due to non-linearity of the stress 
strain relationship. It is of interest to note that the. 
theoretical load at which the yield stress (given in Fig. 10) is 
first attained by the outer compression fibres, given by 
Equation (169), corresponds to 85% of the elastic critical 
load. Thus.. only a small increase in load carrying capacity 
is obtained by continuing loading into the plastic range. 
z6z 
The larger joist was only loaded up to the elastic limit 
and consequently no such failure occurred. The results 
of both tests are in good agreement with theoretical values. 
The critical buckling loads were, in both cases, 
calculated from the measured properties of the beams and 
these loads were compared with those predicted by means of 
both methods indicated in para. l0 (iv). Values of 
predicted loads from Equation (171) are given for several 
values of a in Table II from which it appears that the 
sug, se sted method is satisfactory. The corresponding 
'Southr: ell' lines are plotted in Fig. (98) and the predicted 
loads are given in Table II. The lines are seen to be 
straight over most of the loading range, even into the 
plastic stress range in the case of the smaller R. S. J. 
As an example of prediction of critical load of a 
member having initial twist a 3" x light alloy channel 
was tested with load applied at mid-, span at three positions 
on the cross section. The initial shape of the channel 
was very irregular and gave poor approximation to the 
assumed fora. The predicted critical loads, however, are 
still nearly those determined from calculation which shows 
that the methods apply to most practical cases. The 
'Southr; ell' curves are also plotted in Fig. (98) and 
predicted loads are given in Table II. 
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1A3 LE II 
ý.. -. -. ý-. -_.. 
Test Specimen Critical Critical Theor- Exper 
Load by Lead Load from etical -invent 
Southwell's lbs. Eqn. 171 Pcrit" 
Method 
3" x l2" 625 lbs. 500 600 lbs. 654 lbs 
R. S. J. 540 625 " 
Load at 560 650 " 
Shear Centre 580 650 " 
4" x lam" 780 lbs. 350 790 
" 822 lbs 
E. S. J. 500 805 " 
Load at 600 790 " 
Shear Centre 750 785 "j 
3" xl" 510 lbs. 300 520 
"h 495 lbs. 492 lbs 
L. i. Chan. 400 500 t 
Load at' 450 510 
" 
Shear Centre 475 510 " 
31? x lilt 470 lbs. 
462 lbs. 460 lbs 
A. Chan. L 250 tý 482 . 
joad at top 400 485 
" 
flange. 440 480 It 
450 493 tt 
3" x l" 550 lbs. 
150 520 " 528 lbs 528 lbs 
AA'Chan. L 250 500 ' Load at 
400 495 " 
bottom flange, 500 530 
if 
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CO INdCLUSIOiTS . SECTION B 
The analysis of the behaviour of beams under eccentric 
or combined loading and ---ith initial imperfections has shown 
that displacements and stresses in a deep beam under practical 
conditions may become large enough to constitute failure at 
loads of magnitude less than the critical value. Provided 
that'no intermediate restraints are applied along the span, 
it will consequently be necessary to include these effects 
in design calculations. The formulae for the determination 
of these displacements and stresses have been derived in this 
section for certain systems of loading, with idealized support 
conditions, and results have., in several cases, been shown in 
graphical form. By representing these solutions as non-', 
dimensional functions, design curves may easily be obtained 
which may be applied to any symmetrical I beams or channels. 
These curves have been shown to give reasonable agreement with 
experimental results over most of the practical range of values, 
and in all cases the estimated values of stress will be on 
the safe side. 
It is noticed that the magnitudes of lateral bending 
stresses are directly ptoportional to the Young's Modulus of 
the material, and that by using light alloy beams in tests 
under those conditions it was possible to obtain large 
displacements without failure due to yielding. When steel 
beams are used, hov? ever, the lateral bearing stresser will be 
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three times as hi3 h as those for light alloy when the sm e 
proportion of the critical load is applied, although the 
di s )-. acement s will be the same. Since the critical load 
for. a steel beam will be three times that of an alloy member, 
the plane bending stresses for a given proportion of the 
critical lead will similarly be increased for the former. 
Hence, it must be realized that failure will invs. riably occur 
due to yielding in the steel beams before the range of large 
displacements is reached and consequently the given results 
will prove entirely satisfactory. 
This behaviour has been demonstrated in the test on a 
3" x1 11 discussed in para 10. (vi) in which agreement 
between the theoretical and e., perimental curves was evident 
until the yield stress of the material in the flanges was 
attained, beyond which the observed displacements cbnsiderably 
exceeded the calculated values and failure occurred due to 
complete collapse of the beam. 'A similar test on a short 
span of 2" x 1, -ßz"" light alloy I beam with load applied with 
a small eccentricity to the shear centre at mid-span showed 
good agreement v ith the given theory until plasticity started, 
failure again occurring by sudden collapse. Strain gauge 
readings were used to verify the estimated stress at which 
break down of the theory occurred. 
The non-dimensional presentation of the foregoing 
solutions provides a series of curves ": "hieh may easily be 
used for design purposes where loads are applied to brackets, 
z(4-. 
or are in erently offset to the shear centre, as in the case 
of channel bea; is loaded at the flames. It would obviously 
prove impossible to cover all the possible loading conditions 
by such sets of curves but it is of value to be able to have 
these results available for certain simple cases, which may 
then be used for reference. The resultsobtained for beams 
with initial eccentricities may be combined with those for 
eccentric loading to " givo a safe wor17inti stress curve for 
beams v; ith the usual tolerances in much the same way as has 
been previously done for struts. 
It is obvious that the assumed conditions of loadin3 and 
support will seldom occur in practice and in consequence the 
solutions rill frequently be only of value in giving an 
estimate of the stresses to be expected which will be largely 
in error on the safe side. This is the fundamental difference 
between the behaviour of struts and beams under non-axial 
loading, as the former are seldom restrained in any way along 
their len_; th. It must be emphasized, however, ttiat design 
of mýmýbers under eccentric loads by the method suggested by 
R. F. Davis 28 and Timoshenko '9 in which no account is taken of 
lateral displacement under load will only be satisfactory for 
scads less than 40 S of the critical load, beyond which the 
results will be considerably in error on the unsafe side. 
Consequently, by making some of 'these results, and a knowledge 
of their limitations, available. for design work it will be 
possible to obtain a mare satisfactory estimate of failing 
leads without involving any quantit. ý_es otýir than the imer_sions 
of the beam and the rlodulii Of th , aterial. 
SECTION C 
BEEN :S 'WITH ESTR INTS LOADED BY POINT LOADS. 
L ASTIC RANGE 
CHAPTER 11 
BEMIS UNDER POINT LOADS WITH ELASTIC END RESTRAINTS 
11. (1) Introduction. 
It has been assumed in previous Chapters that the beams 
were completely unrestrained at their ends in bending and 
warping, and rigidly prevented from twisting about their 
longitudinal axes. In general structural practice the 
majority of beams are subjected to various forms of restraint 
along their spans and also at the supports, and these restraints 
will have a marked effect on the critical values of point loads 
on the span. 
Problems of buckling of deep beams with various end 
restraints will be discussed in this Chapter and the 
importance of the relative end fixity will be considered for 
several of the simpler cases. Conditions must again be 
idealised and the restraints will be considered to be perfectly 
elastic. Such conditions do not occur in practice due to 
rivet slip in the cleats and brackets comprising usual end 
supports, but a general approximation to the linear relation 
can often be obtained and applied to give an estimate of the 
buckling loads under existing conditions. The uniform dead 
weight of the beams is neglected in order to simplify the 
mathematical treatment and the loading conditions previously 
observed are assumed. The criterion of instability remains 
unaltered and all the members are assumed to be initially 
perfect. 
11. (ii). Buckling cf beams with end restraint in plane of 
loading. 
Let us consider the beam shown in Fig. (54) under a 
single point load with the ends elastically restrained against 
bending in the plane of the beam. The problem of buckling 
under these conditions has virtually been solved in Chapter 7 
in which buckling of beams under point load and end couples 
was analysed. If we consider that instability occurs when 
the member is in equilibrium in a slightly displaced position, 
we may matte the lateral deflection infinitely small in deriving 
the equations of equilibrium and consequently the end couples 
may be assumed to be those obtained by consideration of the beam 
in its stable position. When lateral deflection becomes 
large, additional vertical movement of the beam occurs and 
giving ' 
the end moments are increased /stability to the member and 
raising the load necessary to maintain the buckled form. 
The solution for large deflections becomes complex and we will 
confine the discussion to the determination of the initial 
critical load. 
Preliminary determination of the end couples induced may 
be made by any of the usual methods available for analysis 
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of elastically restrained beams but probably the Hardy 
Cross 30or relaxation methods prove the simplest to use. 
Considering relaxation of the beam shown in Fig. (54) it is 
first necessary to derive the moments at the ends which 
would be inc. uced if the beam : -sere encastre. In the present 
case these are known to be: - 
[MA] = Pr(1 - r) o 
rrýý 
ü Prz(1-r)L 1 1b ý_ 
Then the distribution factors must be estimated -rich govern 
the proportions of the end couples carried by the end supports 
and the beam respectively when each joint is 'relaxed'. 
These factors may be simply derived by consideration of the 
energy stored in'the member and the support and by application 
of Castigliano's first theorem. Thus, if the unbalanced 
moment at one end is M, on relaxation the moment transferred 
to the support will be: - 
R- 2L . 142 L. S - 4. ß, I1 
1+4 
a 
and that to the member Mb =_ 11 
1+ 
4EI2 
where ý2= the end restraint stiffness =M 
cp2 
The tcarry., over' moment (the moment transferred from 
one end to the other during relaxation of one joint) tivill be 
970 
half the moment applied to the member. Therefore, with a 
knowledge of the values of the end restraint stiffnesses 
the final end moments may be simply calculated in terms of 
these constants and the point load P. 
Then the solution to the critical value of P necessary 
to cause lateral buckling may be obtained by substitution for 
the values of MA and ItiIB into Equation (100). In this way a 
result may be obtained in cases where the restraint stiffnesses 
are unequal. 
The problem of instability of a beam continuous over a 
rigid support at mid-span, loaded at the centre of the two 
bays by equal point loads, has been solved by the foregoing 
method. It will be seen that under these conditions it is 
only necessary to consider one bay which will be effectively 
free in azimuth at the'ends but fixed in direction at the 
continuous support, in the first mode of instability. It is 
apparent that t.. e two half spans boor in opposite directions 
affording no lateral end restraint. Also the torsional actions 
in the two bays will be identical and therefore there is no 
restraint of free warping actions at the central support. 
The restraining moment at the support is found by 
application of the mcment distribution method to be: - 
MIA = 3PL 
16 
By inspection of the bending moment diagram it can be 
seen that the maximum rotation will p, robabl t occur between 
mid-span and the simply supported end. Hence by substitution 
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in Equation (100) , remembering, that Mß = 0, the critical 
value of the point load P may be evaluated for various assumed 
values of C and the true minimum- value obtained by plctting the 
results . In this way the e:: pression for 
the critical load 
under these conditions is found to be: - 
Pcrit = 30.8 EIýGJ --------(173) 
L2 
Fig. (99) shows the variation of Pcrit with L' for this 
particular problem from which it is seen that the minima is well 
defined. It is difficult to compare such solutions with 
analytical results as the latter become extremely complex for 
the unsymmetrical case. Experimental comparison has been 
carried out, however, and will be discussed in para. (11. vi). 
In the special case of a beam loaded at i)ts shear centre 
mid-span by a load P, having equal end restraints the 
moments at the ends are found to be: - 
rF = PL 
gý1+2ýý 
= Kr PL 
Thus the solution to the critical load may be directly 
obtained from Equation (94) in terms of the restraint stiffness 
in the form: - 
Pcrit - --------(174) 
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When the ends are completely encastre in direction 92-°= 00 









rr 2 =0: 
and the corresponding maximum stress is 




Similarly when a beam loaded by two synnetrical point loads 
P applied at distances rL from the ends is restrained in the 
above manner, the moments at the ends may be expressed as: - 
1.1 = PL - (2 - r) 
2] 
= Sý, PL 
1 T6+ 2EI21 
2L J 
From the results obtained in para. 7 (vi) the critical 
values of these loads may be estimated from Equation 
(102) :- 
ly - 7 
ý-- 
Pcri tL 
2f lEI ýrf 2ý, + Kr 
--------- (175) 
Where r=1 and j2-º O° then the instability load is: - 
3 
[1] 
= 32"4 4EIiGJ - 3"03CPcrit] 
g2 Co _, -L2 





Similarly when r =_ 4 and ßr2-4. oo the critical load is: - 
CP crit] = 52'1 EI1GJ = 3'95 
[P 
crit] goo L2 
and 6 , L- 
ý'8 EI1GJ 
crib - Z2L 
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It is apparent from these results that such end restraint 
in direction will provide a considerable increase in the 
stability of beams under point load and should be taken into 
account in all suc'- cases of loading. The corresponding maximum 
stresses on the span are also seen to be higher than for the 
free ended beams which allows for more economical design 
without danger of lateral buckling. 
0 
ll. (iii). Buckling of beans with ends restrained in azimuth. 
Analytical Solution. 
An additional increase in the buckling load of a deep 
beam may be caused by the restraint acting at the ends of its 
span in the lateral plane xz. Such restraining couples will 
generally occur in combination with couples in the plane of 
the beam, but for simplicity of discussion we will consider 
first a beam under point load at mid-span restrained by such 
couples in azimuth alone. 
Let the beam be loaded by a point load P at its shear 
centre mid-span and, assuming that the load has reached its 
critical value and that the member is slightly displaced 
from its stable position, the equations of equilibrium may be 
derived from Equation (5). 
The moments at the supports in the xz plane are 
proportional to the slope at the ends of the beam in that 
plane and assuming that the restraint stiffnesses are equal, 
these may be expressed as: - 
m=C1 [ci]L 2 
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where ý1= end lateral bending restraint stiffness. 




- yp (L 22 
G, T dP =P 
dz 2 
(L 
Z1 ß- IT1 
z du + P(8 - u) 
dz 2 
------(176) 
in which the end moments m are constant with respect to z. 
By differentiation of the second of the above equations 
with respect to z and substituting in the first the differential 
equation defining the twisted form: - 
+k c2 a2p 
d ca2 
in which k2=Y2 
4EI zGJ 
p= mP 
; &: EI 1GJ 
w= (L - z) 
Pw =o ------------(177) 
2 
The solution to this equation may be obtained by integration 
using the method of infinite series and may be written as: - 
. _24 48 ß= A 1- k ca + lc w -......... 3.4 3.4. r/. 8 
+ ßo 
[1-kca 
+ k4w8 -"""" 4.5 4.5 89 
+ pw 
31- 
k2w + k40 
8 






The arbitrary constants of integration may be detennined 
by substitution of the relevant end conditions into Equation 
(176). These are seen to be: - 
(3 =0 when w=0 
dB =Ocrhen wL 
dz 2 
Hence A=0 
and B= p(2 
L) 2( 3-ý, + iz i3+.... ) 
3' 6 6.7.10 6.7.10.11.14 
23 
4.5.8.4.5.8.9.12 
= where j= Kp, (T pQ l4 
21 
We must now empicy a third end condition to satisfy the 
sclution to the critical load. It is observed that the 
lateral deflection at mid-span is simply, and hence we may 
determine the critical load by considering the deflected form 
of the beam. 
Now from the second of Equations (174). 
-GJ dA _-P ta' du +P( S_ u) 
from which 
do 2 dw 2 
du- 2GJ d ý 
__-_- (179) d4) 
( 
CO Pw dca 
By substituting for ß from Equation (176) and integrating, 
the general expression for the lateral deflection is found to be: - 
u= Cý +S+ 2GJ 
L 
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3.4 4.5.7.8 4.5.8.9.11.12 
_ ýt, ý(3 - k2w4 







-ý 2T6 - 
Substituting u=ö when w=L the final equation governing 2 
the critical load is obtained; from Equation (178). 
b= CL +-8 + 2GTp q F1 - L2F2 ------ 2 12 -(181) 
The constant C is determined from the above Equation (180) and 
may be written as: - 
C= du 
dw o 




Hence the relation between the values of the end restraint 
and the critical load may be obtained from the expression: - 
ilL 
ý6F4 ýý. ------------(182) r+11 l r'lr 3t r'2r'41 
in which Fl = 
[l 
+_,,, -12 ___ +ý3 3.4 4.5.7.8 4.5.8.9.11.12 
F2 
5.6 6.7.9.10 
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The stiffness factor corresponding to a given value of the 
parameter j may be simply derived by direct substitition 
in Equation (180). 
Putting P=n [Pcrit] 4t-o it is seen that j=4.48n2. L 
0 
The variation of the critical load with the value of the end 
restraint stiffness is shown in Fig. (100) in which n is 
plotted against jL . When -"-00 it is seen that the 
Ell 
critical buckling load at mid-span in' the first mode of 
instability becomes: - 





The non-dimensional function ZL represents the ratio of 
EI2 
the end restraint stiffness to the lateral bending stiffness 
of the loaded beam and it is seen that considerable increases 
in the buckling load may be obtained for comparatively small 
values of this ratio. The restraint stiffness will be 
governed by the torsional stiffness of the connecting stanchions 
in most cases of framed structures, as well as by the 
stiffness of the connections, which is unlikely to exceed 
the bending stiffness of the beam. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
The strain energy. solution to the Problem will involve the 
use of at least two terms in the assumed trigonometric form 
if accuracy is required over a large range of stiffnesses, as 
in the extreme case the mode becomes that of a beam completely 
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fixed in azimuth. The result obtained by using a simple 
cosine deflected form may be useful over the range of values 
of up to, say 1ý5 which includes most practical cases. 
All. 
By obtaining the equation of neutral equilibrium in the 
usual way the critical load is found to be: - 
Pcrit 177 EI1GJ 
Jrl 
+aL 





This result is compared with the analytical solution in 
Fig. 100 from which it is seen that this approximate solution 
may be used over part of the range but becomes considerably 
in error fcr Values of §1L greater than 1.5 due to error 
ET 
in the assumed mode. 
11. (iv). Effect of restraint of free warping of flanges 
at supports. 
In all previous solutions it has been assumed that the 
loaded members were rigidly restrained against torsional 
movement at their ends but ware free to warp under twisting 
actions at these supports. In the preceding paragraphs we 
have considered the effect of end elastic restraint on the 
__.:. load carrying capacity of deep beams, but such restraint 
generally incurs prevention of free warping in addition to 
the alteration of the bending moments across the spab. It 
is of interest, therefore, to investigate the effect of this 
additional restraint on the critical values of loads. 
For simplicity of. approach we will first consider the 
case of a deep beam buckling under the, - influence- of equal 
end moments I. I. Let the ends be rigidly restrained against 
warping but free to rotate about the two principa axes under 
purely bending actions. Assuming the beam to have buckled 
into a slightly displaced position the equations of 
,. equilibrium day 
be derived from Equation (5). Measuring z as 
positive t1ong the span from one end these are seen to be: = 
EI= d2u =7P. '! p 
dz2 
GJ C-C dß __ 11 du 
dz dz3 dz 
---==-- i 18ý4) 
From -which the general solution for t may be derived as: - 
P. = A Sin mz +B Cos mz +D enz + 
G. e-nz -------(185) 
M 






f 2a2 1A4_ä 
n= 
End Conditions. 
a2 =C GJ 
_;. 
2ä2 
++1 and d`ý __ C ET1°; 
d4 Y ý. R2 
The complete . 
restraint against carping at the, ends of a 
m"ember will give rise to the two end condition dý =0 at z 
dz 
i. and, at'z = L. 
Also., assumin that no twisting occurs about the z axis 
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FIG. 102. CRITICAL LOADS AT MID-SPAN OF 3" Ii" I-BEAM WITH 
ENDS RESTRAINED AGAINST WARPING . 
zsa 
p= 0 at z= 0 and at z= L. 
By substitution of the conditions into Equation (185) and its 
derivative the final expression controlling the value of the 
critical moment is found to be: - 
-nL 
mL e (1 +- Co th nL) + nL Sin niL - mL Cos mL Co thnL =0 
-------(186) 
But M (mL) T-r-r 1+ (mL)2a2 






+ (riL) 2 arr 
L2 
and also (i)2 = (mL) 2+L 
a2 
2 
Hence, by assuming a value of the warping constant L 
a2 
the corresponding root of Equation (186) may be obtained by a 
process of trial and error, various values of the parameter mL 
being assumed from which the residuals on the right-hand side 
of the equation are determined. Then, by plotting these 
results, the least root may be simply found, and by substitution 
in Equation (187) the critical moment of a member under these 
conditions is obtained. The variation of the critical values 
are plotted against the warping constant for a member with 
complete restraint of warping in Fig. (101) and the results 
are compared with those for a member with no warping restraint 
at the ends. It is apparent that a considerable increase in 
the critical moment may be obtained by prevention of free 
Z84 
warping in this way. Such a restrain(; would be effected in 
the case of a beam with welded connections or built in to 
concrete at its ends, but in the general case the end fixity 
. would 
be of m elastic nature and he true buckling moments 
would lie between the values given by the two curves in 
Fig. 101. 
Application to sy metrical point loading. 
As a result of previous analysis it is apparent that the 
effect of restraint of free warping is to increase the apparent 
torsional-stiffness of a beam. The relative importance of this 
restraint depends on the span aid the twisted form of the 
member and, in consequence, if a bean under symmetrical point 
loading is assumed to twist in the same mode as thet of a 
beam under end couples then the foregoing results may be 
used to determine the critical point loads. This assumption 
is justified by previous results and by experiment, becoming 
exact for two symmetrical point loads near the ends of the 
span. 
Thus an estimate of the buckling load of a beam under 
symmetrical loading when warping is rigidly prevented at the 
ends may be made from the formula: - 
Pcrit -un EI, GJ 
L2 7 
where 11 is determined from Fib. 1Ol and m is the critical 
load factor. 
The result is necessarily only approximate but will 
zgs 
-give reasonable results 
for the usual range of values. 
11. (v'). Effect of incomplete torsional restraint at the 
supports. 
The sti'Lfness of the end supports may have a further 
important influence on the stability of beams. In all the 
foregoing analysis it. has been stipulated that no rotation 
of the supports occurs during buckling. If these supports 
have only a limited elastic stiffness under torsion, however, 
the actual load carrying capacity of the member will be lower 
than that estimated by means of the previous results. This 
stiffness will depend on the method of end connection and 
on the bending stiffnesses of the adjoining stanchions, and 
if these are under compressive loads approaching the Euler 
value, this stiffness may be comparatively low. Under such 
conditions buckling loads may be considerably reduced and it 
is öf importance to observe the effect of this incomplete 
torsional restraint on the behaviour of deep beams. 
As an example of this we will consider the simple case of a 
beam loaded to ins tib ility by a point load P applied to the 
shear centre at mid-span as shown in Fig. 12. The ends will 
be supposed to be supported so that free bending actions 
may occur. about the principal axes of inertia aid that 
rotation about the z axis is elastically restrained. This 
restraint will be assumed to be the same at each end 





where ße, Te are the rotation and applied torque at the ends, 
respectively, and X is the end torsional restraint stiffness 
factor. 
In this symmetrical case a constant additional rotation 
will be given to the member under torsion due to the bodily 
movement caused by elastic twisting of the end supports. 
Consequently the modified equations of equilibrium may be 





= YP (L - z) (ß+ ße) 
ý ;& 4 
G? dý3 =-P (L Z) du +P (S - u) 
dz 22 dz 2 
---(186) 
where ß is the rotation due to twisting of the member alone. 
The differential equation derived from the above expressions 
is thus: - 
2^2 
d CP + Yo (9 =0 
dca2 
rhere cP =R+ Pe 
4) = (L - z) k2 _ P2 
2 4EI 1GJ 
The solution to this equation may be obtained by integration 
by the method of infinite series and is the same as that given 
by Equation (8) with 9 replacing ß. 
End Conditions. 
The relovant end conditions maybe substituted in the 
general solution to enable the arbitrary constants to be 
determined. It is seen that 9- ße at Ca =0 
also d(P _ 
dw 
Hence A=0 
and B= 2Pei (l 
3L 
0 when w=L 
2 
ý .. 4.7 4. `1.8.11 4.7.8.11.12.13 
4 4.5.8 4.5.8.9.12 
We 
where j= k2 (L'4 
2 
One additional aid condition is now required to satisfy 
the instability condition. 
This may be obtained from the deflected form of the 
buckled beam. The torque resisted by the end supports is 
seen from Equation (188) to be PS and hence thert'final end 2 
condition is expressed by Pe =L 
2GJ 
By reforming the torsional equilibrium equation as in 
Equation (179) and integration with respect too),, having 
substituted for ß from the general solution for c, the 
laterally deflected for. --may-be represented by: - 
4d 486 12 
u= 2ýT e1-k cý + k( -kw+.. 
P63.4.6.7 3.4.7.8.10.11 
+Q( -]. 
Ica 4+k4 c8 ca 
-.... )] ,+S+Dw 3.4 " 4.5.7.8 
-----------------(189) 
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Putting Pcrit n LPcrid_N the final expression for 
X= °o 
determining the relation between X and the critical load may 




q, _ 4"48 n2 
Hence for any assumed value of n, less than unity, we 
may calculate the corresponding value of the end torsional 
stiffness in terms of that of the member. The results obtained 
from this solution are shown in Fig. (103) in which it seen 
that a considerable decrease in the buckling load may be 
expected for comparatively small values of the stiffness 
factor. The reciprocal of this factor represents the ratio 
between the torsional stiffness of the supports and that of 
the loaded beam and hence under practical conditions such a 
reduction in load carrying capacity can usually be expected. 
46 VO 3k 1-g+_ a- - 2 -_ _. .... ) 4 4.5.8. '. - 4.5.8.9.12 
2g2(1 - _q 
+ q4 -q6 
--- (190) 
4.7 4.7.8.11 4.7.8.11.12.15 
Rio 
nn approximate estimate of this reduction may be made by 
use of the si: nple expression: - n=4X 
3 
This is compared with the results obtained from Equation (190) 
in -Fig. (103) from which it is apparent that this empirical 
. 
formula gives satisfactory accuracy for values of X up to 
0-10 which will cover the likely range of practical stiffnesses 
and will give a result on the safe side. 
Strain Energy Solution. 
This problem has been solved by means of the strain 
energy method which, although no simpler to use in this case, 
has a wider range of application, especially to cases of 
unsytnr iotrical loading. The first of Equations (188) gives the 
necessary relation between rotation and deflection and we 
will assume that ßc Cos nz L 
The lateral deflection at mid-span is given by: - 
I- 
o= d2 u (L - z) dz 
dzg 2 
2 
cthich on substitution from Equation (188) for du and for the 
dz" 
assumed fora gives: - 
S= PC PL3 (1 -2) 
It 
2n. 2Eli(1 - 3n2X) 
= N. PL ß 
EI1 
---------(191) 
Hence Pe = V_L XI2PC 
2GJ 2EI 1GJ 
2qr- 
As before, the neutral equilibrium condition may be 
expressed by: - 
Ut + Ub -+- V 
The energy changes are deter: ained from the saräe equations as 
in para. (4. (ii)) but there is an additional term representing 
the work done against the end restraints during buckling: - 
44 
V Teße = XId 
2LP ßc 
-4(EIý1) GJ 
The total change in energy in the system may be derived 
by integration of the individual terms over the whole span 
and summing the resulting expressions. Thus the final 
neutral equilibrium equation is found to be: - 
P2 1+ 1+ý, P4L4 2268 X2 P4 4 uwz] _X L C4 8 --- 
[ 
1- 2+XNPL _1 Tf EI 1GJ T( 96 (EI 1GJ 2 EI 1GJ 
2 
Tr EI _GJ ----------(192) 
This expression may be considerably simplified to give a quadratic 
equation relating the critical load to the torsional restraint 
factor. 
Putting p=m 
=EIGJ this relationship may be derived from 
L2 
the following expression: - 
4 
X2Cm4 3.07 x 10 n2 - 31597 +X mI606.68 - 1.059m2 
98.83m2 - 29120.4 =0 -----------(193) 
The solution to the above equation may be simply obtained 
2q2 
on substitution of various assumed values of the critical load 
factor in. The variation of the critical load with the 
torsional stiffness at the ends calculated by the above 
method is compared with the analytical solution in Fig. (103) 
in which the critical load ratio n is plotted against the 
restraint factor X, where n=m 
17.17 
In the particular case when the loaded member is rigidly 
connected to the mid-point of a stanchion at each end the 




where LS, IS refer to the starn. 
In general this factor will also depend on the method of 
attachment which will be capable of some torsional movement. 
Application to unsymmetrical systems of loading. 
By use of the strain energy method solutions may be obtained 
to the more general cases of unsymmetrical loading and restraint. 
Under these conditions it will be necessary tc assume two 
trigonometric gornis for the portions of the span on either side 
of the position of maximum rotation and use the method of 
solution previously detailed. It should be noted that the 
rotations of the two end sections will usually be unequal and 
consequently in addition to the bodily rotation of the beam 
there will be a lineal twist along the span. Thus the 
expression for the torsional strain energy stored must contain 
a furthor term and the bending equations of equilibrium become 
zq3 
more complicated. Solutions to such problems will obviously 
entail a considerable quantity of algebra and will give rise 
to an'extremely unwieldy result. 
ll. (vi) . L=-peririental Results. 
In order to verify the results obtained in para. 11(ii) a 
length of 2" x 4" light alloy I beam was tested as a beam 
continuous over one central support and loaded at the mid-span 
of the two equal bays. The beam was supported in three of 
the 'free' end fittings described previously and was loaded 
by the usual system of tanks and loading discs. Load was 
supplied simultaneously to the two positions until instability 
occurred by antisy=etrie buckling in the two bays. Under 
these conditions the theoretical buckling load givenby 
Equation (173) should give an estimate of that observed'in the 
above test. With two bays each of 7'3" span, the critical 
loads were found to be 250 lbs., and the ratio between these 
and the corresponding values when the half spans were simply 
supported was: n=1.71 compared with a value of h=1.79 
given by Equation (173), giving an error of 42%. The energy 
solution would be expected to give a result on the high side 
and considering that this is an extreme case the agreement 
can be considered satisfactory. Further tests on such a 
continuous beam involving restraints in two planes have been 
carried out but have not been compared with theory. 
A series of tests were made on the same light I beam 
under point load at the shear centre mid-span with equal end 
2q4 
bending restraints in order to verify the results of para. ll(iii). 
A 141 6" span of this beam was mounted in the usual end 
fittthgs, in the large test frame and load was applied through a 
loading disc. The elastic end restraint was applied by the 
simple process of clamping the ends of light cantilevers to the 
beam at the suppcrts and staying the free ends of these 
cantilevers to the frame by means of high tensile wires. The 
weight of the cantilevers was balanced about the supports to 
prevent the influence of end moments in the plane of the beam 
and initial adjustment of the stays was made by means of 
light turnbuckles in order to ensure that no initial loading 
of the cantilevers occurred. When instability occurred, the 
free end of the cantilevers remained undeflected but the 
fixed ends rotated to the slope of the axis of the beam at the 
supports thereby providing a restoring couple. In this way, 
by varying the effective length of the cantilevers, a range 
of values of end restraint stiffnesses were obtainable, the 
values of which were determined by initial calibration tests. 
Several cantilevers were used to give the required range 
of stiffnesses and the value of the ehd restraint was simply 
determined from the relation 2= 3EIC 
Lý 
The results of these tests are shown in Fig. (100) which are 
in good agreement with those calculated from the analytical 
solution. The experimental error was generally due to incorrect 
initial adjustment of the stays but nowhere exceeds 2%. 
- 2q5 
The solutions given in para. 11(iv) for buckling loads of a 
beam having complete restraint of warping were compared with 
experimental values for various s pans of a3 It x 12Z light 
alloy I beam and the results are plotted in Fig. (102). A 
number of tests were carried out, the load: being applied with 
different vertical eccentricities at mid-span and the 
corresponding buckling loads were determined in the usual way. 
Warping restraint was afforded at the supports by rigidly 
clamping a length of the section outside the span between 
heavy steel plates which effectively prevented bending of the- 
" beyond the supports. The effect othe end couples 
provided by the weight of the clamps has been included in the 
theoretical results although this only caused a maximum increase 
in buckling load of 1; ý. 
The thick lines shown in Fig. ( 102) represent the 
theoretical results for critical loads for the three positions 
of loading aid it is seen t hat good agreement is-evident 
between these curves and the corresponding experimental values. 
The fine lines represent the critical loads for the same beam 
with the same end couples when warping is unrestrained at the 
ends. Experimental results-for this beam under free end 
conditions have previously been given in Fig. (18). The 
range of warping constants covered by these tests included values 
of L2 from 200 to 800 giving a maximum increase in buckling load 
ý :g2. 
of 10, E above the free end values. Accuracy of measurement of 
loads should be 1% aid it may consequently be concluded that the 
results given in para. ll(iv) are satisfactory over the above range. 
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CHAPTER 12 
INSTTAiALITY OF BEAT AS R? STRAINED ALONG THE SPAN 
12. (1) Introduction. 
Interconnection between loaded beams by means of bracing 
members is commonly employed in practice to assist in the 
prevention of failure due to lateral instability. The method 
of attachment Of such stiffeners and the rigidity of the 
member to which the beam is stayed have an important bearing 
on the efficiency of the system as a moans of stabilization. 
It is proposed to discuss in this Chapter simple examples of 
the effects of such restraints as are afforded when a beam, with. 
'free' end conditions, ; is löädßd and stayed at mid-span. 
Obviously, this special case is seldom realised under practical 
conditions, the, loading, and bra'cing. `being; gencrally of a 
more complicated nature, but the theoretical treatment of more 
generalized conditions' i"s`, ý'likely to prove 
very complex. 
Another problem of general'', interest' is . 
'that of the 
behaviour of deep', beams loaded-through secondary beams or floor 
joints resting on their top flanges. The existing cods of 
practice allow no increase in the maximum permissible flange 
stresses of such members despite. the fact that in the 'majority 
of cases failure will :. occur by yielding of the material under 
plane bending stresses before the beam becomes unstable. 
Discussion of this problem shows that the stability of beams 
under this system of loading depends on their initial shape, 














FIG. 104. BEAM WITH LATERAL ELASTIC RESTRAINT AT 
MID- SPAN BUCKLING UNDER POINT LOAD. 
FIG. IOS . 




preliminary investi;. ation of their behaviour is included 
in this Chapter. 
under point load and lateral elastic restraint 
at mid-span. 
As an example of the effect. =of lateral restraint applied 
at points on the span we will consider the simplest case of a 
beam loaded at mid-span in the plane of the shear centre, 
with vertical eccentricity d as shov; n in Fig. 104. The beam 
will be supposed to be stayed by means of a perfectly elastic 
I 
restraint attached to the section at mid-span at aý height 
c above the centre of twist. Under these conditions lateral 
bending action of the member is restrained as soon as buckling 
occurp and consequently the load necessary to cause instability 
is increased above the fundamental values obtained from 
the previous re s It s. 
The Strain energy method affords obvious advantages over 
the analytical method in this particular problem, as it is 
necessary to include terms representing both vertical and 
lateral deflection in the torsion equation of equilibrium 
in the latter case which considerably complicates the solution. 
We will, therefore, derive the approximate solution to the 
problem by application of the usual energy principles. 
Considering the load P to have reached its critical value 
and the beam to have been displaced into a slightly bowed and 
twisted. form, we may derive tj. e corresponding equation of 
equilibrium by direct substitution into Equation (5). Let 
the lateral deflection of the shear centre axis at mid-span be 
ö 
2qq 
and the rotation of the centre section be ßc. Then the 
restoring force afforded by the restraint is given by 
K(6 + e. P- 
c) 
where K is ti-, e lateral restraint stiffness 
(abs/inch). Therefore, t* e lateral bending equation of 
equilibrium is: - 
Ell dT =P (L - z)ß -K (S + c. ßc)(L - z) -----(194) ds 2222 
where positive directions of the co-ordinate axes are as shown 
in Fig. 104. 
The condition of neutral equilibrium of the system is 
defined by the usual energy equation: - 
IIb + IIt -ý- V=0 
The v. -ork done by the external forces is seen to be: - 
2 2 
v=-p ß(L - z) 1 dz + d. 3$ *K (b +c ßc) -----(195) 
2 ds 22 
And the change in internal strain energy during buckling is: - ýý yZ 2 ýý? 22 
Ub+Ut= EI1 
` 
rd dz + GJ Iý1 dz +i- C _dz 
td s, o 
dz (TM 
It is fcund that in order to obtain a satisfactory degree of 
accuracy over a large range of restraint stiffnesses it is 
necessary to include at least two terms in the assumed twisted 
mode.. Let; this mode be represented by: - 
p=A Cos trz +B Cos 3irz which satisfies all the 
LL 
end conditions. Then Pc =A +fA , Bý 
By substitution of the assumed mode into the above energy 
equations and using the expression for q2l from Equation (194) 
ds 
Boo 
we may integrate the individual terms between the given limits 
to give the expression governing the critical value of the load. 
This is found to be: - 
P2L3 A(1 +6)+ 15 AB + B2(1 +22- PKL3(6 + c(A+B)) A(n - 1) 
Tr a Tr n 3Tt 2 192EI1 
+B (1 t 'zTf } 
27 2 
+p d(h+ý) 











it is now necessary to obtain the relationship betv7een8 'and the 
two arbitrary paremeters A and .6 in order to allow solution 
of the above equation. 
Considering a small-element of the longitudinal. axis of the 
beam of length dz it is seen that due to curvature of this 
. element, considering 
one side to be fixed, the end of the beam 
will deflect. through an are of magnitude ýjj dz. z) in 
ds 2 
xý- plane. 
By integrating such increments of deflection over the half 
span the lateral deflection at mid-span is seen to be: - 
`h 




which on substitution of the assumed. mode gifllds: - 
1 301 
S=1 48PL3! A /n - 11 +B Kc(A+B 3tJtJ [8EIi-FIff, al 2 27 2 
----------(197) 
1 
Thus Equation (196) may be modified to give a controlling 
equation in P, the arbitrary parameters and the constants of 
the beam. 
Method of Solution. 
The above equation may now be solved by application of the 
method developed by Rayleigh mentioned in para. 4(111). It 
has been shown that the solution to any such problem of 
determination of Eigen values may be obtained by consideration 
of the effect of variation of the individual parameters in 
turn. Thus the least critical value is found to be that 
at which the total strain energy stored in the system is a 
minimum with respect to these parameters. Using this condition 
we may derive the critical load in the above problem by 
solution of the simultaneous equation obtained from the 
expressions: - 
0 (U + V) = 0, a (U + V) =0 --------------- 
(198) 
aA ý 
This method may obviously be e7tended to cover solutions in 
which any number of terms are included in the assumed mode. 
Substituting for (U -r V) the energy expression Ea nation 
(196) into Equation (198) the partial derivativesma-Y be 
expressed in the form: - 
alA + a2B =0 
a3A + a4B =0 -------------------- (199) 
where al = q=P2 + q2P + q3 
a2 = g4P2 + q. 5P + q6 
a3=g7P2+q8P+q9 
a4 __ g10P2 + a11P + q12 
The coefficients of P being determined from the results of 
the above differentiation and are given below. 
The solution to Equation (199), eliminating the 
parameters A and B therefore becomes: - 
ala4-aa a3=0 -----------------(200) 
Hence substituting for the parameters a the final equation- 
governing the critical load is: - 
r4P4 + r3P3 + r2P2 + r1P + ro ý0 __________(201) 
where r4 g1g10 - g4q? ,. 
r3 = g2g10 + gigli g4g8 - g5g7 
r2 = qaq. + g2, g11 + gtg (q q+ 
10 , '12 49 
r: L =, g3g11 + g2g12 ( g5g. 9 + g6g8) 
r0 = qaq 12 - q6g9 
g5gg + g6g7) 
Introducing the notationA, r = Lateral restraint stiffness 
= 48KL 3 
EI1 
ratio 
we may write the expressions for the constants q in terms of 
3oa 
this non-dimensional parameter. It is noted that this factor 
represents the ratio between tt}e lateral restraint stiffness 
and the stiffnessof the member under lateral point load at 
mid-span. 
Then: - 
q= _ (1 +11ý1(1 +6)- (96)2A, (Tr - 1)2 ý ,. -_ /r IT '" -.,, o2 GII " 
q2 
qa 
= 96L3zd(1 -ýar) _ (96)a d 
3Iä 
(11 - 1) 
tt L 
_- 2(48) '2Ca(E61) Xr- 48 EIý (1 + X, r) (1 +a) 
L L_ L 
Q4 c 15 (1 + A. r)- 
(962 
x(1 +- 'nr ) 
(rr - 1) 2rt2 54tt r22 
q5 = 96_EI= (1 +Ax, ) d- 483 r+1( 3Tr -+ý 1) 
L3 n 
L2 27 2 
q6 = - (48)2c2(EIy)r 
2L 
q7 q4 
q8 _ q5 
q9 = q6 
qin _- (1 + (96)27ýr (1 + 311)z 
ýý 3112 
2rr 6( P*712 
2 
] [(l 
gll = +Xr) d- 
arc(. + 1) 
27u 32 
g12 _- 2( 48 
6 (EI1) ý'r - 18.24 EIý2(1 +r. r) (1 ,- ea2ý2) 
LL L2 
Having estimated the numerical values of the constants 
q or the particular beam and the given conditions of loading 
and restraint, the solution of Equation (201) may be derived 
by the process of iteration. Suppose that an initial value 
of P is assumed for a given value of X r-, the constants r may 
be determined by substitution of this, value,, of; Xr into the 
above equations. 
Then the coefficients of P are purely ntericäl and oh 
substitution of the initial assumed value of P, soy Pbthe right 
hand side of equation (201) is found to be other than zero 
duo to"error'in this'initial"value-. ` Putting-this residual 
as-e correction may be applied to Pö to give a nearer 
approximation to the true root, say P1, where: - 
P2=p -eýp 
.oý_. 
and a, e = 4P3r4ý. + 3Pzr3 + 2Pr2 + rl azý. 
Honce by rep6tition of'this process'any required degree; 'ýi 
of accuracy in _the. 
root , of the, equation may be obtained. 
The variation of the critical value.: of` löad with 
restraint stiffness may therefore be estimated , for any 
vertical. positions of loading and restraint, it only being 
necessary to complete the above substitutions and hence, 
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This Method has been used to solve the problem of a beam 
loaded with three differe t vertical eccentricities at mid-span 
with elastic restraint applied at the same section, the results 
of which are shown in Figs. 106 - 108. 
By assuming only one term in the twisted mode (i. e. B= 0) 
an approximate solution to the crit-tCal load is obtained from 
the Ecuation. 
Pcrit -7" EI IGJ [J]. + Tr2a2((1 + R, r) it 3-02112(l +X r) 2] L2 L2 
ý 
- 1.733ý' (1 +X --(202) 
in which the lateral restraint is assumed to be applied to 
the shear centre at mid-span ahd the load has ,a vertical 
eccentricity ratio 11 . This expression is necessarily only 
approximate although the accuracy is probably satisfactory for 
values of the stiffness ratio 2r up to unity. Comparison 
between this formula and the results obtained from Equation 
(201) are shovm in Fig. (106). Estimates of buckling loads 
based on the results of Equation (202) would be on the unsafe 
side, giving a higher value of critical load than that which 
could be expected in practice. If the restraint is afforded 
by connection of one member to a similar member the value of Arr 
will not exceed 1. and the above solution would prove satisfactory. 
If one bean is loaded to instability whilst the member, or members, 
to which it is attached are loaded by smaller loads, the 
restraint stiffness may be obtained from the results of 
Chapter 9 in which the variation of lateral bending stiffness 
309 
with applied load has been discussed. Such results assume 
that the method of connection between adjacent beams is 
such that no torsional restraint is introduced, and only 
apply to loads less than the second critical buckling load, 
beyond which any additional increase in the restraint stiffness 
at mid-span will give rise to no increase in the stability of 
the beam. Further increase in the load carrying capacity 
of a member may be obtained by application of lateral restraints 
at the third points. It is apparent that the most effective 
point of application of restraint will be at mid-span for 
all syiietrical cases of loading, whereas in unsymmetrical 
cases the restraint should be applied at the position of 
ma, cimum displacement on the span which may be determined by 
use of the energy methods described. 
12 (iii). Beam under point load and elastic torsional 
restraint at mid-span. 
It is conceivable that two or more similar deep beams 
loaded at their shear centres at mid-span under point loads 
P may buckle simultaneously in such a way that the lateral 
bending restraint afforded by their interconnection is zero. 
The presence of a connecting member will often afford torsional 
restraint, however, the stiffness of this restraint depending 
on the rigidity of the connection and the flexural rigidity 
of the secondary member, and it is of interest to investigate 
the simplest case of the effect of such restraint applied at 
the load point. Considering the system shown in Fig. 109 in 
,. 310 
which the torsional stiffness ratio is X. we may derive the 
critical value of P from the usual equations of equilibrium. 
The restraint stiffness is" such that the restoring torque 
applied at mid-spa n is given by T GJXcßc where Xc is a 
L 
non-dimensional parameter. 
In the case"., where a connecting member is rigidly attached 
to the two beams it will have a point of inflexion at mid-span 
and the above stiffness factor x. 11 be given by: - 
6 EI 
where IC and L. refer to the 
G7Lo 
secondary member. 
The reactions at the ends of the connecting member are 
proportional to the rotation of the loaded section which may 
be assumed to be infinitely small in calculating the 
instability load and hence the effective load IIng at mid-span 
remains unaltered. 
Analytica 1 Solution. 
The equations-of equilibrium derived. from Equation (5), 
neglecting warping, give a general solution, to the twisted 
form as in Equation (8). 
The end conditions to be satisfied are: - 
(3 _0 when w= 0. Hence A 0. 
01 _-X Coe at 0=LL. dz _ 2L 2 
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By empl ying these equations and simplifying, the 
relationship between the critical load and the restraint 





1- (4.47n2) + (4.47n2 2......... ] 
4.5 4.5.8.9 
in which n= Pcrit/Pcrit as before. 
=0 
---(203) 
The variation of the critical load with the torsional 
restraint factor is shoýý. n in Fig. (112). 
12. (iv) .I Beams loaded through secondary beams. Critical Eccentricities. cities. 
If, as is often the case in steel framed buildings, a 
main beam or girder is subjected to a load P at mid-span 
transmitted by a single secondary kieam, as shown in Fig. 113a, 
it can be shown that no lateral buckling can occur in the 
fundamental mode unless the beam has an initial bow greater 
than a certain minimum value. The value of this critical 
initial deflection may be determined by consideration of 
the torsional equation of equilibrium applicable to this 
system of loading and depends to a certain extent upon the 
initial shape of the member. As an example of this 
behaviour we will consider the member shown in Fig. 113. b., 
having an initial bowed form given by uo =e Cos Inz r- 
where e is the eccentricity at mid-span. 
It will be assumed that the secondary, beam deflects 
3,4 
" 
parallel to its initial position during loading. Then 
consi1=_ering the main beam to have twisted into a slightly 
displaced position under the torsional action of the load P, 
as shown in Fig. 113. c, it can be+seen that the inner edge of 
the top flange must act as centre of rotation of the centre 
section and that the load will act through that point in a 
direction parallel to the initial plane of the web. Considering 
the torsion equation for the I bean with 'free? end conditions 
it is seen that there is a twisting couple . varying along the 
length -f toe beam, proportional to the deflection at all 
points, and a constant restoring torque of magnitude Pb 
provided by the load P about the shear centre. 
2 
As a first approximation we will neglect the effect of 
warping restraint on the torsional stiffness and assuming that 
the deflection in the plane of the beam is small the equation 
of equilibrium may be written as: - 
GJ dpi =- Pb +Pe(l - Costtz) -P (L z)du -----(204) dz 42L22 dz 
For very small angles of twist -, - u= uo and by substituting 
for the assumed initial form, and integrating the above 
expression the general expression for the angle of twist 
becomes: - 




The arbitrary constant of integrat_cn may be determined by 
4 
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introduction of the end condition 0 when z=L. 
2 
Then the angle of rotation at mid-span may be found 
from Equation (206) as: - 
WP 
C = 
PL b- e(1 - i) 82 tt 
From this e:, pression it is seen that P=0 when 
b -e(1- 1) =0 or e=0"69b $2N ------ 
(206) 
Thus it is apparent that no rotation of the loaded cross- 
section can possibly occur unless the initial bow exceeds this 
critical value and the beam will consequently remain in a 
stable state. When the eccentricity i°y less than this value 
the beam tends to twist in the other direction and the centre 
of rotation moves to the opposite corner of the flange, giving 
rise to a restoring torque preventing this movement. As a 
further example of this behaviour the critical initial 
eccentricity of a member hating an initial bored shape similar 
to that given by an equivalent point load at mid-span has been 




Thus it is probable that values of critical eccentricities 
will lie between these two etremes and we can take half the 
flange width as the safe limit. It is seen that the stability 
of the system depends on the flange width at the load point 
only. Hence by rigid attachment of a stiff plate to tkra top 
flange at the point of contact with the secondary beam any 
effective flange width may be obtained, thereby ensuring 
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stability of the loaded member. In this way the team may 
be made to carry leads of magni Lude up to the critical value 
for instability in one second mode when failure will occur. 
Allowance for waroin_: res Lraint. 
In she above solution it is apparent that the torsional 
stiffness has no influence on the magnitude of the critical 
eccentricity and hence the results are applicable to all 
sy: -ne trical I beams and are independent of their warping 
rigidities or the restraints afforded either at the supports 
or along the span. 
Effect of frictional restraint. 
When the initial eccentricity of a beam exceeds the 
above critical value then the; rotation of the section may 
occur under loads o. f magnitude less than the second critical 
load, and failure may occur causing sudden sideways collapse 
of the member due to instability. Under these conditions 
the loaded cross section will rotate about one edge of the 
flange as shown In Fig. 113. This edge will be prevented 
from deflecting laterally by friction forces acting between 
the two beams, proportional to the applied loads, and 
provided that theses forces are sufficient to resist the 
lateral bending component of load, the section will simply 
pivot about the flange edge. When this lateral component 
exceeds the frictional force then sudden collapse of the bean 
will occur. 
With reference to Fig. 113, it is seen that the maximum 
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frictional force available between the two members is given 
by 1i = }tP vlf, ere x is he coefficient of static 
fric .,. on . or ;. ne liven materials. 
the conaition thai. no deflection occurs at the load point 
may be satisfied by consideration of the bending moment equation, 
which, assuming that the secondary beam is incapable of lateral 
movement, may be written as: - 
EIl d2u -y Pß - 1J L-z ----------- (208) 
dz2 2] 12 
An estimate of the angle of rotation at mid-span at which 
failure will occur may be made by substitution of various 
assumed modes for p in the above equation, and by integration 
and elimination of the arbitrary constant the value of ß., 
at which the deflection at mid-span becomes zero may be determined 
for 1,7 = PP. This has been done or three simple cases and 
tüe results obtained were: - 
ßc= p- when ß= PC =c ons t. 
Pc = 1.12511 when ß= ßcCos nz 
= 1.14511 when ß= PC zL 
when y=1L 
It is evident, therefore, that failure is unlikely to occur 
for angles of twist less than the angle of friction, which may 
be large. These results are obviously only approximate for 
small angles of twist, less than say 20°, but should give an 
indication of the safe limits which may be permissible in practice. 
The analytical solution to %his problem may be obtained by 
application of the results given in Chapter 9. The initial bow 
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of the beam may be represented by an equivalent lateral load, 
i, and the frictional force, '. 72, increases -: ith the applied say 71 
load P. The value of W2 may be obtained in terms of P, till and 
the vertical eccentricity of the point of application of the 
r. straint by introduction of the condition of zero deflection 
at mid-span. Hence the angle of rotation corresponding to any 
applied lead may be derived by direct substitution. . zis process 
is extremely laborious and is unlikely to prove of other than 
academic value. 
An approximate solution may be 'derived if we assume that 
the deflected form remains unaltered during loading and is 
given by u_e Cos rrz. The torsional equation of equilibrium L 
may then be written as: - 
GJ dpi = Pb - Pe 
ri 
- Cos rrz +n (L - z) Sin rr z+wh- (A - v) dz 42LL2L22 
---------(209) 
where A is the vertical deflection at mid-span = PLC 
48E12 
Assuming that the asagle of rotation is small the vertical 
deflection may be determined from the bending moment equation 
EI2 d2v. =P (L 
dz2 22 
By substitution for the vertical deflection term and 
integration of Equaticn (209) with respect to z, the general 
expression for the twisted form may be obtained. The constant 
of integration may be eliminated by introducing the condition 
that ß=0 when z=L and the final expression for the angle 
2 
of rotation of the loaded cross section is found' be: - 
Pe = YL 
[20(2 
- 4) -b 
n 
8 [GJ - 12Pý L ý13 - 8h (2 - 32rt2 ýdý 
--------(210) 
It is seen that the effect of-, vertical deflection is to 
incr: asc the angle of twist for any applied load. The angle of 
twist occurring at mid-span may be easily calculated when the 
constants of the loaded beam are known and the applied lead 
necessary to cause failure may hence be determined for any 
va_ue of the initial eccentricity. 
In the case of a beam of channel cross section the above 
equation must be modified by replacing b by -2q where q is the 
distance between the shear centre and the back of the=web. 
Hence twisting will occur when e=0 and the condition that no 
twist shall occur gives e 1.37q ,. where e is positive 
in 
the direction from the shear centre towards the vweb. When the 
initial bow. exceeds this negative value, the direction of 
rotation changes and it is necessary to replace b by - 2(q + b) 
to allcri for the 'change in the, point of contact between the beams. 
Hence we have-a further condition that ßc _0 when e= -1037(q + b) 
and there is atain a range of eccentricities over which no 
rotation will occur. It is apparent,, therefore, that, in the 
case of a channel bean, it is beneficial to have an initial 
'k 
bowed form in crder to reduce the danger of failure due to 
lateral buckling. 
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r 
by plotting the variation of ßc with P or by solving the 
quadratic eouation in P obtained from Eouation (210). The 
above solution neglects the change in deflected form under 
lrad, which may be small, and also the effect of restraint of 
free warping. The latter may be included by substitution Pf 
the mcdif ed torsion constant GJ(1 + Tr2a2) as previously 
L2 
described. 
i, (v) . Experimental 
results. 
A 2" x light alloy I beam was tested under point load 
at jr. id-span with lateral elastic restraint at the loaded section 
in order to verify the results obtained in para. 12(11). 
Fig. 105 stows the beam buckling under load at the lower flange 
with restraint at the shear centre (h. = 3.1). The restraint 
was supplied by means of a simple cantilever system and the 
'free' end supports were used at the ends of the beam. The 
critical loads were deter-mined for combinations of three 
positions of application of both load and restraint to the cross 
section and the results of these tests are plotted in Figs. 
(106-8). The theoretical curves shown are calculated from 
the solution given in this Chapter in which two terms in the 
assumed mcde are included and it is apparent that the degree 
of accuracy obtained is satisfactory over most of the range of 
values. On reaching an applied load equal to the second 
critical load the beam buckled in the mode as shown in Fig. (110), 
beyond which any increase in the restraint stiffness was 
ineffective in raising the äuc? ýling 1cad. In the particular 
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case of loading at the upper flange with restraint at the 
lover flange it was found to be impossible to raise the 
buckling load to the second critical value and when the 
restraint stiffness became practically infinite the beam 
buckled in the mcde shown in Fig. (iii), in which no 
displacement of the lcwer flange occurs but the compression 
flange boys along its length. 
The effect of loading through secondary beans has been 
observed in tests on the 2" x" Channel and I beams in which 
the beams were supported in the 'free' end fittings and were 
laded through a horizontal cross beam at mid-span. One end 
of the cross beam was attached to a light jack capable of 
folloz*. ing up the vertical deflection of the test beam, and 
load was applied to a loading hanger suspended from the other 
end. A preliminary series of experiments were carried out 
on the I beam in order to determine the critical eccentricities 
as defined in para. 12(iv). In order to prevent lateral 
frictional restraint the load was applied through two 
hardened steel rollers placed between a flat plate clamped 
to the leading beam and a similar plate resting on the'top 
flange of the test beam as shown in Fig. (114). The beam 
w7as loaded and then displaced laterally until rotation of 
the section first occurred. By measuring the difference 
between the lateral displacements, on either side of initial 
position, at which twisting began it was possible to estimate 




were made un? er different applied loads up to t':. e second 
critical vaiu ': hen failure occurred as shown in Fig. (114). 
The tests were repeated for several flange wVdths at the load 
point, 'tich were altered by rigid attachment of steel plates 
of different sizes to the upper flange of the test beam. 
The results obtained during these tests are given in Table III 
from which it is seen that the lower limit of e=b should 
2 
prove satisfactory over the practical range. The actual 
bo. v, ed for,: _ was that caused by point load at mid-span and 
should dive the lover limit for the critical eccentricity, the 
increase above this value, noted especially for higher loads, 
is probably Cue to the change in the deflected form under 
lead, but indicates that the result is on the safe side. 
:A further series of tests were carried out on the two 
light beams under point load at mid-span and lateral frictional 
restraint. The test beam was mounted in the usual end 
fittings and loaded through the secondary beam as shown in Fig. 115, 
th.; load being applied in increments and corresponding readings 
of rotation of the loaded section being recorded. The beam 
was given a known initial eccentricity at mid-span by 
application of a lateral load and was then loaded until failure 
occurred due to buckling. The coefficient of static: friction 
between the test beam and the flat steel face of the secondary 
member was determined by a preliminary test and was found to 
be 0.22. By assuming that pc =11 for failure it is seen that 
a rotation of 12- degrees can occur before collapse. 'this 
assumption was found to be Zust i: ý ied by experimental results 
Us 
over a large range of eccentricities. Fig. (116) shoves 
the load-wrist curves observed for both I and channel 
bears, the results being, compared with those calculated from 
Equation (21C) which are shown as lines on the graph. The 
agreement is satisfactory and the discrepancy between values 
for the channel is on the safe side and may be due to errors 
in the estimated values of q and 12. The eriect of vertical 
deflection is evident when it is realised that the curves 
would be practically linear if the beam '-ere infinitely 
3tiff in its on plane. 
The observed and calculated failing loads are compared 
in Fig. (117) and again it is seen that calculated values are 
on the safe side. 
The failing load curves for the channel beam are 




ý: ccý;. ti%. lclýlýL ;S FOR 211 x4zB. ýA r, 1 . 
Flange P e Flange p e 
width b Fcrit 
b width b ycrit b 
0"754 incne 1"03 0"615 1"520 1.33 0.472 
inches 
1"92 0"640 1.92 0.498 
2.52 0.585 2.52 0.518 
Lean 0.613 lviean 0.496 
1"003 1.33 0.558 1.753 1.33 0.510 
inches inches 
1.92 0"590 1.92 0.546 
2"52 0"606 2ý52 0"583 
I, iean 0.585 : .. 
Mean 0.546 
1"254 1.03 0.532 2.004 1"53 0.540 
inches inches 
1.62 0.533 1.92 0.573 
2.22 0.533 2.52 0.588 
Ye an 0-. 563 I,: e an 0.5 67 
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CONCLUSIONS. SECTION C 
Although the solutions obtained in this section refer 
only to special simple cases, enough information may be 
derived from them to indicate the likely behaviour of beams 
under general loading conditions and to emphasise the 
necessity for raising the permissible flange stresses for 
floor beams above the values obtained from the results 
for unrestrained beams. As far as the writer is ware no 
" data on the buckling loads of members with elastic or 
frictional restraint has been previously available, and 
many designers have been forced to use the fundamental 
theoretical results chick are seen to be considerably in 
error in many cases. 
It is noticed that, with the exception of the effect 
of elastic torsional movement of the end supports, all the 
conditions discussed in this section tend to increase the 
instability loads of the members. The most important of 
these in practice are likely to be the end fixity of the 
members and the lateral bending and torsional restraints 
along the span. If the beams are to be loaded through 
secondary members, as described in Chapter 12, failure due 
to instability may easily be prevented by attachment of 
false flanges to the top of the loaded merr: bers, if their 
own flan,,, es are not sufficiently broad, at the points of 
contact with the sec on.: ary beams. This method may be 
Us 
equally well applied to beams of both I and channel section, 
it bein; 'necessary in the latter case to extend the flange 
plate, of sufficient strength to support the full load, beyond 
the shear centre of the section. In practice it is unlikely 
that load will only be appliea au one position along the span 
and the admit Tonal restraint afforded by the pther beams will 
prohibit buckling. It should be emphasised that even if 
the initial bowed shape of the member is such that the 
deflection at mid-span exceeds the critical value, failure 
will not occur until the angle of rotation at the load point 
exceeds the angle of friction for the materials in contact. 
AVain the restraint afforded by the friction forces between 
a number of secondary beams aid the main merioer along the 
span will be considerably greater uhan that considered in 
the simple case and even if the eccentricity at mid-span 
exceeds the critical value, ii, is probable that the remaining 
load points will lie within this limi 'U. It, therefore. appears 
that the possibility of lateral instabil: Uy or floor beams 
under practical loaain6 conditions is extremely remote and 
it is to be expected that all such beams would fail due to 
yielding of the material in the flanges before there is any 
dai ger of s idewcy s collapse. Hence it may be suggested that 
no reduction be made in the safe working stress of beams 
under the above conditions and that, if necessary, the 
precautions mentioned should be employed to ensure safety. 
Also by specification of a limiting degree of straightness of 
32q 
components of syinetrical section can be ensured that the 
cri 'ical eccentricity is not exceeded. 
In cases of loafing in which restraint is afforded to 
the beam by interconnection with parallel members, it has 
been seen that a considerable increase in the load crying 
capacity may be expected. The magnitude µöf the restraint 
depends on the stiffness of the adjoining members, the 
rigidity of the connecting fittings and the points of 
attachment. It is important to realize that it is not 
necessary to stay the compression flange of the loaded member, 
as has so frequently been suggested, bit that greater 
stability may often be effected by torsional constraint. 
In the tests described, it has been seen that considerable 
increases in ailin,,; load may be caused by restraining the 
tension flange which may prove simpler to perform in practice. 
The results obtained for buckling loads of beams restrained 
in this way again suggest that it will often be unnecessary 
to reduce the safe working stresses and that attention 
should be paid to the methods of attachment of interconnecing 
members in order to give maximum efficiency. 
The additional increase in the critical loads due to 
restraining couples at the ends of the beams when attached to 
stiff supporting members by cleats and brackets, or by welding, 
will be appreciable and where beams are designed on the more 
accurate basis, including the end moments in the determination 
-33o 
of stresses, the results obtained in previous Chapters 
should be used in stability calcuiaGions. 
It nas been seen that an increase of lbO in the critical 
load is obtained when a beam is loaded at mid-span and encastre 
at its ends in , he plane of she , r; eb, ana that even larger 
increases in failing, loads can be expected 'for beams with 
symnetrical poinC loads on the span due to end fixity. The 
maximum increase above the funaamental value due to complete 
fixity in azimuth is only `, ' O, o when load is applied at mid-span, 
and it is unlikely that prat Uical end connections and i. he 
rigidity of aajacent members will give rise to an increase of 
more then 300 o. Hence the allowance for t1- ss restraint is 
of far less importance than chat for end fixity in direction. 
0 
The restraint of free warping will give rise to a further 
increase in the safe load of a member but this effect is 
generally only of second order of importance for beams of normal 
proportions and may be safely neglected in tie determination of 
the critical loads of all but the stockiest beams. 
It may be supposed that the reduction in the critical loads 
due to incomplete torsional fixity at the supports is unlikely, 
to exceed 5o in most practical cases and that, by neglecting 
the effects of this elastic stiffness, as well as those due 
to end fixity in azimuth and restraint of free warping, an 
estimate of the buckling loads may be obtained which will be 
generally considerably on the safe side. It is suggested, 
therefore, that design calculations be based on the theoretical 
331 
results including only the effects of end fixity in 
direction by which an appreciable increase in the safe 
working stress and a c-'nsiderable increase in load. 
carrying capacity is obtained. The necessary design 
formulae are simple and only necessitate preliminary 
determination of the end fixing moments and a knowledge 
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APPENDIX I 
Ti -! QTD AXIAL 3:, 3-ýAINT 
It has been observed that beams subjected to elastic 
axial restraints at their ends are capable of supporting 
loads of magnitude greater than their critical values without 
danger of complete ccliapse due to lateral buckling. In 
practice the connection. of a me,,. ber to adjoining stanchions, 
which may be braced apart by brickwork, and the influence 
of the beams in adjacent bays of a framework may combine to 
give a relatively high axial restraint against shortening of 
the span. This behaviour is peculiar to the problems of 
instability of members under transverse loads and it is of 
interest to investigate the effects of such restraints by 
means cfa simple example. 
Considering the case of a deep beam, loaded at the shear 
centre at mid-span we will consider the conditions necessary 
bo maintain the system in stable equilibrium when the member is 
subjected to end axial restraint. An approximate solution 
to this problem may be obtained by direct application of the 
results given in para.? (ii) for beams under combined transverse 
and end loading. When lateral displacement occurs under 
loads greater than the critical load the end tension afforded 
by the restraint is given by: - 
('L 
=x (duf dz. 
20 dz) 
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Hence by using he same assumed mode for deflection: - 
R=- Kn2S2 
4L 
Now when loaded beyond he critical value, the member-will be 
be in a state of unstable equilibrium and unaer the influence 
of any slight disturbing force will deflect rapidly sideways 
until some particular position is reached at which the end 
tension is sufficient to maintain the system in stable 
equilibrium. In passing from the unstable to the stable 
state some displaced position must be reached at which the 
beam is in neutral equilibrium. If we consider that the 
end load R is constant over a very small change in deflection 
dS it is apparent that Equation (76) represents the change 
in total energy of the system over this small range which 
beco.:. es zero for neutral equilibrium. Hence the lateral 
deflection at mid-span at which stability occurs may be 
wr i ; en from Equation (78) as: - 




iiL ý Y 
Thus provided that a certain amount of lateral movement 
is permissible the load carrying capacity of a beam may be 
increased until either the end restraining members fail or 
the beam is stressed to its yield point. 
By using the same assumed deflected mode and neglecting 
the additional stresses due to differential bending during 
33s. 
torsion, the maximum flange stresses occurring under the given 
load may be deduced from: - 
6 PL + RE (n2 - 1) + 2RE 
/[-in2 - 1) 
; iax ýr tý 4G2 
li Li K-' - 
'Phis estimate will be on the safe side as differential 
bending stresses will tend to reduce the above value. Also 
these re sul~ss are only approximate over the range of small_ . 
deflections and may become largely in error beyond this range, 
as discussed in previous chapters. 
Experimental Results. 
A series, of tests have been carried out on a narrow 
rectangular xylonite beam under point load at mid-span, 
supported in the 'free' end fittings, and subjected to various 
elastic axial restraints at the ends. Restraint was prgviaed 
by connecting the free end of a propped cantilever to one end 
of the test beam, iuhe other end being rigidly stayed to the 
test frame. By varying the position of the prop. ' the 
restraint stiffness could be adjusted to my required value, 
and the system was calibrated by a preliminary series of tests 
on the cantilever. 
A 3611 span of the model beam was loaded through a loading 
disc at its shear centre at mid-span, and the restraints were 
initially adjusted by means of light turnbuckles to ensure 
correct behaviour during buckling. Load was then applied in 
increments and the corresponding measurements of lateral 
deflection at mid-span and end axial deflection were recorded. 
3 3G 
Due to iniiial i. perfections these displacements occurred at 
loads less than the critical value as shown in Fib. (118), but 
instead of tending to become very large at higher loads the 
deflections recorded agree favourably with those calculated 
from the above formula. 
For very high values of the restraint ratio KL the 
X11 
theory breaks down due to the fact that the assumed form is 
no longer satisfactory when large end tensions are applied; 
in practice, however, the likely range of restraints is below 
this limiting value and the formulae may be found suitable 
for most purposes. The results shown for lateral deflection 
in Fig. (118) are for tests with high end restraints, 
but further tests with smaller restraints show even better 
aoreemen11; with the theoretical solution. For very large 
restraints he calculated deflections will be in error on 
the low side. 
In many cases in which beams have only slibht imperfections, 
loading above the critical value will not necessarily give 
rise to lateral aeflection, but the foregoing results 
indicate the maximum movement that will occur when such a 
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